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Introduction

1 Motivation

Douglas Engelbart’s pioneering work on augmenting human intellect in 1968 demonstrated for the first time multi-user systems with groupware capabilities. Remote users could share the same screen and one user could see what the other was writing. However, the first groupware systems defined as “computer-based systems that support groups of people engaged in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a shared environment.” [253] appeared only early 1990s.

The CSCW Matrix [265] represented in Figure 1 categorizes groupware software according to the degree of physical proximity of the group members (members can be collocated or can be situated remotely) and the degree of synchronicity of writing activities if users write at the same time or at different times. Synchronous authoring tools, also referred to as real-time collaborative authoring systems, imply that users write at the same time and changes made by one user are immediately transmitted to other group members. Asynchronous authoring tools support groups of individuals who contribute at different times by taking turns of revising and editing the shared artifact. The meeting room is an example of face-to-face interaction, i.e. interaction that takes place at the same place and at the same time, while a bulletin board is an example of asynchronous interaction that takes place at the same place but at different times. An example of groupware belonging to the synchronous distributed interaction is a group editor or a video conference system that allows real-time collaboration. An email system belongs to asynchronous distributed interaction. IBM Lotus Notes, known today as HCL Notes, was one of the first commercial groupware allowing remote group collaboration.

Figure 1: Groupware Time Space Matrix
Most of groupware systems developed at that time tried to avoid inconsistency that appears when users execute simultaneously conflicting operations on shared data. The simplest solution to avoid inconsistency is to prevent simultaneous action over shared data by defining a single, global stream of activity over the shared data space. In order to ensure this single, global stream of activity, groupware systems used turn-taking protocols or locking mechanisms. Turn-taking [251, 257, 263, 252, 255, 264, 262] allows only one active participant at a time, the one who “has the floor”, the other users being blocked from editing. Locking [266, 203, 250, 242, 247] guarantees that users access objects in the shared workspace one at a time and concurrent editing is allowed only if users lock and edit different objects. These mechanisms restrict the collaboration on the shared documents and also yield unacceptable delays for obtaining the locks.

Later on, the multi-synchronous mode of collaboration [237] was proposed to abandon the attempt to construct a single stream of activity over the shared data space. Instead, it allows to maintain multiple, simultaneous streams corresponding to multi-user activities, and then looks to manage divergence between these streams. In this collaboration mode users can work independently with different streams of activity on the shared data. These streams can diverge and hence users have different views of the shared data. Divergence can arise due to delays in the propagation of operations on the shared data or execution of conflicting operations. These divergent streams synchronise at a later time and hence re-establish a common view of the shared data.

The first group editor that offered an unrestricted collaboration where participants were able to edit a document anywhere in the document and at any time by relying on a multi-synchronous mode of collaboration was GROVE [259]. The mechanism achieving the reconciliation of the divergent streams of collaboration is called operational transformation.

Starting with about 2005 we are facing an increasing interest in collaborative editors (i.e. ACE) which combined with the Web 2.0 movement caused an explosion of interest in web-based document editing tools. It received a lot of attention from both industry and academia and gained in popularity due to the wide availability of free services such as Google Drive introduced in 2012 as a cloud storage with office suite Docs, Sheets and Slides. As by July 2018, Google Drive had more than 1 billion users.

Early 1990s when first groupware systems appeared, a general skepticism existed regarding the use of these systems: “Isn’t it chaotic to all edit in the same document, even the same paragraph, at the same time?” “Why would a group ever want to edit in the same line of text at the same time?” [253]. In the later years groupware systems started to be used in scenarios involving a small set of users such as for the writing of a research article. Nowadays we notice a change in the scale from several users to a community of users. For instance, we can cite open-source projects where a community of developers contribute to code of a common software project or Wikipedia where during an important event many users modify the wiki page related to that event or during a conference where a community of participants takes notes during a presentation.

Most commonly used collaborative systems are those provided by large service providers such as Facebook and Google. While these collaborative services offer very interesting functionalities, they feature certain limitations. Most of the platforms hosting these collaboration services rely on a central authority and place personal information in the hands of a single large corporation which is a perceived privacy threat. Users must provide and store their data to vendors of these services and have to trust that they will preserve privacy of their data, but they have little control over the usage of their data after sharing it with other users.

These systems do not scale well in terms of the number of users. Scenarios involving a large
number of concurrent editing users are emerging, such as students of a class or participants in a conference that collaboratively take notes. For instance, GoogleDocs limits the number of persons that can simultaneously modify a document to 50. If this number is exceeded, next users that join the document will have the rights limited to reading the document. An example of large scale collaborative editing that is not possible with the current technology is the MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) on online education opened in 2013 where the 40,000 participants were asked to access to parts of the Google Docs documents created for the course. Due to the high number of concurrent edits to the same documents, the system crashed and finally the lecture was cancelled.

Furthermore, user communities cannot deploy these kind of service applications since they generally rely on costly infrastructures rather than allowing sharing infrastructure and administration costs.

The vision underlying my research work is to move away from centralized authority-based collaboration towards a large scale peer-to-peer (P2P) collaboration where control over data is given to users who can decide with whom to share their data. The risk of privacy breaches is decreased in this P2P collaboration as only part of the protected data is exposed at any time. The main strengths of P2P systems [112] are their independence of a centralized control and of a dedicated infrastructure. Participating nodes are owned and operated by independent individuals and therefore administration costs of the system are shared. Distinctive characteristics of P2P systems are high scalability, resilience to faults and attacks and a low deployment barrier for new services.

However, these peer-to-peer collaborative systems feature some challenges. In order to provide efficient data availability, data is typically replicated and users are allowed to concurrently modify replicated data. One of the challenges is to develop optimistic replication algorithms that maintain consistency of the shared data in the face of concurrent modifications. These algorithms have to be reliable, i.e. after the reception of all modifications done by users the state of the data copies has to converge. They also have to be scalable, i.e. have a complexity that does not depend on the number of users. These algorithms have also to be explainable, i.e. their decision must be comprehensible by users and therefore user intentions must be preserved. Another challenge is how to maintain group awareness, i.e. “understanding of the activities of other users which provides a context for your own activity” [245]. Group awareness helps users track the changes that other collaborators have made to shared data and avoid potential conflicts or redundant work.

In this large scale peer-to-peer collaboration a main question is how to choose your collaborators that you can trust in order to share them your data. A rational decision would be based on the evaluation of previous collaborative behaviour of your collaborators. In a large scale collaboration we cannot remember the interactions of all users with whom we collaborated and sometimes we have a false impression on the contribution of our collaborators. Some of them are modest and do not know to put themselves forward, while some others know to exaggerate their contribution. A trust value that is computed automatically based on previous collaboration behavior would be of great help to users. A main challenge in this task is how to compute this trust value according to past collaboration in order to be able to predict future user behavior.

2 Research Work

My research work is structured around two axes of research in the domain of peer-to-peer collaborative systems that tackle the challenges previously described: collaborative data management
Introduction and trustworthy collaboration.

2.1 Collaborative data management

This axis refers to the design and evaluation of various approaches related to management of distributed shared data including optimistic data replication and group awareness.

Two main optimistic replication approaches exist for maintaining consistency: operational transformation approaches (OT) and commutative replicated data types (CRDT).

Operational transformation \[259\] relies on two components: a set of transformation functions specific to a document type that specify how concurrent modifications are merged and a generic integration algorithm that detects concurrent changes and applies the appropriate transformation functions. This mechanism is currently integrated in GoogleDocs. Operational transformation has several limitations. The approach is not scalable with the number of users and requires either a central server for message dissemination or expensive distributed consensus protocols. Moreover, the algorithmic complexity is quadratic on the number of concurrent operations. Furthermore, the approach requires to detect concurrency between operations. It has been shown that the optimal data structure for concurrency detection is proportional to the number of collaborators. This structure is very costly in terms of storage and communication as it has to be attached to every disseminated modification. Finally, the design of correct transformation functions is complex and costly.

In order to address limitations of operational transformation, CRDTs (Commutative Replicated Data Types) \[154, 100\] were proposed. The main idea is to define data structures where parallel modifications are conflict free, i.e. these modifications are commutative. This approach has several advantages. It does not require a-posteriori synchronisation as concurrent modifications are executed without conflict and produce the same state on all copies independently of the execution order. The architecture can be therefore completely distributed. The algorithmic complexity is much lower than that of operational transformation mechanism.

My contributions relate to both families of algorithms. I proposed operational transformation mechanisms for complex data such as hierarchical text documents \[16\], XML \[44, 41\] (in collaboration with Gérald Oster) and wikis \[13\] (in collaboration with Gérald Oster and Luc André).

CRDTs have a limitation: the atomic elements of the data structure need to be uniquely identified. There is therefore a significant increase in the meta-data necessary for the update of the data structure. Together with Luc André, Stéphane Martin and Gérald Oster, I proposed a CRDT approach for strings that considerably limits the meta-data \[32\]. This CRDT approach is the underlying consistency maintenance mechanism in MUTE (https://coedit.re/), the peer-to-peer web-based collaborative editor that we developed in our team \[71\]. In collaboration with Weihai Yu (Professor, University of Tromso) and Luc André, I also proposed an undo mechanism for string-based CRDTs \[29\]. In collaboration with Weihai Yu and Victorien Elvinger, I designed a generic undo support for CRDTs \[20\]. In collaboration with Weihai Yu, I proposed a CRDT for relational databases \[19\].

I evaluated existing operational transformation and CRDT algorithms \[46\] (in collaboration with members of the ARC RECALL project), \[36, 33\] (in collaboration with members of SCORE/Coast team: Mehdi Ahmed-Nacer, Gérald Oster, Hyun-Gul Roh, Pascal Urso) by means of their theoretical complexity and simulations.

Understanding real-time constraints from users point of view provides a critical validation of research leaded by the collaborative editing community that continues to develop merging algorithms under the uniform assumption of high responsiveness requirements for real-time col-
laboration. However, no study related distributed systems performances with their perception by users. I studied real-time constraints from user point of view in terms of delays in real-time collaborative editing. Delays exist between a user executed modification and the visibility of this modification to other users. These delays can be due to the network and underlying architecture, but also due to the underlying consistency maintenance algorithms. In the scope of Quang Vinh Dang’s thesis, by means of simulations, I measured delays in popular real-time collaborative editing systems such as GoogleDocs and Etherpad in terms of the number of users that edit a shared document and their typing frequency [58]. In the context of USCOAST Inria associated team that I led and in collaboration with Valerie Shalin, Olivia Fox and Meagan Newman from the Department of Psychology, Wright State University, François Charoy and Gérald Oster, by means of experimental study with users I studied the effect of delay on group performance [31, 30]. User groups had to perform three typical collaborative editing tasks under a constant but undeclared delay in the propagation of changes between group members. Results demonstrated the negative effect on the quality of task performance after a threshold delay. Delays measured in GoogleDocs are largely greater than the artificial delays experienced in our lab experiment. Results of our study support the assertion that delay associated with conventional consistency maintenance algorithms will impede group performance and motivate the need for optimized algorithms.

In the context of the PhD thesis of Hoai-Le Nguyen, I also analysed real collaboration traces such as of software projects that used Git where we studied management and resolution of conflicts [57, 12]. In [18] we provided a characterisation of conflicts in real-time collaborative editing in terms of their occurrence in time and position inside the document by analysing ShareLatex collaboration traces.

I proposed awareness mechanisms for localisation of concurrent modifications in the form of annotation and visualisation of changes in source code documents [42, 39] (in collaboration with Gérald Oster), textual documents [51, 43] and web sites [40] (in collaboration with Moira Norrie, Gérald Oster and Stavroula Papadopoulou). In the context of these awareness mechanisms I studied the balance between awareness and privacy and allowed users to filter information about their changes according to their preferences [43, 62] (in collaboration with Moira Norrie, Stavroula Papadopoulou, Gérald Oster, Pascal Molli and Hala Skaf-Molli). I also studied the balance between disturbance and awareness of concurrent updates and allowed users to define focus regions without being disturbed by work of other users [24] (in collaboration with Gérald Oster and Weihai Yu).

Existing tools for supporting parallel work feature some disadvantages that prevent them to be widely used. Very often they require a complex installation and creation of accounts for all group members. Users need to learn and deal with complex commands for efficiently using these collaborative tools. Some tools require users to abandon their favorite editors and impose them to use a certain co-authorship application. In [38], together with Gérald Oster and Pascal Molli, we proposed the DooSo6 collaboration tool that offers support for parallel work, requires no installation, no creation of accounts and that is easy to use, users being able to continue working with their favorite editors. User authentication is achieved by means of a capability-based mechanism. A capability is defined as a couple (object reference, access right). If a user possesses this capability he/she has the specified right to the referenced object. The system manages capabilities for publishing and updating shared projects. The prototype relies on the data synchronizer So6 (http://www.libresource.org/).
2.2 Trustworthy collaboration

In the peer-to-peer collaboration users might want to collaborate only with those users they trust. I am interested in assessing users trust according to their behaviour during collaboration in a large scale environment.

In the context of the PhD thesis of Hien Truong co-supervised with Pascal Molli, I proposed a contract-based collaboration model [15, 37, 61] where trust in users is established and adjusted based on their compliance to the contracts specified by the data owners when they share the data. Observation of adherence to or violation of contracts that is used to adjust trust levels is done by means of an auditing mechanism [35] and relies on logs that register all user activities on the shared data. Our contract-based collaboration model allows the specification of contracts, merging of data and contracts and resolution of conflicting contracts. A trust metric for computing user trust levels was proposed based on auditing user compliance to the given contracts. The model detects if the collaboration logs were tampered by relying on hash-chain based authenticators [34].

In the context of the PhD thesis of Quang-Vinh Dang and in collaboration with Valerie Shalin, I proposed an experimental design for testing the proposed trust-based collaboration model [11]. We employed trust game, a money exchange game that has been widely used in behavioural economics for studying trust and collaboration between humans. In this game, exchange of money is entirely attributable to the existence of trust between users. In the context of trust game we proposed a trust metric that reflects user behaviours during the collaboration [27].

In order to compute the trust score of users according to their contributions during a collaborative editing task, we need to evaluate the quality of the content of a document that has been written collaboratively. In the context of the PhD thesis of Quang-Vinh Dang, I investigated how to automatically assess the quality of Wikipedia articles in order to provide guidance for both authors and readers of Wikipedia. In this context we proposed three automatic assessment methods of the quality of Wikipedia articles. In the first approach we introduced readability features for a better prediction of quality [28]. The other two approaches are based on a deep-learning mechanism that automatically learns features from document contents rather than manually defining them [26, 14, 23].

3 My journey

I earned my PhD degree in 2006 at ETH Zurich in the Global Information Systems (GlobIS) research group under the supervision of Moira Norrie. In my PhD thesis I developed algorithms for maintaining consistency in the collaboration over hierarchical documents. I analysed the collaboration over textual, XML and graphical documents. I extended the operational transformation approach initially applied for linear structures to work for hierarchical models such as textual and XML documents. My approach for maintaining consistency allows any existing operational transformation algorithm for linear structures to be applied recursively over the hierarchical structure of the document [56, 68, 47, 48, 50]. For maintaining consistency over graphical documents I used a novel mechanism based on a distributed serialisation of operations [55, 49, 67]. In my approach for graphical documents users can define the types of conflicts between the operations and the policy for the resolution of conflicts. I analysed separately the real-time and asynchronous modes of collaborative interaction over a central repository [17, 53, 54, 65, 52, 66]. In real-time communication changes are transmitted immediately to other users, while in the asynchronous mode of collaboration users work in isolation and synchronise their
My journey

I did a postdoc between October 2006 and September 2007 in the Inria research team ECOO (currently team Coast) at Inria Nancy-Grand Est and LORIA. My postdoc was in the context of the project ARC RECALL 2006-2007 (Réplication optimiste pour l’Édition CoLLaborative massive sur réseau P2P) under the supervision of Pascal Molli, currently Professor at Nantes University and head of GDD team. The goal of the RECALL project was the development of optimistic replication algorithms for supporting massive collaborative editing involving thousands of users. In the context of this project I was the main leader for the comparison and evaluation of several optimistic approaches for peer-to-peer collaborative editing [46, 77]. I also worked together with Gérald Oster (Maître de conférence at l’Université de Lorraine, team ECOO) on the adaptation for peer-to-peer environments of the optimistic replication algorithm for hierarchical documents developed during my thesis by combining it with the TTF (Tombstone Transformational Functions) approach [64] developed by team ECOO.

I was recruited in 2007 as Researcher at Inria in the team ECOO. Since my arrival in the team ECOO I enlarged the spectrum of my work on collaborative data management with a focus on large scale peer-to-peer environments. My PhD thesis focused on optimistic replication in the context of groupware systems but where the large scale constraint was not taken into account. Operational transformation was the most appropriate optimistic replication mechanism existing at that time and my thesis focused on extending this mechanism for complex data. In the period just before my arrival ECOO team proposed a new optimistic replication mechanism more suitable for peer-to-peer environments [154], which is considered the first CRDT (Conflict-free replicated data type), concept that was later formally defined [100]. Together with Mehdí Ahmed-Nacer, Luc André, Stéphane Martin, Gérald Oster, Hyun-Gul Roh and Pascal Urso, I continued to enrich the operational transformation theory for collaborative editing by developing algorithms for complex data types in the Web 2.0 such as wikis [59, 13], but also to develop new CRDTs in order to achieve better performances for large scale peer-to-peer collaborative editing [32]. We were also the first ones that developed a comparison among the main operational transformation and CRDT algorithms in terms of their theoretical complexity and by means of simulations [36]. These works were done in the context of the Wiki3.0 project for which I was the leader for Inria partner and respectively of the ANR STREAMS and ConcoRDanT projects.

Later on, in collaboration with Weihai Yu (UiT The Arctic University of Norway) who spent his sabbatical years 2013/2014 and 2018/2019 in our team (SCORE/Coast) and Luc André and Victorien Elvinger I focused on undo issues in collaborative editing based on CRDT approaches [29, 20]. If up to now I worked only on CRDTs for collaborative editing, very recently, in collaboration with Weihai Yu, I started to focus also on other types of CRDTs such as for relational databases [19].

At the end of my PhD thesis at ETH Zurich I started to investigate together with Moira Norrie and Stavroula Papadopoulou (ETH Zurich) issues on awareness in collaborative editing such as providing users an overview of the quantity of changes done on the shared document [51, 63]. After my arrival in Nancy I continued to work on collaborative awareness and extended the collaboration with the members of ECOO team (Gérald Oster, Pascal Molli and Hala Skaf-Molli) on localisation of concurrent concurrent changes and on the trade-off between awareness and user privacy [62, 45, 43, 42, 39, 76]. Together with Gérald Oster and Stavroula Papadopoulou, I also studied awareness for the collaborative editing of web pages where we analysed changes done on a web page and all its linked pages [40]. Using edit profiles we provided the visualization of the quantity of changes of a certain type performed at different levels of the current web page (section, paragraph, sentence) and its linked pages. In collaboration with Gérald Oster and
Weihai Yu, I also studied the balance between disturbance and awareness of concurrent updates [24].

I opened up a collaboration with psychologists from the Department of Psychology, Wright State University namely with Prof. Valerie Shalin on studying distributed systems performances with their perception by users, namely real-time constraints from user point of view in terms of delays in real-time collaborative editing [58, 31, 30, 73]. This collaboration was done in the context of the Inria USCOAST associated team for which I was the main investigator where we organised several exchange visits between our team and Wright State University. Prof. Valerie Shalin spent her sabbatical year in 2013 in our team. Results of our studies show that delay associated with consistency maintenance algorithms used by popular collaborative editing systems such as GoogleDocs and Etherpad impede group performance in a large scale context in terms of the number of users and their typing frequency and motivate the need for optimized algorithms.

I co-supervised four defended PhD theses.

- Hien Thi Thu Truong, A Contract-based and Trust-aware Collaboration Mode, (October 2009 - December 2012), defended on December 2012, co-supervised together with Pascal Molli (member of SCORE team till 2010 and then head of the GDD team, University of Nantes). Hien Thi Thu Truong is currently Senior Researcher at NEC Laboratories Europe. In the context of the PhD thesis of Hien Thi Thu Truong I opened up a new direction of research in our team on security and trust in large scale collaborative systems. We investigated replacing the traditional “hard” security models that are not very suitable for large scale distributed collaborative systems with “soft” security models. Rather than adopting an a priori strict enforcement of security rules, access is given first to data without control but with restrictions that are verified a posteriori. We proposed a contract-based collaboration model [15, 37, 61, 35, 75] where trust in users is established and adjusted based on their compliance to the contracts specified by the data owners when they share the data. In this PhD thesis we applied in a novel way CRDTs for maintaining consistency over both data documents and contracts over sharing those documents. In this collaboration model security of logs in terms of their tampering is ensured by the use of hash-chain based authenticators [60, 34].

- Quang Vinh Dang, Trust assessment in large scale collaborative systems, (October 2014-December 2017), defended on January 2018, co-supervised with François Charoy. Quang Vinh Dang is currently assistant professor at the Industrial University of Ho Chi Minh. In the context of the PhD thesis of Quang-Vinh Dang and in collaboration with Valerie Shalin, we proposed an experimental design based on trust game for testing a trust-based collaboration model [11]. We designed a trust metric that reflects user behaviour during the trust game [27]. The experimental design described in [11] confirmed that the availability of this trust metric improves user cooperation and that it predicts participants future behavior. In order to compute the trust score of users according to their contributions during a collaborative editing task, we need to evaluate the quality of the content of a document that has been written collaboratively. Together with Quang-Vinh Dang, we investigated how to automatically assess the quality of Wikipedia articles in order to provide guidance for both authors and readers of Wikipedia. In this context we proposed three automatic assessment methods of the quality of Wikipedia articles. In the first approach we introduced readability features for a better prediction of quality [28]. The other two approaches are based on a deep-learning mechanism that automatically learns
4. Implication in research projects

I provide here a list of projects in which I participated after my PhD thesis:


This project focused on the human evaluation of methods and algorithms for trustworthy collaboration. This project helped me to acquire knowledge and some practice into the design of user studies, expertise that I was lacking before the start of USCoast associated team. I also acquired knowledge regarding the policies for the ethical treatment of participants and expertise into statistical analysis of the study results. This project was a successful experience in interdisciplinary research. In the context of this project we contributed to the first study towards understanding real-time constraints from users point of view showing that delay associated with popular collaborative editors impedes group performance and motivating the need for optimized consistency maintenance algorithms [30]. This project helped me set up an experimental design for testing the influence of trust score availability during collaboration and showing that it has the same effect as
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identity for improving cooperation while having the advantage of scalability [11]. Coast funding: between 10,000 and 15,000 €/year

- **Local Inria leader of the Wiki 3.0 (2009-2012)** financed by the call for projects Web 2.0 launched by the Minister of Economy in France (appel Web innovant du volet numérique du plan de relance). The objective of this project was the extension of the XWiki system by the creation of a new wiki generation which offers real-time editing and the integration of social interaction tools such as chat and micro-blogging. Partners of this project were XWiki SAS, INRIA and Mandriva. I was responsible with the design and integration of real-time editing features into the XWiki system. The solution we proposed for real-time editing of wiki pages [13] was released as an extension of XWiki https://labs.xwiki.com/xwiki/bin/view/Projects/Wiki30. As a follow-up of this editor, XWiki developed CryptPad editor which is currently largely used by their clients. Total funding: 406,636 €. Coast funding: 143,375 €

- **Local Inria leader of Region Lorraine TV Paint (2016–2017)** in collaboration with TVPaint Development. The result of this project was the proposal of an architecture and prototype of a collaborative system dedicated to 2D animation movies, that allows to manipulate digital artifacts in a collaborative way. Total funding: 140,000 €. Coast funding: 50,000 €

- **Local Inria leader of Region Grand Est TV Paint (2017–2019)**. This is a follow-up project in collaboration with TVPaint Development. Based on the previously proposed architecture and prototype, this project focused on the design and implementation of a commercial product dedicated to animation movies that can manipulate a large amount of data in a safe and secure manner. Total funding: 295,628 €. Coast funding: 81,600 €

- **Local Inria leader of the Deeptech project financed by BPI and coordinated by Fair&Smart (2020-2023)**. The goal of this project is the development of a platform for the management of personal data according to General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Other partners of this project are CryptoExperts and team READ from LORIA. The computational personal trust model that we proposed for repeated trust game [27] and its validation methodology [11] will be adapted for the Fair&Smart personal data management platform for computing trust between the different users of this platform. Our decentralised mechanism for identity certification relying on a blockchain [70, 21] will be transferred to Fair&Smart for user identification for their personal data management platform. Total funding: 1,200,000 € Coast funding: 266,000 €

- **Member of OpenPaaS::NG (2015-2019) http://ng.open-paas.org/ project funded by BpiFrance involving French industrial leaders in open-source software development (Linagora, Nexedi, XWiki) and academic partners in collaborative work (COAST) and recommender systems (DaScim, LIX). The result of this project was the development of a french open-source new generation collaboration platform for enterprises that offers various secure collaboration modes (real-time, connected, disconnected, ad-hoc) over shared data, support for virtual meetings with automatic summary and recommendations. The main feature of the project that provided its originality was the peer-to-peer architecture underlying the platform. Indeed, existing collaboration solutions are offered by large service providers such as Google that place user data in the hands of a central authority which represents a privacy threat. This project allowed us to transfer our knowledge on data consistency maintenance and peer-to-peer architectures. In the context of this project we devel-
opposed our web-based peer-to-peer collaborative editor MUTE ([https://coedit.re/])[71]. Some of our ideas on consistency maintenance algorithms were transferred to the collaborative editor CryptPad developed by XWiki which is currently used by their clients. In this project I was responsible for the data security over the peer-to-peer architecture (the work package on secure and reliable peer-to-peer collaboration). Total funding: 10,710,208 €. Coast funding: 1,001,000 €

- **Member of ANR STREAMS (Solutions for Peer-to-peer Real-time Social Web) (2010-2014)** STREAMS project designed peer-to-peer solutions that offer underlying services required by real-time social web applications and that eliminate the disadvantages of centralised architectures. These solutions are meant to replace a central authority-based collaboration with a distributed collaboration that offers support for decentralisation of services. In the context of this project, together with Luc André, Stéphane Martin and Gérald Oster I developed LogootSplit [32], a CRDT for strings that reduces metadata overhead and thus achieves better performances for large scale peer-to-peer collaborative editing. LogootSplit is the underlying consistency maintenance algorithm of MUTE collaborative editor. This project also allowed me to investigate a “soft” security models for peer-to-peer collaboration where rather than adopting an a priori strict enforcement of security rules, access is given first to data without control but with restrictions that are verified a posteriori [15, 37, 61, 35]. Total Cost : 1,730,017 €, Funding: 526,325 €, Coast funding : 157,466 €

- **Member of ANR ConcoRDanT (CRDTs for consistency without concurrency control in Cloud and Peer-to-Peer systems) (2010-2014)** The ConcoRDanT project studied the Commutative Replicated Data Type (CRDT), i.e. a data type where all concurrent operations commute, a simple approach for ensuring eventual consistency that scales indefinitely. In the context of both ANR ConcoRDant and ANR STREAMS we evaluated and compared different CRDT and OT algorithms [36]. Total Cost: 1,197,521 €, Funding: 316,740 €, Coast funding: 135,009 €

- **Member of RNTL XWiki Concerto (2006-2009)** I was involved in the XWiki project starting from 2008. This project developed XWiki Concerto (http://concerto.xwiki.org), a peer-to-peer extension of the XWiki system, an open-source enterprise wiki. This Wiki web application over a P2P network offers access to mobility, i.e. users can edit offline their wiki pages from a variety of devices such as smartphones, PDAs or desktops. XWiki Concerto uses an epidemic propagation algorithm to broadcast changes on the overlay network, combined with the WOOT algorithm [154] to merge concurrent changes.

- **Member of ARC RECALL 2006-2007 (Réplication optimiste pour l’Édition CoLLaborative massive sur réseau P2P)** The goal of the RECALL project was the development of optimistic replication algorithms for supporting massive collaborative editing involving thousands of users. Wikipedia or open-source projects are achievements of such type of collaboration. The proposed algorithms support the development of collaborative applications over a peer-to-peer network offering in this way a good scalability, support for fault tolerance and reduced deployment costs. I was the main leader for the comparison and evaluation of several optimistic approaches for peer-to-peer collaborative editing [46].
5 Organisation of the manuscript

The manuscript is structured into three parts:

- Part I describes the design and evaluation of optimistic replication and group awareness approaches that I proposed. In Chapter 1 I provide an overview of existing optimistic replication and group awareness approaches. In Chapter 2 I present an OT mechanism for complex data such as wikis and in Chapter 4 a CRDT solution that reduces metadata overhead. In Chapter 3 I present an evaluation of main OT and CRDT and an experimental user design for evaluating the effect of algorithm performance on users [30]. Chapter 5 presents my main contributions for conflict prevention and analysis.

- Part II describes my work around replacing the traditional “hard” security models for large scale distributed collaborative systems with “soft” security models based on trust and on assessing users trust according to their behaviour during collaboration. Chapter 1 presents a short literature review on security and trust management in multi-synchronous collaboration. In Chapter 2 I present a contract-based collaboration model where contracts are specified by the data owners when they share the data and user trust is assessed according to the observation of adherence to or violation of contracts. In Chapter 3 I present a hash chain based authenticators approach for ensuring integrity and authenticity of logs of operations in multi-synchronous collaboration. Chapter 4 presents a computational trust model for repeated trust game where user trust values are updated based on the satisfaction level for the exchanges during the game. Chapter 5 describes an experimental design for testing the influence of trust score on user behavior.

- Part III presents my project in the domain of secure and trustworthy collaborative data management focussing on novel synchronisation approaches for complex data requiring a composition replication mechanisms, security aspects of collaborative data management and evaluation of collaborators according to their past contributions.
Part I

Collaborative Data Management
Multi-synchronous collaborative systems are distributed systems that manage shared data. Replication of shared data is necessary in multi-synchronous collaboration to offer data availability and achieve high responsiveness in the case of real-time communication. Various replication protocols exist in order to ensure replicas consistency.

Pessimistic replication is a family of replication protocols which gives user the impression of existence of a single replica [266]. Operations of read can be done on any replica, while a writing operation has to be atomically applied on all replicas. Turn-taking protocols [251] used by shared view systems such as SHARE [257] and RTCAL [264] and locking mechanisms [203] used by SASSE [242], GroupDraw [247], RCS [254] are pessimistic approaches for consistency maintenance that allow only one participant at a time to edit a shared object, the others being blocked from editing. Pessimistic replication is not suitable for multi-synchronous collaboration as during an update local data cannot be edited as the initiator of the update has an exclusive access.

Pessimistic replication protocols ensure a strong consistency, i.e. after a user performs an update, any subsequent access performed by the other users will return the updated value. However, these protocols do not tolerate network partitions due to network failures. This can be explained by the CAP theorem [214, 216, 198] that states that in a shared-data system it is impossible to simultaneously ensure all three desirable properties, namely (C) data consistency meaning that all nodes see the same data at the same time, (A) availability of shared data for update and (P) tolerance to network partition, i.e. the system continues to operate despite arbitrary partitioning due to network failures.

In a large-scale distributed system, network partitions exist, so consistency and availability cannot be both achieved. Optimistic replication [169] is an approach suitable for multi-synchronous collaboration where shared data is always available but consistency is relaxed. Compared to pessimistic approaches, optimistic replication does not need an atomic update, as replicas are allowed to diverge temporarily, but they are expected to converge eventually. However, reconciliation of divergent copies is a complex process. In Chapter 1 I provide an overview of existing optimistic replication approaches. I highlight the advantages and disadvantages of the two most suitable approaches exist for maintaining consistency in multi-synchronous collaboration: operational transformation approaches (OT) and commutative replicated data types (CRDT).

I contributed to both families of algorithms. While most existing OT algorithms target simple data such as linear structures where a text document is seen as a sequence of characters, in Chapter 2 I present an operational transformation mechanism for complex data such as wikis [13]. The main disadvantage of CRDT approaches is meta-data overhead and in Chapter 4 I present a solution for reducing this overhead [32]. In Chapter 3 I present an evaluation of main OT and CRDT in terms of their complexities [36] and an experimental design with users in order evaluate the effect of algorithm performance on users [30].

Group awareness, defined as an “understanding of the activities of others which provides a context for your own activity” [245], has been identified by the CSCW community as one of the most important issues in collaborative document authoring, independently of the collaboration mode, be it synchronous, asynchronous or multi-synchronous. I focused on workspace awareness, particularly on providing awareness about the states of the shared documents in various contexts. I was interested in what information should be provided to users to prevent conflicting changes in user groups and to understand divergence when conflicts cannot be avoided. In Chapter 1 I present a short overview of awareness mechanisms for conflicts prevention and on conflicts management once they occurred. I present my main contributions for conflict prevention and analysis in Chapter 5. I present an awareness mechanism that localizes concurrent changes in
the context of collaborative editing over code source [39, 42] and textual documents [43] and a trade-off mechanism between awareness and user privacy [43] where users can filter details about their changes transmitted to other users according to their preferences. I also present a study of conflicts in asynchronous collaboration by using Git [12].
1

Literature Review

In this chapter I provide a literature review on optimistic replication approaches and awareness mechanisms in collaborative systems.

1.1 Optimistic replication

This section presents a short overview of optimistic replication approaches with a focus on operational transformation and commutative replicated data types which are the most suitable approaches for maintaining consistency in multi-synchronous collaboration. It also describes some existing solutions for maintaining consistency over complex data.

1.1.1 Last writer wins

One of the well-known optimistic replication approaches is the “last writer wins” strategy [273] used in Usenet. In the case that two replicas are concurrently modified, one of these modifications is lost which makes the resolution mechanism of “last writer wins” strategy not suitable for multi-synchronous collaboration.

1.1.2 Serialisation

Serialisation [266, 202] is an optimistic replication mechanism that allows operations to be executed immediately and, only in the case that an out of order operation arrives at the site, a certain repairing approach is adopted in order to guarantee the correct ordering. A solution to repairing is the Time Warp mechanism [269] where the system returns to the state just before the out-of-order operation was received. Intermediate side effects have to be cancelled by sending anti-messages of the operations locally generated out-of-order and then the messages received are executed again, the late message being received in the right order this time. Another solution to repairing is the undoing of the operations that follow the remote operation in the serial order, followed by the execution of the remote operation and the re-execution of the undone operations. This technique of repairing has been implemented in the GroupDesign [243]. By using serialization mechanism some user updates are lost. Moreover, undoing and redoing operations decreases the response time. Therefore, serialization is not a suitable approach for multi-synchronous collaboration with real-time constraints. Bayou [235] is also based on a serialization mechanism. A primary site ensures a global continuous order over a prefix of the history of modifications. The prefix is further distributed to other sites. The primary site can be a cause of a bottleneck and therefore the approach is not suitable for real-time collaboration.
1.1.3 Multi-versioning

Multi-versioning is an optimistic replication approach that tries to achieve all operation effects and for each concurrent operation targeting a common object, a new object version is created. GRACE [189] and TIVOLI [236] are object-based collaborative graphical editors that use multi-versioning approach to maintain consistency over document copies. A multi-versioning mechanism ensures preserving user intentions, but it leads to multiple versions of graphical objects. No suitable interface is provided to allow users to navigate between object versions and no algorithm is proposed to merge object versions. The mechanism was applied for graphical objects but it would be not suitable for text documents as every concurrent change on the shared document would result in a new version of the document.

1.1.4 Operational transformation

CSCW community aimed to develop approaches that allow users to concurrently edit at any time any part of a shared document and provide solutions for merging concurrent changes that ensure convergence and preserve user intentions. Operational transformation (OT) was specifically designed to fulfill the requirements of multi-synchronous collaboration. It allows users to concurrently work on copies of the documents tolerating copies divergence and ensures that copies converge at a later time. The advantage of OT is its high responsiveness as it allows local operations to be executed immediately after their generation on the local copy of the document. These operations are broadcast synchronously or asynchronously to the other remote document copies. Incoming remote operations are transformed against concurrent operations that were executed on the document copy. Transformations are performed in such a manner that user intentions are preserved and, at the end, the copies of the documents converge. The technique has been implemented in many products including Google Docs, Google Wave, ACE, Gobby, SubEthaEdit. In the following I describe the main operational transformation approaches and their advantages and limits.

1.1.4.1 Basic notions

OT was mostly applied for textual documents that were modeled by a linear structure. Basic operations that can be performed on the document model are the following:

- **Ins(p, c)** - inserts character c at position p
- **Del(p)** - deletes the character at position p

OT model considers n sites, each site maintaining a copy of the shared document. When the document is modified on one site, the corresponding operation is executed immediately on that site and then it is sent for execution on the other sites. Therefore, an operation is processed on four phases:

- generation on a site
- dissemination to the other sites
- reception by the other sites
- execution on the other sites
1.1. Optimistic replication

Between any two operations a causal relation can be established: one of the two operations precedes the other operation or the two operations are concurrent.

**Causal ordering relation.** Given two operations $O_1$ and $O_2$ generated at sites $i$ and $j$, respectively, $O_1$ causally precedes $O_2$, $O_1 \rightarrow O_2$ iff: (1) $i = j$ and the generation of $O_1$ happened before the generation of $O_2$; or (2) $i \neq j$ and the execution of $O_1$ at site $j$ happened before the generation of $O_2$; or (3) there exists an operation $O_3$ such that $O_1 \nrightarrow O_3$ and $O_3 \nrightarrow O_2$.

**Concurrent operations.** Two operations $O_1$ and $O_2$ are said to be concurrent, $O_1 \parallel O_2$ iff neither $O_1 \rightarrow O_2$, nor $O_2 \rightarrow O_1$.

For instance, in Figure 1.1, $O_1 \parallel O_2$, $O_1 \parallel O_3$ and $O_2 \rightarrow O_3$.

![Figure 1.1: Concurrent and precedent operations: $O_1 \parallel O_2$, $O_1 \parallel O_3$, $O_2 \rightarrow O_3$](image)

In what follows, I define the notion of operation context, as well as the notions of contextual equivalence and contextual precedence between operations, used by several operational transformation algorithms. The **state** of a document is associated with the list of operations that have to be executed to bring the document from its initial state to the current state. The **context** [201] of an operation $O$ is the document state on which $O$’s parameters are defined. Two operations $O_a$ and $O_b$ are **context equivalent** [201] denoted by $O_a \boxdot O_b$ if the contexts of these operations are equal. Given two operations $O_a$ and $O_b$, $O_a$ is **context preceding** [201] $O_b$ denoted by $O_a \rightarrow O_b$ if the state resulting after the execution of $O_a$ is the context of $O_b$.

When an operation is received by remote sites the document state on which the operation is executed can be different than the document state on which it was generated (i.e. the context of the operation). In such a case the integration of the operation in original form on the remote sites might generate divergence of document copies at the different sites. In order to illustrate such a situation consider the following example. Consider that two sites $Site_1$ and $Site_2$ share the document with content “efect” and two users $user_1$ and $user_2$ generate two concurrent operations $op_1 = Ins(2,f)$ and $op_2 = Ins(5,s)$ at $site_1$ and $site_2$. As illustrated in Figure 1.2 (a), if operations are executed in their original forms at the remote sites the two document copies at $Site_1$ and $Site_2$ diverge.

In operational transformation approach, the received operations have to be transformed with respect to concurrent local operations before being executed. This transformation is done using transformation functions. This function denoted $T$ takes as parameter two concurrent operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ defined on the same document state $s$ and computes operation $op_1'$. This operation is equivalent to $op_1$ in terms of its effect, but it is defined on the state $s'$ resulted after the execution of $op_2$ on state $s$. This operation is illustrated in Figure 1.2 (b). I first explain the execution of operations at $Site_1$. After operation $op_1$ is executed, when $op_2$ arrives at the site it needs to be transformed against operation $op_1$ to include the effect of this operation.
As operation \( op_1 \) was generated at the same time as \( op_2 \) and it inserted a character before the character to be inserted by operation \( op_2 \), operation \( op_2 \) needs to adapt the position of insertion, i.e. increase its position by 1. In this way the transformed operation \( op_2 \) becomes \( op_2' = T(op_2, op_1) = \text{ins}(6, s) \). The result document becomes “effects”. At Site2, in the same way, operation \( op_1 \) needs to be transformed against \( op_2 \) in order to include the effect of \( op_2 \). The position of insertion of \( op_1 \) does not need to be modified in this case as operation \( op_2 \) inserted a character to the right of the insertion position of \( op_1 \). Therefore, the transformed operation \( op_1 \) has the same form as the original operation \( op_1 \), i.e. \( op_1' = T(op_1, op_2) = \text{ins}(2, f) \). We see that the result obtained at Site2 respects the intentions of the two users and, moreover, the document replicas at the two sites converge.

The transformation function \( T \) is called by certain algorithms such as GOT [223] and GOTO [225] inclusion transformation (IT) and by other algorithms such as SOCT2 [229] forward transposition. The condition of performing the transformation is that the two operations are defined on the same document state.

But operational transformation scenarios can become more complex than the one illustrated in Figure 1.2. Consider again the scenario in in Figure 1.1. The relations between the operations are the following \( O_1 || O_3, O_2 \rightarrow O_3 \) and \( O_1 || O_3 \). Let us analyse how the operations are executed at Site1. When operation \( O_2 \) arrives at Site1, it is transformed against \( O_1 \) in order to include the effect of operation \( O_1 \). The function that transforms \( O_2 \) against \( O_1 \) is called in [223] inclusion transformation and is denoted by \( IT(O_2, O_1) \). \( O_2 \) can be transformed against \( O_1 \) as both operations have the same context. But, when operation \( O_3 \) arrives at the site, it cannot be forward transposed against \( O_1 \) because \( O_1 \) and \( O_3 \) do not have the same context. The context of operation \( O_3 \) contains operation \( O_2 \), while operation \( O_1 \) does not. In order to respect the conditions for performing transformations, in the GOT and GOTO [223, 225] approaches, another function called exclusion transformation was defined while the SOCT2 [229] approach defined the backward transposition function. The exclusion transformation \( ET(O_a, O_b) \) returns the form of the operation \( O_a \) that excludes the preceding operation \( O_b \) from its context. The condition of applying the exclusion transformation is that the state resulting after the execution of \( O_b \) is the context of \( O_a \), i.e. \( O_b \rightarrow O_a \). In the previous example, \( O_3 \) would have to exclude the effect of \( O_2 \) before being transformed against \( O_1 \). The backward transposition function defined in SOCT2 changes the execution order of two operations and transforms them such that the same effect is obtained as if the operations were executed in their initial order and initial form.
In the previous example, a backward transposition between $O_1$ and the transformed form of $O_2$ against $O_1$, i.e. $O'_2$, is performed. The backward transposition function computes the form of operation $O'_2$ as if $O_1$ had not been executed, the result being $O_2$, and it computes the form of operation $O_1$, i.e. $O'_1$, that includes the effect of $O_2$. In this way, $O_3$ can be transformed against $O'_1$ as both have the same context, i.e. they both include operation $O_2$ in their contexts. The scenario illustrated in 1.2 is also known as partial concurrency scenario.

Operational transformation approach involves two main components: an integration algorithm and a transformation function. The integration algorithm is responsible with the reception, diffusion and execution of operations. It is independent of the manipulated data types. If necessary, it calls the transformation function. This transformation function is in charge with merging two concurrent operations defined on the same state. The transformation function is specific to a data type such as a sequence of characters as illustrated in the above example.

### 1.1.4.2 Transformation functions

Transformation functions have to satisfy two properties:

- **Condition $C_1$**

  Being given two concurrent operations $op_1$ and $op_2$, the relation $op_1 \circ T(op_2, op_1) = op_2 \circ T(op_1, op_2)$ must hold. The notation $op_1 \circ op_2$ denotes the sequence of operations containing $op_1$ followed by $op_2$. This property expresses an equivalence between two sequences of operations, i.e. when the sequences of operations $op_1$ followed by $T(op_2, op_1)$ and $op_2$ followed by $T(op_1, op_2)$ are applied on the same initial document state, the same document state is produced.

- **Condition $C_2$**

  Being given three concurrent operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ and $op_3$, the relation $T(op_3, op_1 \circ T(op_2, op_1)) = T(op_3, op_2 \circ T(op_1, op_2))$ must hold. This condition expresses the equality between an operation transformed against two equivalent sequences of operations, i.e. $op_3$ transformed with respect to the sequence $op_1$ followed by $T(op_2, op_1)$ must produce the same operation as the transformation of $op_3$ with respect to the sequence $op_2$ followed by $T(op_1, op_2)$.

In [233] it was proved that conditions $C_1$ and $C_2$ are sufficient to ensure convergence of document copies independently of the order in which concurrent operations are transformed. Basically, these conditions ensure that transforming any operation with any two sequences of the same set of concurrent operations in different execution orders always yields the same result. However, as confirmed in [187] it is very difficult to design transformation functions that satisfy both conditions. The main difficulty comes from satisfying condition $C_2$.

### 1.1.4.3 Integration algorithms

Most existing OT integration algorithms such as dOPT [260], adOPTed [233], SOCT2 and GOTO are developed under two theoretical frameworks: [233] and [223]. The first framework [233] requires that OT algorithms preserve causality and achieve convergence. Transformation functions must satisfy the two properties $C_1$ and $C_2$. The second framework [223] further includes a new condition called intention preservation, in addition to causality preservation and convergence. However, the condition of intention preservation has not been formalized rigorously.
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dOPT [260] algorithm pioneered OT mechanism. It identified but did not provide a solution for the case that transformations have to be performed between two operations that do not have the same context.

adOPTed [233] uses directed graphs to model interactions between users involved in the collaboration. The vertices of the graphs represent the application states, while the edges of the graph represent the original user requests or the result of operation transformations. In these approaches in order to compute the execution form of the remote operation, the computation of the intermediate states is required.

Approaches that followed such as SOCT2 [229, 221], GOT [223] and GOTO [225] avoided computing these intermediary states which is very costly. The principle of both SOCT2 and GOTO algorithms is that when a causally ready operation is integrated at a site, the whole log of operations is traversed and reordered such that all operations that are causally preceding the remote operation come before the operations that are concurrent to the remote operation in the history buffer. Afterwards, the remote operation has to be transformed according to the sequence of concurrent operations. SOCT2 and GOTO require transformation functions that satisfy conditions $C_1$ and $C_2$. In [187] it was shown that many proposed transformation functions fail to satisfy these conditions. The only existing transformation functions that satisfy conditions $C_1$ and $C_2$ are the ones proposed by the TTF (Tombstone Transformation Functions) approach [165]. In the TTF approach when a deletion of a character is performed, the character is not physically removed from the document, but just marked for deletion, i.e. deleted characters are replaced by tombstones. The space complexity is therefore high for the TTF approach.

As satisfying conditions $C_1$ and $C_2$ is very difficult, many algorithms tried to avoid satisfying both conditions $C_1$ and $C_2$ or only condition $C_2$.

The GOT algorithm frees from satisfying both conditions $C_1$ and $C_2$ by defining a global serialisation order of execution of operations in order to ensure convergence. The global order between operations is defined by the sum of the state vector components and in case of equality by a predefined priority on the sites. As concurrent operations are delivered in an order that does not correspond to the serialisation order, an undo/do/redo scheme has been defined.

Undoing and redoing operations is very costly and therefore some algorithms aimed to eliminate condition $C_2$ but without the need of undoing and redoing operations. SOCT3 and SOCT4 algorithms [215] operations are globally ordered according to timestamps generated by a sequencer. In both SOCT3 and SOCT4 an operation generated on a site is executed without delay. Afterwards, a timestamp is assigned to the operation and the operation is transmitted to the other sites.

In SOCT3 the reception procedure ensures a sequential execution of operations according to the ascending order of their timestamps by delaying the execution of an operation until the operations with lower timestamps have been executed.

In SOCT4 the broadcast of an operation at a site is deferred until all the operations which precede it according to the timestamp order have been received and executed on that site.

Jupiter [234] collaboration system developed at Xerox PARC is based on a client/server architecture in which clients communicate and synchronise with the server. Shared documents are replicated at all cooperating client sites, and also maintained at the central server. Consequently, only client-server communication is needed. In [234] a 2-way synchronisation approach has been proposed between a client and a server but where the server is considered that it can generate operations. A local operation done by a client is executed immediately and then propagated to the server. The server transforms the received operation against operations generated at its site. Similarly, when an operation sent by the server is received at the client site, it has to be transformed before it is executed on the local copy of the document. A state vector is used for
the synchronisation between a client and a server. It contains two elements: the first element represents the number of operations generated by the client and the second element represents the number of operations generated by the server.

An extension of the 2-way synchronisation approach where a client synchronises with a server has been extended to a multi-way synchronisation. This extension has been suggested in [234] and detailed in [206]. Each client-server pair synchronises their copies in the same way as was done by the 2-way communication in Jupiter. The generalisation of the 2-way synchronisation to the n-way synchronisation consists of the fact that when a message generated by a client is received by its corresponding server, it is transmitted to the other servers. In their turn, servers synchronise with the corresponding clients, as if that message had been generated locally. Forwarding a message from a server to other servers has to be atomically processed before another message is processed by any of the servers. Concurrent messages are processed in the order in which they arrive at the server. A client processes immediately the locally generated operations and then the remote operations are processed in the order in which they have been processed at the server side. Jupiter requires a total order broadcast of operations in order to ensure that all remote operations are integrated in the same order by all clients. Convergence is therefore achieved by enforcing the same transformation path at all sites. The final convergence state depends however on the order in which clients synchronise with the server.

ABT [106] approach introduces a constraint called admissibility preservation, which requires that the invocation of any remote operation does not violate the order of objects established by local operations invoked in their generation states. The approach maintains the history \( H \) as a sequence of insertion operations \( H_i \) followed by a sequence of deletion operations \( H_d \), i.e. \( H = H_i \cdot H_d \). Insertion operations and respectively deletion operations appear in the history in the order they have been executed. Before an operation \( o \) is propagated the effects of \( H_d \), i.e. all deletions that happened before \( o \) are excluded from \( o \). When \( o \) has to be integrated at a remote site the subsequence of the history from that site containing insertion operations \( H_i \) is transposed into \( H_i = H_{ih} \cdot H_{ic} \), where \( H_{ih} \) contains insertion operations preceding \( o \) and \( H_{ic} \) contains insertion operations concurrent with \( o \). When \( o \) is integrated it is transformed against \( H_{ic} \cdot H_d \). The main idea of ABT is similar to the one of TTF as exclusion of all deletions that happened before the propagated operation and inclusion of all deleted operations before an operation is integrated is equivalent with having tombstones for deleted objects.

Some algorithms for data synchronisation in peer-to-peer environments were developed, but each one has some limitations. MOT2 [146] algorithm is based on operational transformation but does not use state vectors. It uses instead a pair-wise synchronization mechanism according to which it constructs a common history of operations for all sites. The disadvantage of this approach is that during a synchronisation phase between two sites histories have to be sent to the other sites and their common prefix has to be determined which might affect performances. MOT2 approach requires TP1 and TP2 conditions for achieving convergence. The only transformation functions that ensure TP2 were proposed by the TTF approach that requires keeping tombstones.

### 1.1.4.4 OT Summary

Operational transformation has the advantage of being a generic and guided approach including a generic concurrency control algorithm for all data types and operation transformation functions specific to an application domain. However, while it is suitable for groupware with few number of users, it does not adapt well to large scale settings with a large number of users making frequent modifications. Several existing solutions require a central server for message dissemination [234].
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or a processing order of messages [215] which limits the scalability. Solutions that do not impose these constraints use data structures that are a function of the number of users such as state vectors [260, 225] or/and of the number of operations such as history buffers [146]. These data structures are very costly in terms of storage and communication as they are attached to every operation. These solutions are not scaling well as their time complexity is proportional to the total number of users and to the total number of operations. Finally, the design of correct transformation functions is complex and costly.

Most existing OT algorithms were proposed for linear data structures with simple operations of insert and delete and in subsection 1.1.6 I discuss some few existing solutions for complex data.

1.1.5 CRDT algorithms

Starting with 2006, a new class of algorithms called CRDT (commutative replicated data types) that ensure consistency of highly dynamic content on peer-to-peer networks emerged. Unlike traditional optimistic replication algorithms, they do not require to detect concurrency between operations in order to ensure consistency. CRDT algorithms rely on natively commutative operations defined on abstract data types such as lists or ordered trees.

WOOT [154] is the first CRDT algorithm. Operations used by this algorithm are insertion and deletion of elements of a linear structure. Elements have associated an unique identifier. An insertion is defined by specifying the element content and the identifiers of the preceding and following elements. Concurrent operations determine partial orders between elements. Merging mechanism can be seen as linearising the partial order to obtain a total order. In order to obtain convergence, the total order has to be the same on all peers. As operations are integrated in any order at a site, merging has to be computed incrementally and independently of the order of arrival. WOOT incrementally computes the linearization order independently of the addition of partial order relationships. The advantage of this algorithm is that it is suitable for open user groups where users often join and leave the network, but it has the disadvantage that it is limited to linear structures. A disadvantage is that the algorithm uses tombstones, i.e. elements are not physically deleted but only marked for deletion. Since tombstones cannot be removed without compromising consistency, performance degrades in time. WOOTO [148] is an optimization of WOOT that uses element degree to compare unordered elements. Degree of an element is computed at the moment of its creation. When an element is inserted its degree is computed as the maximal degree of the neighbour elements +1. The order defined by element degrees ensure that elements with lower degrees are generated earlier than the ones with higher degrees.

To make concurrent assignments commute, in [163] a precedence order between operations is proposed. The approach is similar to last writer wins mechanism and it uses tombstones and vector clocks. The approach does not consider the case where concurrent updates should not be lost but merged. A follow-up work is the replicated growable array [103] CRDT. It supports not only insertion and deletion but also update operations which replace the content of an element without changing the size of the document. RGAs maintain a linked list of elements, via which local operations find their target elements with integer indexes. Meanwhile, a remote operation retrieves its target element via a hash table with a unique index of the target. As a unique index a quadruple vector type s4vector is introduced. A unique s4vector is issued with every operation, and the oldness or newness of multiple s4vectors can be determined transitively, respecting causality. Using the properties of uniqueness and transitivity, the s4vector associated with the insertion that creates an element is used as a unique index of the element, which is also used to resolve conflicts between concurrent insertions at the same position. An insertion
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compares its s4vector with the s4vector identifiers of elements next to its target element, and
adds its new element in front of the first encountered element that has an older s4vector. That
is, a newer insertion inserts an element closely to its target position with higher precedence than
relatively ordered concurrent insertions. Such precedence transitivity, realized with s4vectors,
ensures consistency of concurrent insertions. As some other CRDTs, RGAs also uses tombstones
for deleted elements. Tombstones should be preserved as long as they can be accessed by other
remote operations.

TreeDoc [124] and Logoot [125] are based on the same main idea. They maintain a sequence
of elements and support insertion and deletion operations on this sequence. An element in the
sequence is identified by a unique identifier. Identifiers must be globally ordered identically to
the sequence and it must always be possible to create a new identifier between two existing ones.
The two approaches try to keep identifiers short.

TreeDoc approach uses a binary tree to represent the document. Element identifiers are
represented by paths in the binary tree. The total order of identifiers is given by walking the
tree in infix order. Deleted lines are kept as tombstones. The tree can become unbalanced
and a balancing mechanism is needed in order to reduce the tree to a sequential array with zero
overhead. A garbage collection mechanism that requires consensus was proposed that eliminates
tombstones and balances the tree. The garbage collection mechanism aborts in the case that it
is performed in parallel with insertion/deletion operations.

A Logoot position identifier is a sequence of 3-tuples: a digit in base BASE, a unique
site identifier and a clock value. When an insertion is performed, Logoot allocates a free unique
identifier ordered between the left and right position identifiers. There are cases where generation
of such an identifier requires extension of the identifier of the left position with an additional
layer. Different strategies can be adopted to produce the new identifier [108], all of them using
randomness to prevent different replicas to produce concurrently close identifiers.

Existing CRDT algorithms suffer from meta-data overhead that could be excessive for real-
time interactions, where the communication granularity can be as small such as a single char-
acter. In chapter 4 I describe a CRDT approach that I proposed for strings that considerably
limits the meta-data [32].

1.1.6 Consistency maintenance for complex data

As we have seen, operational transformation was mainly developed for linear structured data
such as a textual document seen as a sequence of characters where the main operations are insert
and delete of characters. In this section I describe some few existing approaches that deal with
rich text.

CoWord [171] is a plug-in that supports collaborative editing of Microsoft Word documents. It
uses Transparent Adaptation (TA) approach for converting each high-level operation to a
sequence of primitive operations. Operational Transformation (OT) technique is applied to
this sequence of primitive operations for maintaining consistency among document copies. In
CoWord, the set of primitive operations is Insert, Delete and Update. The editor supports
creating any Word (rich text) document, but the transformation of high-level operations into
primitive ones erases all information about the original high-level operation. For instance, the
move of a character is transformed into one Delete operation followed by one Insert. Concurrently
moving a sequence of ten characters while inserting a new character between the fourth and the
fifth one will result in the ten characters moved (deleted then inserted), and the new single
character inserted outside of its context. The expected result is to have the new character
between the others, as the user intended to. Information about the move intention is discarded.
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Google Docs and Etherpad\(^1\) work in a similar way. All edits are transformed into three basic types of changes: inserting text, deleting a range of text and applying styles to a range of text. Transformations are provided for all pairs of these types of changes. However, these operations are not enough for capturing user intention. For instance, the previously provided scenario leads to the deletion of the moved sequence of characters together with the new inserted character and the re-insertion of moved sequence of characters at the new position. The new inserted character disappears.

Davis et al. [191] proposed an approach for real-time collaboration over SGML (Standard General Markup Language) documents. The operations that can be performed on the tree are the insertion of a subtree as a child of a specified node, the deletion of a subtree and the modification of the content of a node. As authors mention, this approach does not deal with high-level operations such as move. Indeed, dealing with special cases of concurrent moves is not trivial and the paper does not provide enough details on how this case can be managed.

Docx2Go proposed by Puttaswamy et al. [111] is a framework for collaborative editing over XML documents on mobile devices where not all devices have the complete document. It adapts the Logoot approach proposed by Weiss et al. [125] for XML documents. XML elements possess unique identifiers, the set of identifiers being ordered and dense. Docx2Go supports four types of operations at the element level: Insert adds a new element at a specific location in the relative order; Delete removes a specified element; Update changes the internal contents of an element; and Move changes the relative order of a specified element with respect to other elements. When one element is concurrently edited, the generated conflict can be resolved manually or automatically. In the case of a manual resolution the owner of the document is in charge of resolving the conflict. However, very often in collaborative editing multiple users edit the document and there is no explicit owner of the document. In the case of automatic resolution, when concurrent updates are performed on the same element, the element will be duplicated, each version of the element including the individual changes performed. For instance, if the element is a paragraph, the document will contain as many versions of the paragraph as the number of concurrent changes. The paper presents no awareness mechanism that would inform users about the different versions of the elements that were concurrently changed.

As we can see, some existing real-time collaborative editors were developed for rich text documents, but they do not take advantage of the underlying structure of the document and they model it as a linear sequence of elements. High level operations are translated into primitive insert, delete and update operations on basic elements. This approach leads to simple algorithms, but semantics of user operations is lost. As previously explained, a move of a block of text is obtained by deletion of the block character by character followed by re-insertion of each character of the block. If a user modifies a block of text that is concurrently moved, then his changes are either completely lost or they are placed outside the context of the moved block of text. In this case, user intention of modifying the paragraph is lost.

There is no suitable mechanism that offers an automatic resolution of conflicts that closely reflects user intentions. The previously highlighted issues are not simple bugs that can be corrected. My claim is that the only way that an approach preserves user intentions is that it deals with a rich set of operations for which intentions are precisely specified. In chapter 2 I describe our operational transformation based approach for rich text where we define operations with high-level semantic capturing user intentions.

\(^1\)http://etherpad.org/
1.2 Awareness and conflicts management

This section presents a short overview of awareness mechanisms for conflicts prevention and on conflicts management once they occurred.

1.2.1 Conflicts prevention

Studies showed that in large projects the partition of software modules among developers is limited and developers can contribute to any part of the code [170]. Unfortunately, the awareness information provided by the currently available awareness-enabled multi-synchronous applications is limited. When users work with multi-synchronous collaborative applications, they remain isolated. They publish their changes to other users when they commit their changes to the repository and are informed about changes of other users only when they update their local copy. Some of the existing change awareness approaches [136, 161] track the changes that other collaborators have made to a group project by highlighting them since the last time the user saw that artifact. These approaches offer awareness for the changes committed in the repository and integrated in the local workspace of the user. However, when users are not aware of other users’ activities while they are working, they may concurrently modify the same parts of the shared document. This could lead to conflicts or redundant work. A conflict would, for instance, be generated if a user proofreads a document section while another user concurrently deletes this section. Finally, redundant work would occur if two users concurrently perform identical tasks on their local copies of a document.

CVS watches [258] permit users to subscribe for changes performed on an artifact and to be notified by email when a user announces by means of a command his intent to modify that artifact. However, watches require the use of email as an external tool for coordination in software development. In [153] the email notification mechanism is replaced with a lightweight notification mechanism called Elvin together with a tickertape tool where CVS messages are displayed and where developers can also chat with one another. Elvin and the tickertape are integrated in the CVS. These approaches do not provide a presentation mechanism of the changes performed.

VC² [147] is an awareness tool that can be integrated with existing version control systems. The file system is monitored for changes performed on documents. A user working on a document receives a notification when another user starts editing the same document. The user can then ask the other user for committing his changes. The second user might accept or reject the request.

In [144] a real-time awareness is provided for collaborative software engineering. Warning messages are used to notify developers about concurrent activity. Developers can afterwards consult the list of conflicts. Moreover, based on a selected conflict, a user can set watches for concurrently edited elements such that he is informed when the collaborator finished editing the element.

State Treemap [209] informs users about states of shared documents such as LocallyModified, PotentiallyConflict – when two copies of the document are modified and none of the changes are published yet – or WillConflict – when a document copy is modified locally and some changes on that document have been committed.

Palantir [185] is an awareness tool for distributed software development based on the same principle as State Treemap, the main difference being that severity information that computes the amount of changes performed among documents is provided.

In the divergence metrics approach [199], metrics are not based as in Palantir and State
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Treemap approaches on events triggered when the states of documents are changed, but they rather use information provided by operations that model concurrent changes. It is possible to compute the amount of concurrent changes performed on each document or an amount of conflicting/overlapping changes.

However, none of the previously mentioned approaches directly localises and presents the concurrent changes. Some of these approaches such as [258], [153] and [147] provide notifications about concurrent changes without any information on the changes performed. In [144] the notification mechanism allows users to consult conflicting changes that are listed in a separate document. The approaches in [209], [185] and [199] provide either a simple information that an artifact has been concurrently changed or a quantitative information about the concurrent changes performed on the same artifact. However, no information about the localisation of changes is provided.

There is a need of an approach where concurrent changes are localised and annotated on the local document without any burden for users to set watches and analyse their results. Moreover, in all of the previous mentioned approaches all uncommitted operations are sent to all members of the team and no privacy issues are taken into consideration. In chapter 5 I present an awareness mechanism that informs users about location of concurrent changes, users being able to consult the list of changes performed. I also present a mechanism that considers the trade-off between awareness and user privacy in multi-synchronous collaboration.

1.2.2 Conflicts management

In this section I present some literature review on conflicts management in version control systems which is the main topic of the study I present in section 5.2.

In Git [79], users can synchronize their changes with other users working in parallel with them. In this process, a merge is performed between local changes and remote changes. If concurrent changes refer to the same file, we say that these changes are conflicting. Conflicts on a file can be automatically resolved or they need user intervention for their resolution. We call the former category automatically resolved conflicts and the latter category unresolved conflicts. If conflicting changes refer to different non-adjacent lines of the file, the conflict is automatically resolved by the system. If, on the contrary, conflicting changes refer to the same or adjacent lines of the file, the conflict cannot be automatically resolved and the user has to manually resolve it. Unresolved conflicts also occur if a file is renamed and modified/deleted concurrently, if it is modified and deleted concurrently, if it is renamed concurrently by two users, if a user renames a file with the same name as another user gives to a concurrently created file and if two users concurrently add two files with the same name. Note that the name of a file is the whole path identifying that file.

The user study presented in [241] reports on conflict resolution experiences with the optimistic file system Ficus. Conflicts were classified into update/update, remove/update and naming conflicts. Update/update conflicts appear when two concurrent updates are performed on the same file. Remove/update conflicts appear when an update of a file and the removing of that file were performed concurrently. A naming conflict occurs when two files are independently created with the same name. The study found out that only about 0.0035% of all updates made to non-directory files resulted in conflicts and among them less than one third could not be resolved automatically. Authors mentioned that conflicts that cannot be resolved automatically are any update/update concurrent changes on source code or text files as they have arbitrary semantics and therefore require user intervention. Note that the definition of conflicts used in this study is slightly different than the one used in the domain of version control systems where
two updates done on the same file (source code or textual) lead to non-automatically resolved conflicts only if the updates refer to the same or adjacent lines in the file. All update/remove conflicts required human intervention and about 0.018% of all naming conflicts led to name conflicts which have to be resolved by humans.

The study in [207] analyses the software development history of the 5ESS switching system of Lucent Technologies over a period of 12 years. Each set of change requests representing all or part of a solution to a problem was recorded by the system. When a change from this set was made on a file, the system kept track of the lines added, edited or deleted. This set of changes composes a delta. It was found that 12.5% of all deltas were made to the same file by different developers within a day. 3% of all these deltas made within a day by different developers physically overlap. However, interference of these deltas is analyzed over a quite large period of time (1 day) and not all these deltas are performed concurrently.

In [141] authors investigated four large open-source projects (GCC, JBOSS, JEDIT and PYTHON) and found that in CVS the integration rate that measures the percentage of updates which were integrated with local user changes is very low (between 0.26% and 0.54%), and the conflict rate is between 23% and 47%. Low integration rates indicate that the parallel changes within single files are rare and have small impact to the development process. High conflict rates indicate that parallel changes affect the same location within a file or can not be integrated automatically by CVS.

Only few studies analysed parallel changes and conflicts for projects developed using distributed version control systems (DVCs). In [102], authors studied the conflict rate of textual conflicts in terms of change-sets (i.e. commits that refer to the whole project) for nine open-source projects using Git repositories. They found that the average conflict rate was 16%. However, no study analysed in detail textual conflicts in DVCs and how people resolve these conflicts. In section 5.2 I present an analysis of conflicts in Git including textual conflicts and study how these conflicts are resolved.
2

Operational transformation for complex data

Operational transformation was mainly developed for linear structured data such as a textual document seen as a sequence of characters. During my PhD thesis, I developed a multi-level editing approach for maintaining consistency over hierarchical-based documents such as text and XML documents. The multi-level allows any existing operational transformation algorithm for linear structures to be applied recursively over the hierarchical structure of the document. In collaboration with Gérald Oster, I combined the multi-level editing approach [16] with the TTF approach [165]. The obtained algorithm constitutes the first approach for the reconciliation of XML documents adapted to peer-to-peer environments [41]. More precisely, I adapted the TTF approach for XML documents by developing transformation functions that satisfy the necessary properties C1 and C2 for consistency maintenance. However, the algorithm proposed in [41] deals only with simple operations such as insert, delete and update of the node attributes. As mentioned in chapter 1, this set of operations is not sufficient for preserving all user intentions. The solution for preserving user intentions is to model a rich set of operations for which intentions are precisely specified.

Together with Gérald Oster and Luc André, I designed a new operational transformation algorithm for maintaining consistency for rich text data such as wikis [13]. Our solution was transferred to XWiki and used to develop a real-time editor for XWiki wikis in the context of Wiki3.0 project. Existing wikis offer limited support for merging concurrent contributions on the same pages. Users have to manually merge concurrent changes and there is no support for automatic merging such as in the case of real-time collaborative editing. We proposed extending wiki systems with real-time collaboration. Our merging solution is based on an operational transformation approach for which we defined operations with high-level semantics capturing user intentions when editing wiki content such as move, merge and split. Our solution is the first one that deals with high level operations, existing approaches being limited to operations of insert, delete and update on textual documents. While it is impossible to exactly understand a user intention, by enhancing the set of operations we offer users more ways to express their actions and thus more chance to find the automatic conflict resolution appropriate. Our solution assumes the presence of a central server. This assumption matches with the XWiki architecture which is centralized.

In what follows I describe very briefly our wiki page document model and the set of operations that we considered. Then I present an overview of our underlying merging algorithm including the transformation functions among the considered operations. I will end the chapter with a
complexity analysis of our approach.

2.1 Document model

The source code of a wiki is called wikitext and is a combination of macros, meta information for a page and HTML. There is no one-to-one correlation between wikitext and HTML as certain features are present in one but not the other. Therefore, we cannot consider the DOM (Document Object Model) as the underlying representation of the document. There are also two other reasons why DOM cannot be considered as the basic document structure. Firstly, translation of user changes on the underlying DOM representation of the document is browser dependent and varies from one browser to the other. Secondly, users should be able to switch from editing the wiki page from a wiki syntax to WYSIWYG editor.

Representing the document model by using a linear structure is not feasible. For instance, styles and paragraphs contain text which in a linear structure would be represented by means of special characters for begin and end of the text. Correctly updating these characters when operations and their transformations are performed and guaranteeing that the document is well formed would be very complex.

The solution that we adopted was to design a specific hierarchical wiki structure for the underlying document model. This allows wikitext to be represented in a sufficiently abstract manner such that it can be modified and rendered back into wikitext without loss of information as well as into a variety of HTML formats or no-HTML formats such as plain text. Adopting a wiki specific model as the underlying structure was also the solution chosen by MediaWiki visual editor (https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/VisualEditor).

The structure of the wikitext is described using elements, some of which contain other elements while others contain content, but never both. The elements composing the wikitext are listed below:

- **Paragraph** consisting of a series of lines of content.
- **Heading** consisting of a single line of content and a heading level.
- **List** consisting of a series of items, each containing a single line of content, depth and style information.
- **Table** consisting of a series of rows, each containing a series of cells composed of a series of elements.
- **Template** consisting of an application controlled content with any number of parameters composed of content/elements.

The meaning or appearance of text can be defined by annotating the previously described elements to obtain the following features:

- **Formatting**: Bold, italic, internal and external links, etc.
- **Rendering**: Images and templates.

The XWiki WYSIWYG editor has a hierarchical structure summarized by the following grammar:
document = element+

element = paragraph | heading | item | tableRow

paragraph = p(content+)

heading = h[1-6](content+)

item = (ol|ul)@depth(content+)

tableRow = R(content+) cell+

cell = C(content+)

content = text | inline | link | image

inline = span @style (text)

link = a @href @style (text)

image = img @src (text)

The document is seen as a sequence of elements that can be paragraphs, headings, items of a list or rows of a table. A paragraph node, with node name p contains a sequence of contents whose structure is presented in the next paragraph of this section. Heading represents section titles of the document. Depending on the relative importance of each section, the names of those nodes are h1, h2, h3, h4, h5 and h6. h1 corresponds to the major section of the document, while h6 corresponds to the least important section of the document. A heading has the same structure as a paragraph, i.e. it contains a sequence of contents. An item node of a list has also the same structure as a paragraph containing a sequence of contents. The node name can be either ol or ul with depth attribute. ul denotes an unordered list and ol denotes an ordered list. depth denotes the level of imbrication of the elements of the list. A table is composed of tableRows. Each row of the table is composed of a sequence of cells. The first cell in the row is denoted by R, while the other cells are denoted by C. A cell has the same structure as a paragraph, i.e. containing a sequence of contents. Note that rather than defining an element list or table, we define only item list elements with a level of imbrication and table rows. The reason is that we want to have as far as possible elements with the same structure such that we can define generic operations on these elements.

A content element can be:

- a text node containing a sequence of characters
- an inline node whose node name is span and that has a style attribute. An inline node is composed of a single text node.
- a link or anchor node whose node name is a and that has href and style attributes. The href attribute specifies the URL of the page the link refers to, i.e. the link’s destination. The style attribute specifies the style of the link.
- an image node whose node name is img and that has a src attribute.

An element in the above presented document structure, i.e. in the first level of the document, directly under the root, is identified by an index in the list of elements. For instance, in Figure 2.1c, the element <h2> is identified by the index 1. Other interior nodes are identified by their path in the tree. For instance, in Figure 2.1c, the span node <span style='bold'> with the content “February 2, 2016” is identified by [2,0]. A character in a text node is identified by the path to the text node and a position pos inside the text node. For instance, the character ‘e’ from the text node “February 2, 2016” is identified by the path [2,0] to the text node and the position 1.
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---

## Master Class 1: Design Ethnography

- **Organiser:** Peter Tolmie

## Master Class 2: Key research issues in CSCW

---

2.2 Operations

Table 2.1 summarizes all operations that integrate user action semantics and that are applied on the document model presented in the previous section. For deleting an element the characters of the element are successively deleted and the empty element is kept in the document.

Table 2.2 classifies the operations according to their effect on the document structure: some of them modify the index of the targeted elements, while others modify the element type, the inner structure of the tree or the content of the leaf text nodes.

One of the main contributions of our approach is the design of split and merge operations working on the tree structure as well as the definition of the combined effects of these operations with all the other operations in our model.

**Split** and **MergeElement** were defined for our needs and behave in a specific way. Firstly, a **Split** operation splits an element at the deepest level in the tree, and duplicates every upper level elements to create a second branch from the root. For instance, Figure 2.2 illustrates that the split of `<p>ab<b>cd</b>ef</p>` after `c` leads to `<p>ab<b>c</b></p><p><b>d</b>ef</p>`.

Secondly, we only allow the merge of elements at a depth of one (direct children of the root). It is sufficient in our context, since the aim of our model is to focus on the modifications of the structure of the wiki document. The structure is defined by the first level of the tree model, the other levels being related to content. In our context, a **Split** occurs when one user presses enter with the caret inside an element: the element (paragraph, item...) is divided into two. Similarly, a **MergeElement** occurs when backspace is pressed while being between two elements.

When a **Split** occurs, we need to know whether it initially occurred at the beginning of the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InsertText</td>
<td>pos</td>
<td>insertion position into the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>path</td>
<td>path from the root to the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>char</td>
<td>inserted character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>siteId</td>
<td>unique site identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inserts one character in a leaf text node. siteId defines priority in case of two concurrent operations at the same position.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteText</td>
<td>pos</td>
<td>deletion position into the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>path</td>
<td>path from the root to the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletes one character in a text node.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewElement</td>
<td>index</td>
<td>index of the new element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>content</td>
<td>type of the new element (h1,p...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>siteId</td>
<td>unique site identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creates a new element with an empty text node. siteId defines priority in case of two concurrent insertions at the same position.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateElement</td>
<td>index</td>
<td>index of the updated element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>content</td>
<td>type of the updated element (h1,p...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>siteId</td>
<td>unique site identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updates an element. siteId defines priority in case of two concurrent updates at the same index.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveElement</td>
<td>origin</td>
<td>index of the element to be moved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dest</td>
<td>final index of the element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>siteId</td>
<td>unique site identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moves one element child of the root. siteId defines priority in case of concurrent moves of two different elements to the same location or of same element to two different locations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MergeElement</td>
<td>index</td>
<td>right element index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>content</td>
<td>type of the left element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>leftChNb</td>
<td>number of children in the left element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merges two adjacent elements content and leftChNb are used during operation transformation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split</td>
<td>pos</td>
<td>split position into the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>path</td>
<td>path from the root to the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>splitLeaf</td>
<td>true if a leaf needs to be split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splits one node in two. splitLeaf is used during operation transformation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>start position of the range into the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>end</td>
<td>end position of the range into the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>path</td>
<td>path from the root to the leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>param</td>
<td>name of the style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>value</td>
<td>value of the style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>siteId</td>
<td>unique site identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>splitStart</td>
<td>true if start of the leaf not included in the range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>splitEnd</td>
<td>true if end of the leaf not included in the range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adds/deletes a style to some text inside a leaf text node. siteId defines priority for two concurrent modifications of the same attribute splitStart and splitEnd are used during operation transformation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Summary of operations and their parameters.

element. The reason is that, if the split is at the beginning of the element, this element is not split but moved. If the Split position is inside an element, the element is split and then the right part is moved.

When merging two elements, the position of the right element to be merged (the position in the children list of the root) is provided and the children of this element are appended to the children of the left element of the merge (the right one is discarded). We store in the operation’s attributes the initial number of children in the left node, before the merge. This parameter is needed to transform any operation that updates the right node. The path of the transformed operation has its first level reduced by one and its second one increased by the number of left children. For instance, the transformation of InsertText(2,[1,1],a,3) against MergeElement(1,p,2) results into InsertText(2,[0,2],a,3).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>operation</th>
<th>element index</th>
<th>element type</th>
<th>inner tree structure</th>
<th>leaf content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InsertText</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteText</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewElement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateElement</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveElement</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MergeElement</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Classification of operations.

Figure 2.2: Document model before and after a split after character ‘c’.

2.3 Merging algorithm and transformation functions

As the architecture is centralized, our merging algorithm can rely on a central server that will do the merging. We used operational transformation mechanism that is well known for its suitability for the real-time collaboration in a centralized architecture.

Any integration algorithm such as Jupiter proposed by Nichols et al. [234] or SOCT4 proposed by Vidot et al. [215] can be used. In our solution we used Jupiter algorithm, more precisely the generalisation of the 2-way synchronisation of Jupiter algorithm to a multi-way synchronisation that has been explained in [206]. In order to obtain convergence, Jupiter algorithm requires that the transformation functions satisfy the C1 condition.

We defined sixty four transformations corresponding to the eight considered operations. More details about these transformations can be found at [13]. Here I only provide a brief overview of our transformations. Interested reader can refer to the full set of transformation functions available at https://gist.github.com/oster/04ca4fc1ae27de58700.

Table 2.3 summarizes the combined effect of the different classes of operations: the ones that modify elements index, elements type, the inner structure of the tree or the content of the leaf text nodes. Columns indicate the classes of operations to be transformed, while lines indicate the classes of operations against which the transformations are performed.
2.4 Complexity discussion

Our solution reduces the number of operations needed to describe a task and therefore the size of the log is reduced and there is an improvement in the computation of transformations. Indeed, the proposed operations replace a set of operations on characters. For instance, \texttt{UpdateElement} operation replaces the set of operations corresponding to the deletion of each character composing the old content of the element and the insertion of each character of the new content of the element. A \texttt{MoveElement} operation replaces the set of operations corresponding to the deletion of each character composing the structure of the old element and the insertion of each of the deleted characters to the new position.

As we generate a much smaller number of operations than the number of operations generated by the character-based approaches, the communication traffic is reduced.

The complexity of Jupiter algorithm that we use is \( O(n) \) where \( n \) is the number of concurrent operations. As in our case the number of operations is reduced compared to the approaches based on characters, we achieve a better complexity and therefore better performances. If the complexity of existing algorithms working on simple operations on characters is \( O(n_1) \), where \( n_1 \) is the number of concurrent operations generated by the \( k \) sites, the complexity of our approach is \( O(n_2) \), where \( n_2 \) is the number of concurrent complex operations generated by the \( k \) sites with the property that \( n_2 << n_1 \). Moreover, in the case of simple operations on characters, these operations which are usually insert and delete, modify characters index and their transformations have to compute the updated index. In the case of our approach, operations are classified into ones that modify elements index, elements type, the inner structure of the tree or the content of the leaf text nodes. As operations modify different document structures, most of transformations among these operations need no computation as they return the original operation. For instance, operations that modify uniquely the elements index such as \texttt{NewElement} and \texttt{MoveElement} do not interfere with operations that modify leaf content such as \texttt{InsertText} and \texttt{DeleteText}, operations that modify the element type such as \texttt{UpdateElement} and operations that modify the inner tree structure such as \texttt{Style}.

![Table 2.3: Summary of the transformation functions.](image)
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Evaluation of optimistic replication approaches

I leaded the work done in the context of ARC RECALL project on the evaluation and comparison from a theoretical point of view optimistic replication algorithms suitable for decentralised environments [46], namely: MOT2 operational transformation approach [146], WOOTO CRDT approach [154, 148] and a serialisation and conflict resolution approach [176]. We evaluated these decentralised approaches in the context of the synchronisation of wiki pages and we compared them also with the existing centralised merging solution supported by MediaWiki. The evaluation was done according to the following criteria: communication complexity (the number of messages exchanged for all sites in order to achieve the final state for convergence), time complexity (the time necessary to obtain convergence), space complexity (the amount of required memory), first site convergence latency (the minimal number of rounds necessary for the first site to reach its final state) and convergence latency (the number of rounds necessary for all sites to converge to the final state).

In collaboration with Mehdi Ahmed-Nacer, Claudia-Lavinia Ignat, Gérald Oster, Hyung-Gul Roh and Pascal Urso, I refined this evaluation methodology by including more criteria for a theoretical comparison between algorithms and by building a general framework that would allow comparison of algorithms performance against real traces of collaboration. Our framework includes the implementation of various algorithms and the support for running these algorithms in the same experimental settings and measuring their performance. We evaluated theoretically and practically using real traces of collaboration the main representative algorithms of OT (Operational Transformation) and CRDT (Conflict-free Replicated Data Types) working at the level of character. We chose WOOT with its optimisations WOOTO and WOOTH, Logoot and RGA as representative of CRDT family. We chose SOCT2 algorithm as the main representative OT algorithm that does not require a central server and that is suitable for peer-to-peer collaboration and that can use TTF (Tombstone Transformation Functions), the only transformation functions that satisfy C1 and C2 conditions necessary for correct transformations in peer-to-peer environments. This was the first work [36] that evaluated and compared different algorithms belonging to different classes and showed that the new family of CRDT algorithms outperforms OT algorithms in collaborative editing.

In what follows I describe the theoretical complexity of these algorithms and their evaluation with real traces of collaboration. I next describe how we evaluated the optimistic replication algorithms with with real traces of collaboration. I finally describe an experimental design done in collaboration with the Department of Psychology from Wright State University where we
studied the effect of algorithm complexity in terms of delays on users.

3.1 Theoretical complexity of main optimistic replication algorithms

The worst case complexity for WOOT, WOOT0 and WOOT, Logoot, RGA and SOCT2/TTF algorithms is presented in Table 3.1. We consider the time complexity of generation of a local user operation (single character insert or delete) and for the execution of a remote operation. We denote by $R$ the number of replicas and by $H$ the number of operations that had affected the document. We consider constant time for accessing an element in a hash table. In the worst case scenario for the approaches that use tombstones, the document size including tombstones equals $H$. For SOCT2 approach that uses state vectors we took into account the complexity of state vector creation, i.e. $O(R)$, associated with the operation at the moment of its generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>LOCAL</th>
<th>REMOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INS</td>
<td>DEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOT</td>
<td>$O(H^3)$</td>
<td>$O(H)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOT0</td>
<td>$O(H^2)$</td>
<td>$O(H)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOTH</td>
<td>$O(H^2)$</td>
<td>$O(H)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logoot</td>
<td>$O(H)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGA</td>
<td>$O(H)$</td>
<td>$O(H)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCT2/TTF</td>
<td>$O(H + R)$</td>
<td>$O(H + R)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Worst-case time-complexity analysis

The average complexity of each of the above described algorithms is presented in Table 3.2. We denote by:

- $c$ the average number of operations concurrent to a given one,
- $n$ the size of the document (non deleted characters),
- $N$ the total number of inserted characters (including the ones that were deleted called tombstones),
- $k$ the average size of Logoot identifier\(^2\),
- $t = N - n$ the number of tombstones,
- $d = \lceil (t + c)/n \rceil$ the average number of elements (tombstones and concurrently inserted elements) found between to successive document elements

The space complexity of meta-data used by each replica is presented in Table 3.3. In average, algorithms using tombstones need to store $N$ elements in their model. Logoot stores $n$ identifiers with an average size of $O(k)$. SOCT2 additionally stores a log of operations, each one containing a version vector with size of $O(R)$.

More details about the above complexities can be found in \[36\].

\(^2\)Theoretically, the size of a Logoot identifier is only bounded by $H$, but due to stochastic nature of Logoot identifier generation, it has only an infinitesimal chance to be proportional to $H$. 
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>AVG. LOCAL</th>
<th>AVG. REMOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INS</td>
<td>DEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOT</td>
<td>$O(N_d^2)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOTO</td>
<td>$O(N_d^2)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOTH</td>
<td>$O(N + d^2)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logoot</td>
<td>$O(k)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGA</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCT2/TTF</td>
<td>$O(N + R)$</td>
<td>$O(N + R)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCT2/TTF with g.c.</td>
<td>$O(N + R)$</td>
<td>$O(N + R)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Average time-complexity analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>SPACE COMPLEXITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOOT-WOOTO-WOOTH</td>
<td>$O(H)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logoot</td>
<td>$O(H^2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGA</td>
<td>$O(H)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCT2/TTF</td>
<td>$O(H.R)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCT2/TTF with g.c.</td>
<td>$O(H.R)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Space complexity analysis of meta-data

3.2 Evaluation of optimistic replication algorithms with real traces of collaboration

Logs offered by commercial real-time collaboration systems such as Google Docs are not complete and freely available. For example, the revision log provided by Google server is a serialization of user operations transformed by the Jupiter algorithm [234]. Therefore, the revision logs open to the public do not include the information needed for replaying the real-time peer-to-peer collaboration, such as version vectors.

Due to unavailability of logs of the real-time peer-to-peer collaboration, we set up an experiment described in [36]. We asked students to perform several tasks by collaboratively writing documents by using TeamEdit [84] collaborative editor and we logged the operations generated during this experiment.

We logged the following user operations: insertions of a text block and deletions of a range of characters. Text blocks and ranges have a size of one character when a user types on the keyboard. They have a larger size when a user copy-pastes a text block or deletes a selected block. In order to apply the studied algorithms on the generated logs, user operations must be transformed into character operations.

We studied algorithm performance behaviour over time in order to analyse how algorithms may degrade over time due to tombstones or growing identifiers. The observed behaviour was approximately the same for the different groups and the different tasks. I show here the execution time for user operations (Figure 3.1) and character operations (Figure 3.2). We computed an average of the execution times for every hundred user operations and every three hundred character operations. The horizontal axis uses a linear scale representing the number of elapsed operations. The vertical axis uses a logarithmic scale and represents the average time, in microseconds, required to execute operations.

For performance behavior based on user operations as shown in Figure 3.1, we can notice peaks of low performance common to all algorithms due to operations inserting a block of hundreds, or thousands of characters. The performances of the algorithms using tombstones...
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(WOOTs, RGA and SOCT2) eventually degrade over time. Indeed, all these algorithms have to count the number of tombstones and characters present before an inserted or suppressed string. The performance of Logoot remains good during the whole period. Experiments show that any algorithm counting tombstones (WOOTs, RGA and SOCT2) behaves worse than algorithms not based on tombstones such as Logoot.

For performance behavior based on character operations as shown in Figure 3.1, we can notice that the performance remains stable for Logoot. The performance of RGA and WOOTH are, in average, better than Logoot but have a more erratic behavior. The behavior of RGA and WOOTH is composed of a base line at 1 µs and some lower performance periods due to more frequent concurrent editing. RGA over-performs WOOTH in case of concurrent delete operations. The performances of WOOTO and SOCT2 degrade over time, SOCT2 having the most erratic behavior and the worst average performance.

We also studied the occupied memory by these algorithms [33]. As shown by the average theoretical space complexities, the worst algorithm is SOCT2 for which the occupied memory linearly grows with the number of operations. Among CRDT algorithms, the least performant is Logoot, whose memory size is growing due to identifiers size. The occupied memory of RGA, WOOTO and WOOTH is mainly due to tombstones and as few deletions occurred during the given task (less than 20% among the total number of operations), performance of these algorithms is good.
3.3 Measurement of collaborative editors performance: a user perspective

In the context of the PhD thesis of Quang-Vinh Dang, I aimed at measuring the performance of real-time collaborative editing systems from users point of view. More precisely, I aimed studying the perceived delay by users in online real-time collaborative editing systems in their normal working environment, i.e. using web browsers. We studied delays experienced by users in GoogleDocs and Etherpad, two of the most popular real-time collaborative editors. Delays in these systems can be defined as the time that a modification done by a user is visible to the other users.

Delays can be caused by different reasons:

- network delay due to physical communication technology be it copper wire, optical fiber or radio transmission
- complexity of various algorithms for ensuring consistency: where most of them depend on the number of users and number of operations that users performed.
- on the type of architectures: For thin client architectures the computation for algorithms for maintaining consistency is done mainly on the server, which becomes a bottleneck in the case of a high number of users and operations. Hence, the delay for seeing operations of other users is high. For thick client architectures the computation is done mainly on the client side and delays are lower in this case.
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Setting up an experiment with numerous real users that edit concurrently a shared document would not be possible with current tools. Existing tools restrict the number of users editing a document and most of them are not open-source in order to allow code instrumentation for delay measurement. We instead simulated user behavior by means of agents that use popular web-based real-time collaborative editing services currently available in the market: Google Docs and Etherpad. In order to simulate the real user behavior on web browsers, we selected Selenium [152], a widely used web-based testing tool [92].

Three types of simulated users have been defined:

1. Writer: writes a specific string to the shared document.
2. Reader: waits and reads the specific string from the writer.
3. DummyWriter: writes random strings to the shared document. Random strings are different from the specific string. DummyWriters are used to simulate concurrent users.

Each simulator (Writer, Reader, DummyWriter) performs its task on different Google Chrome browser windows. The delay is measured by the time period between the moment the specific string is written by the Writer and the moment when the specific string is read by the Reader. In order to avoid clock synchronisation issues, both Reader and Writer are executed on the same computer.

For each real-time collaborative editing system, i.e. Google Docs and Etherpad, we measured the performance (delay) in different settings by varying the number of users who modify the document at the same time, and their typing speed, i.e. the number of characters each user types to the document in one second. As the number of users that can concurrently modify a document in Google Docs was limited to 50 by the time we performed the study, we varied the number of users from one to 50. We simulated the normal speed for typing which is two to four characters per second [238], but we also tried with higher speeds such as six to eight characters/second in the case users copy and paste large blocks of text. We therefore varied the typing speed from one to eight characters per second.

We created five shared documents and then evaluated the delays in turn on each of these documents and for each combination of settings (number of users and typing speed). In order to further eliminate random effects on the performance achieved, for each of the shared document and for each combination of settings, we repeated the experiment four times.

We used five local computers to simulate users. Users were assigned to computers in a load balancing fashion with respect to CPU and memory of those computers.\(^3\)

The delays obtained in GoogleDocs for an increasing number of users with an average frequency of typing of two characters per second are illustrated in Figure 3.3. We obtained delays of over 15 seconds and after 35-37 users the system became unusable. For a typing speed of 4 characters per second we obtained even higher delays. What we can notice is that the performance of the system is good for up to eight or ten users and afterwards the behavior is unstable.

In Etherpad users are disconnected if the number of concurrent users is higher than 10.

We did the same measurements in MUTE, our peer-to-peer web based collaborative editor, as in GoogleDocs. The delays obtained in GoogleDocs for an increasing number of users with an average frequency of typing of 2 characters per second are illustrated in Figure 3.4. In order to compare the delays obtained in MUTE with the ones of GoogleDocs, the figure illustrates the variation with maximum 37 users. We notice that delays are up to 2 seconds.

\(^3\)The implementation is available at https://github.com/vinhqdang/collaborative_editing_measurement
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Figure 3.3: Performance of Google Docs with a typing speed of two characters / second

Figure 3.4: Performance of MUTE with a typing speed of two characters / second
We see that delays in MUTE are much lower than in GoogleDocs. This is also partly due to the underlying architecture. We deployed MUTE on our own server and experiments on MUTE were done locally, while GoogleDocs measurements rely on a remote server. However, what is interesting to notice is that while MUTE has a stable behavior with a very slight increase with the number of users, GoogleDocs becomes unstable and delays fastly increase if the number of users is higher than 10.

Based on the delays measured in GoogleDocs, in the next subsection I describe the effect of the delay on users.

3.4 Effect of delay on group performance: an experimental design

In the context of USCoast associated team (http://uscoast.loria.fr/) in collaboration with the Department of Psychology from Wright State University, I studied how delay influences group performance. It would have been difficult to examine the effect of delay during a real setting of collaborative note-taking during a conference. We could not use GoogleDocs for instance, because we cannot instrument it, it belongs to Google. It would have been necessary that everybody uses an editor that we can instrument. It would have been difficult to ask so many people to use that editor when they usually use GoogleDocs. So, what we did is that we mapped the real-world setting to a laboratory task that permits the systematic manipulation of delay. We simulate delay on artificial small tasks on small groups of users and we varied the delay in the range of 0 and 10 seconds.

We designed three typical collaborative editing tasks potentially sensitive to the effect of delay: proofreading, movie timeline sorting and collaborative note taking. The three tasks have different baseline time constants and hence different real time requirements. We organised user studies with 20 groups of four users that were asked to perform each collaborative task using the Etherpad collaborative editor under instructions that demanded interleaved work. Each group had to perform a sequence of three collaborative editing tasks:

- The first task was a proofreading task where we provided users with a text in French with several grammar and misspelling errors and we asked users to correct them.

- In the second task we provided users with a list of movies, we asked them to search for the release date of those movies and then sort them in an ascending order according to the release date.

- Last task was a note taking task where users were asked to listen to a short interview about cloud computing and take notes.

At the end of these tasks we asked users to fill in a survey mainly about their experience in collaborative editing and to estimate difficulty of each task. In order to perform the required tasks groups were asked to use the EtherpadLight collaborative editor and coordinate themselves by using a chat. Each group had to perform the three tasks under a constant but undeclared delay in the propagation of changes between group members. Software recorded each user’s desktop activity, including task performance as well as chat for coordination. All participants received a 10 euro gift certificate at the end of the experiment.

For the analysis of the collected data we introduced outcome metrics for measuring the quality of the realised task but also process metrics for analysing user behaviour during achievement of
the tasks. Several statistical models were applied for studying the effect of delay on the various studied metrics.

We analysed the effect of delay for the sorting task in collaborative editing. In this task groups of users had to locate the release dates of an alphabetized list of movies, and sort them accordingly. We measured sorting accuracy based on the insertion sort algorithm, average time per entry, strategies (tightly coupled or loosely coupled task decomposition of the task), chat behavior and collisions between users. We found out that delay slows down participants which decrements the outcome metric of sorting accuracy. Tightly coupled task decomposition enhances outcome at minimal delay, but participants slow down with higher delays. A loosely coupled task decomposition at the beginning leaves a poorly coordinated tightly coupled sorting at the end, requiring more coordination as delay increases. More details about this study results can be found in [31].

We also analysed the effect of delay for the note-taking task where users listened 12 minutes to an interview about cloud computing and took notes during this time. After the end of the interview groups were given three additional minutes to revise their notes and generate a reconciled summary of their notes by continuing to use the collaborative editor. We divided the shared document into five sections corresponding to the five main parts of the audio interview. For each section of the document two participants were assigned the role of taking notes of the main content of the corresponding audio part. The other two participants were assigned the role of revising the notes taken by the first two participants. The roles were inverted for each section of the document. What we noticed that happened is that even by structuring the document and assigning roles, due to delay, notes about the same topic were taken two, three and even four times. What happened is that when two users want to take notes on the same topic, in the presence of delay, changes of one user are not immediately visible to the other user, so a user thinks that the other user is not taking notes, so he/she is taking the notes. In that way, finally, the notes are in double. If more than two users try to take notes simultaneously, finally the same idea will appear three or even four times.

We studied how does delay influence the quality of the final document in terms of the number of grammar errors present in the document, the amount of redundancy and the number of keywords present in the final document with respect to the transcript of the audio. We also wanted to answer to the question whether users try to adopt compensatory strategies to overcome delay by means of coordination over chat that we quantified according to the use of accord language and definite determiners. And finally we studied how do delay, experience and compensatory collaboration effort interact to affect task performance.

As dependent measures we analysed:

- **number of words** in the text base.

- **keywords** as a measure of document quality. It is computed as the number of main keywords present in the final version of the document provided by each group of users. We examined the number of keywords divided by the number of words.

- **redundancy** as another measure of document quality. It is computed as the sum of redundancies of each section in the document. Redundancy of a section was measured by analysing the recorded videos of the collaborative editing session and it represents the maximum number of occurrences in that section of any topic present in the audio.

- **error rate** as another measure of document quality. It is computed using Reverso tool that checks misspellings and grammar of a text in any language. We examined the number of errors divided by the number of words.
• *chat behavior* was studied for measuring coordination. We examined the number of words, accord language, and definite determiners.

• *survey responses*. For instance, we examined the experience of using collaborative editing of users. We divided the groups into high experienced and low experienced.

We found that the *error rate* is higher for groups that experienced a higher level of delay as shown in Figure 3.5. Redundancy is higher for groups in higher delay condition as shown in Figure 3.5 and results into an increase in the *number of words* with the delay condition as shown in Figure 3.6. We also found out that as the delay increases the *keywords* depicted by users decreases as shown in Figure 3.6. We separated the groups into high experienced and low experienced according to the data in the questionnaire. For high experienced groups *redundancy* increases with the delay, but for low experienced groups we could not see the same tendency. We also measured *chat behavior* by means of number of accord words and definite determiners which together provides a common ground knowledge which we considered as a measure of coordination. We have seen that low experienced groups used more coordination to manage *redundancy*. High experienced groups did not adjust their collaboration effort to manage *redundancy*. More details about an analysis of this task can be found in [30].

![Figure 3.5: Error rate (left) and redundancy (right) as a function of delay condition](image)

The studies we performed show that reducing delay influences the efficiency of the group and the quality of note taking. This finding is important because the choice of the underlying architecture of the collaborative editor as well as of underlying synchronisation mechanisms has an impact on the delay. If delays cannot be reduced by the choice of the architecture and synchronisation, an awareness approach should be provided to users such that they can compensate for the delay by coordination strategies.
Figure 3.6: Number of words (left) and proportion of keywords (right) as a function of delay condition
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CRDTs for ordered sequences

Existing replication mechanisms for collaborative editing consider that the shared content is made of a sequence of elements whose granularity is fixed. For instance a text content is generally seen as a sequence of characters or a sequence of lines. A coarse granularity of changes allows to keep low the overhead generated by additional structural metadata that maintains ordering between elements. But when the content of such an element is updated, this element has to be deleted and a new one is inserted. This can lead to duplicated content when two concurrent updates are done on the same element. In this case additional user actions are required to merge this duplication. On the other hand, a finer granularity of changes allows to compute finer merging of concurrent changes but implies a higher overhead. Additionally, the more elements the document is made of, the more computation is needed to apply and merge user changes. In collaboration with Gérald Oster, Stéphane Martin and Luc André, I designed a new replication mechanism for elements with variable granularity called LogootSplit. Our solution is based on a CRDT approach.

CRDT-based approaches require that atomic elements composing the data structure have to be uniquely identified. The main limitation of CRDT algorithms is that they suffer from meta-data overhead required for the update of the data structure. This metadata overhead can be excessive for real-time collaboration where the communication granularity can be as small such as a single character.

LogootSplit approach considerably reduces the size of the metadata. In addition to the standard operations of insertion and deletions of elements, the model underlying our solution consists of a split operation of elements into smaller elements that is atomically executed, i.e. without the need of executing a deletion of the original element followed by the insertion of the two smaller elements. It is therefore possible to initially create long size elements that can be fragmented in order to insert new updates.

LogootSplit is an extension of Logoot algorithm. Logoot associates each character with a unique identifier which remains constant during the lifetime of the document. Identifiers form a dense total order consistent with the element order. A partial order $<$ on a set $X$ is said to be dense if, for all $x$ and $y$ in $X$ for which $x < y$, there is a $z$ in $X$ such that $x < z < y$. To insert a new character at a precise position in the document the character is inserted with a new suitable identifier created on purpose. To remove an existing character the corresponding character identified has to be located and then the related character is removed with its associated identifier. In this algorithm, each identifier is a list of triples of integers of the form $< p, s, h >$. The first integer $p$ is a priority number, the second one $s$ references the user who generated the element – called the unique site identifier –, and the third one is equal to the
value of the user’s logical clock \( h \) when this element was created – the clock is incremented each time an operation is generated –. The priority number is used to sort the characters, the site identifier to break ties if two users generated both an element with the same priority, and the clock value, together with the site identifier, ensure that triples are unique. If it is not possible to create a new triple between two others (for instance to insert a character between two existing characters), the new identifier will contain additional triples.

In Figure 4.1 we illustrate an example document with the content *concurrency control* where each character has associated an identifier. We suppose that the user at site 1 having the logical clock 8 corrects the misspelling of the word *concurrency* by adding the character \( r \) between the characters \( r \) identified by the identifier \( <3,2,5> \) and \( e \) identified by the identifier \( <4,1,7> \). We suppose the new generated identifier assigned to \( r \) is equal to \( <3,2,5><13,1,8> \) which is between \( <3,2,5> \) and \( <4,1,7> \). We suppose that the user at site 2 having the logical clock 10 corrects the misspelling of the word *control* by adding the character \( o \) between the characters \( r \) identified by \( <12,3,1><7,8,2><13,3,6> \) and \( l \) identified by \( <12,3,1><7,8,2><14,3,7> \). We suppose that the new character \( o \) is identified by \( <12,3,1><7,8,2><13,3,6><7,2,10> \) which is between \( <12,3,1><7,8,2><13,3,6> \) and \( <12,3,1><7,8,2><14,3,7> \).

The main issue of LOGOOT is that a huge amount of insertions in the same part of the document might lead to identifiers formed by very large lists of triples that are memory costly [36].

Coarse-grained data leads to the possibility of conflicting updates while fine-grained data requires more metadata. LOGOOT_SPLIT offers a solution for handling an adaptable granularity for shared data that overcomes the limitations of fixed-grained data approaches. LOGOOT_SPLIT deals with three types of operations: insertion which adds an element, deletion which deletes an element and split which splits an element. Elements consist of sequences of characters, each sequence of characters having associated unique identifiers that form a dense total order consistent with the order of the sequences of characters.

In what follows I shortly describe the LOGOOT_SPLIT approach including the description of identifiers for string elements and the execution of insertion and deletion operations on string elements. I also show the correctness of LOGOOT_SPLIT and describe its different implementations.
4.1 Identifiers

In LOGOUTSPLIT, identifiers of an element are composed of two parts. The first part called *Base* is a sequence of integers representing the global identifier of the element. The last two integers of the *Base* correspond to the *site identifier* that generated the identifier and the *logical clock* of that site. The logical clock is incremented before the generation of an identifier. The second part of an identifier called *Interval* is composed of two integers representing the *begin* and *end* offsets of the element. Figure 4.2 illustrates the structure of a LOGOUTSPLIT identifier. The integers composing LOGOUTSPLIT identifiers have to belong to the interval \((min, Max)\), where \(min < 0 < Max\).

For comparing two identifiers we consider the sequence of integers composing the *Base* followed by the offset of the *Interval* of each identifier that we compare in lexicographical order. For instance, \(1,1[0, 1] < 1, 2\) and \(1,1[0] < 1, 1, 0, 1, 3 < 1, 1[1]\).

![Figure 4.2: LogoutSplit identifier](image)

![Figure 4.3: Concurrent insert operations in LogoutSplit](image)

4.2 Insertion operation

A user can generate an insertion from the view model. If the insertion position is between two elements, we generate an identifier greater than the *end* of the left element and lower than the *begin* of the right element. The *interval* corresponding to this identifier will be \([0, k]\) where \(k\) is the length of the string to be inserted. If \(k - 1 > Max\) then we generate an element for the first \(Max\) characters of the string and then we execute recursively another insertion operation for the rest of the string.

If the insertion position is inside an element, we have to split the element. The two elements corresponding to the result of the split will have the same *base* as the original element. Supposing
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that the interval of the original element is \([a, b]\) and that the insertion position is \(k\) inside the original element, the two elements corresponding to the result of the split will have the two intervals equal to \([a, a + k]\) and \([a + k + 1, b]\) respectively. An identifier for the new element will be generated to be greater than the end of the left element and lower than the begin of the right element.

The identifier of the new inserted element is then sent to remote sites which will execute the insertion.

Figure 4.3 shows the case when two sites concurrently execute insertions that split the same element. The two sites Site\(_2\) and Site\(_3\) share the same document with the content "concurrency contrl" which was inserted by Site\(_1\) which had the logical clock 1. The identifier of this 17-characters long string is 1,1,[0,16].

Site\(_2\) with the logical clock 1 inserts 'r' between 'concur' and 'ency contrl'. The original element is split into two elements 'concur' with the identifier 1,1,[0,5] and 'ency contrl' with the identifier 1,1,[6,16]. We see that the two split elements keep the same base as the original element and the original interval [0,16] is split into [0,5] and [6,16] according to the split position. The new generated element 'r' will have the identifier 1,1,5,2,1,[0,0]. The base of this identifier is created by concatenating the base of the original element '1,1', the last element of the interval of the left split element "5", the site that generated the insert "2" and the clock "1". The interval of the newly created identifier is "[0,0]".

Site\(_3\) with the logical clock 1 inserts "o" between 'concurency contr' and 'l'. The original element is split into two elements 'concurency contr' with the identifier 1,1,15,3,1,[0,0] and 'l' with the identifier 1,1,16,16. The new generated element 'o' will have the identifier 1,1,15,3,1,[0,0]. The base of this identifier is created by concatenating the base of the original element '1,1', the last element of the interval of the left split element "15", the site that generated the insert "3" and the clock "1". The interval of the newly created identifier is "[0,0]".

When the insert of Site\(_3\) of "o" with the identifier 1,1,15,3,1,[0,0] is received by Site\(_2\), the split between 'ency contr' and 'l' will be generated. Similarly, when the insert of 'r' with the identifier 1,1,5,2,1,[0,0] is received by Site\(_3\), the split between 'concur' and 'ency contr' will be generated. The data structures at Site\(_2\) and Site\(_3\) will converge after the integration of all operations.

4.3 Deletion operation

When a deletion is issued we have to identify those elements or parts of the elements that are concerned between two positions in the document. A deletion is generated for each of these elements or parts of these elements. In the case that only a part of an element is deleted one or two splits might be generated. In the case that the part to be deleted is located at the begin or end of the element, two identifiers are generated, the one corresponding to the part that has to be deleted and the other one to the part that has to be preserved in the model. In the case that the part to be deleted is in the middle of the element, two splits are executed and three identifiers are generated, the identifier in the middle corresponding to the part that has to be deleted and the other two corresponding to the parts that have to be preserved in the model.

The identifiers of the parts that have to be deleted are sent to the remote sites that execute a deletion for each of the received identifiers. In the case that the original delete generated a split or the remote site executed some concurrent operations that generated a split, the remote site might not contain the identifier of the element to be deleted. Therefore, upon reception of a deletion, a remote site looks in their local model for the elements that have the same base as
the received identifiers, splits them if necessary and deletes them.

Figure 4.4: Concurrent delete operations in LogootSplit

Figure 4.4 shows an example of concurrent delete operations executed by Site3 and Site4. These two sites share the same document with the text "startling" consisting of two blocks: the first block with the identifier 1, 1, [0, 2] contains the text 'sta' which was inserted by Site1 which had the logical clock 1 and the second block with the identifier 2, 1, [0, 5] contains the text "rtling" which was inserted by Site2 which had the logical clock 1.

Site3 generates the deletion of 'ta' from the first block corresponding to the operation Delete(1, 1, [1, 2]). The remaining content of the first block is 's' with the associated identifier 1, 1, [0, 0]. Afterwards, Site4 generates the deletion of 'rt' from the second block corresponding to the operation Delete(2, 1, [0, 1]). The content of the second block becomes "ling" with the associated identifier 2, 1, [3, 5].

Site4 generates the deletion of 'tl' from the second block corresponding to the operation Delete(2, 1, [1, 2]). This deletion operation splits the second block into two blocks: "r" with the associated identifier 2, 1, [0, 0] and "ing" with the associated identifier 2, 1, [3, 5].

When operation Delete(2, 1, [1, 2]) is received by Site3, the identifier of the delete operation does not exist anymore in the model as Site3 already performed a deletion in an overlapping range of the block. The interval of the identifier of delete is adjusted in order to take into account the local concurrent delete. The locally executed operation is therefore Delete(2, 1, [2, 2]).

When operations Delete(1, 1, [1, 2]) and Delete(2, 1, [0, 1]) are received by Site4, Delete(1, 1, [1, 2]) is executed as it is as no local concurrent operation was executed in the first block. The identifier of the second delete operation 2, 1, [0, 1] does not exist anymore at Site4, as Site4 already performed a deletion in an overlapping range of the block. The interval of the identifier of delete is adjusted in order to take into account the local concurrent delete, the operation becoming Delete(2, 1, [0, 0]).

The algorithms describing the generation of the identifiers, the execution of local and remote insertion and deletion operations are described in [32].

4.4 Correctness

LOGOOTSPLIT algorithm respects the criteria of the CCI model: causality, consistency and intention preservation [222].

Regarding causality criterion, LOGOOTSPLIT does not require causal diffusion of operations.
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Due to the reception in any order of the operations, the deletion of an element can be received before the operation of creation of that element. LOGOOT_SPLIT has to distinguish between the cases of two concurrent deletions of an overlapping part of an element and the deletion of a part of an element whose insertion was not received. Both cases are characterised by the fact that when a deletion is executed, the part of the element that has to be deleted cannot be found. If we would consider that this corresponds to the first case (overlapping deletes), in the second case (deletion received before insertion) the insertion is executed afterwards, eliminating completely the effect of delete. In order to deal with these cases we keep a table containing the bases that were completely deleted from the model, i.e. there is no element in the model containing these bases. This table is browsed when a deletion does not lead to any modification in order to check whether the element was deleted or the insertion was not yet received. If it is the second case we can store the deletion in a table with pending deletions that can be checked for integration at regular times.

Regarding consistency and intention preservation criteria, LOGOOT_SPLIT ensures the following properties.

- **Convergence**: When no new updates are generated and all messages (operations) have been delivered to all users’ sites, user document copies have the same state.

  Identifiers are unique, the base component of an identifier being composed of a unique site identifier and the number of operations generated at that site. Moreover, identifiers are totally ordered. Therefore, when all operations are received by all sites, the document copies are identical being composed by the same sequence of elements ordered by their corresponding identifiers.

- **Intention preservation of character insertions**: Each character inserted between two other characters in the document viewed by a user, needs to keep its relative position between its neighbors during the editing process.

  An identifier is uniquely constructed between two neighbor identifiers. Identifiers are sorted in a total order and are never modified during the editing process.

- **Intention preservation of string insertions**: Two concurrent string insertions at the same position lead to one string followed by another, the same order being respected on document copies.

  Two concurrent insertions at the same place have different bases as one of the component of the base is the site identifier. If the base of the first string is smaller than the one of the second, any character of the first string has a smaller identifier than any character of the second, hence the characters are not mixed up.

4.5 Implementation

We proposed three data structures that can be used to implement LOGOOT_SPLIT: a naive version, a string-based version and a tree-based version. Each of these data structures has its own benefits and drawbacks.

4.5.1 Naive representation (LogootSplitNaive)

In the naive implementation LOGOOT_SPLIT_NAIVE, the data model is an ordered array of blocks, each block containing the element string and its identifiers, the blocks being ordered according
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to the identifiers.

When a local operation is generated, the search function of an element based on the position in the view needs to sum up the lengths of all blocks from the beginning of the list until reaching the searched position. The cost of this function is $O(l)$, $l$ being the number of blocks in the list.

When remote operations are executed, in order to search elements in the model such as in the case of a remote delete and to search the position of insertion of a new element in the case of a remote insertion, a dichotomic search can be used based on the element identifier. The comparison between two identifiers requires a comparison of all integers composing the identifiers. The search function for the identifier of an element in the array has therefore a cost of $O(i \times \log(l))$ where $i$ is the identifier length and $\log(l)$ is the complexity of a dichotomic search with $l$ blocks.

4.5.2 String-based representation (LogootSplitString)

The string-based data structure stores the characters of the final string in an array. Each character in this array is associated to the identifier base and to its position in the identifier interval. Character positions in the identifier interval are stored in an array while identifier bases are stored in a hashtable.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the string-based representation for the scenario described in Figure 4.3. The model represents the following five elements: "concur" with the identifier 1,1,[0,5], "r" with the identifier 1,1,5,2,1,[0,0], "ency contr" with the identifier 1,1,[6,15], "o" with the identifier 1,1,15,3,1,[0,0] and "l" with the identifier 1,1,[16,16]. Each character in the upper array is linked to its initial position in the identifier interval (the lower array) and to the base of its identifier.

![Figure 4.5: LogootSplitString representation](image)

The search function based on the position is executed in constant time as it directly returns the element in the array at the required position. The search function based on identifier is similar to that of the naive representation and has a complexity of $O(i \times \log(n))$ where $i$ is the identifier length and $\log(n)$ is the complexity of a dichotomic search with $n$ characters.

4.5.3 Tree-based representation (LogootSplitAVL)

The tree-based representation uses AVL [275], a self-balancing binary search tree. This data structure behaves similarly to the naive implementation but each block is now organized in an AVL tree rather than an array. Elements are stored in the nodes of the binary tree, the left subtree of a node contains the elements situated before the node (corresponding to smaller identifiers) while its right subtree contains the elements situated after the node (corresponding to higher identifiers).

The identifiers of the elements are represented as in the LogootSplitString implementation, i.e. the bases are stored in a hashtable and a node contains a string of characters, a link to an identifier base and the start position of the interval. Each node also contains the height of
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the subtree used to balance the tree and the size of the string contained by this subtree. The size
of the left subtree represents the position of the subsequence in the text. When the structure
of the tree is modified rotations are executed in order to keep the tree balanced.

Figure 4.6 shows the evolution of the AVL tree for the scenario described in Figure 4.3. Figure
4.6 (a) shows the initial document structure. Figure 4.6 (b) shows the tree structure after
the insertion of ‘r’ between ‘concur’ and ‘ency contrl’ and after rotation of the tree in
order to make it balanced. Figure 4.6 (c) shows the tree structure after the insertion of ‘o’
between ‘ency contr’ and ‘l’ and after rotation.

![Figure 4.6: LOGOOT_SPLIT_AVL representation](image)

The search function based on position has a complexity of $O(\log(l))$ where $l$ is the number
of blocks. The search relies on the size of a tree node which is contained in each node. Suppose
we look for position $p$. We start from the root and we search the size of the left tree $s_l$. If $s_l > p$,
we recursively continue the search in the left tree. Otherwise we update $p$ with $p - s_l$ and we
compare the updated value of $p$ with the size of the string contained in the current node $s_n$. If
$p < s_n$ then the search position is inside the node. Otherwise we update $p$ with $p - s_n$ and we
recursively continue the search on the right child. The complexity is logarithmic as the tree is
balanced.

The search function based on identifier is performed in a similar manner. Starting from the
root we compare the searched identifier with the node identifier. If the searched identifier is
less than the identifier of the first character in the node, we continue the search with the left
child. If the searched identifier is greater than the identifier of the last character in the node, we
continue the search with the right child. Otherwise, the identifier is inside the node. The search
is done in a logarithmic time, for which we have to consider the cost of identifier comparisons,
leading to a complexity of $O(i \times \log(l))$, where $i$ is the size of an identifier.
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4.5.4 Evaluation

Table 4.1 presents the average-case time complexity of the different implementations of LOGOOT-SPLIT algorithms as well as three main CRDT algorithms working at character level LOGOOT, Treedoc and WOOT family of algorithms for which we selected WOOTH. We denoted by \( n \) the size of document, \( l \) the number of blocks, \( d \) the number of deleted elements, \( s \) the string added or deleted, \( f \) the number of times a block was split and \( i \) the size of an identifier. In the worst case the number of blocks \( l \) is equal to the size of document \( n \). This case happens when users created a document by inserting the text content character by character.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm name</th>
<th>Search of a Position</th>
<th>Search of an Identifier</th>
<th>Insertion Local</th>
<th>Insertion Remote</th>
<th>Deletion Local</th>
<th>Deletion Remote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOGOOTSplitNaive</td>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(l) )</td>
<td>( l + i )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(l) \times f )</td>
<td>( l + f )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(l) \times f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGOOTSplitString</td>
<td>( 1 )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(n) )</td>
<td>( s + i )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(n) \times f + s )</td>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(n) \times f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGOOTSplitAVL</td>
<td>( \log(l) )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(l) )</td>
<td>( \log(l) + i )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(l) \times f )</td>
<td>( f + \log(l) )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(l) \times f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGOOT</td>
<td>( 1 )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(n) )</td>
<td>( s \times i )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(n) \times s )</td>
<td>( s )</td>
<td>( i \times \log(n) \times s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treedoc</td>
<td>( i )</td>
<td>( i )</td>
<td>( s \times i )</td>
<td>( s \times i )</td>
<td>( i \times s )</td>
<td>( i \times s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woot</td>
<td>( n + d )</td>
<td>( 1 )</td>
<td>( n + d + s )</td>
<td>( s )</td>
<td>( n + d + s )</td>
<td>( s )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( l \): # of blocks, \( n \): size of the document, \( i \): the size of an identifier, \( d \): # of deleted elements, \( s \): size of the string to inserted/deleted, \( f \): # of times a block was split.

![Graphs](image.png)

(a) Generation time  
(b) Remote integration time  
(c) Memory occupation

Figure 4.7: Experimentation results for random trace

We evaluated performances of different implementations of LOGOOT-SPLIT as well of LOGOOT, Treedoc and WOOT using JBenchmarker\(^4\), a Java environment for the implementation, evaluation and comparison of different collaborative editing algorithms.

We measured the time of operation generation (when a user modifies the document), the integration time (when another user receives a modification) and the memory occupation. These measurements were done by executing several randomly generated traces of collaboration containing insert and delete operations. Figure 4.7 shows the results we obtained with a collab-

\(^4\)https://github.com/score-team/replication-benchmarker
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oration trace containing insert and delete operations of an average of 50 characters generated randomly inside the document. The trace contains 20000 operations, the first 10000 operations being mostly insertions (80%) and the second 10000 operations being mostly deletions (80%). As it can be seen from figure 4.7, our algorithm LOGOOTSPLITAVL has the best overall performances.

More discussions on the complexity analysis and performance evaluation of our algorithms can be found in [32].
Conflicts prevention and resolution

Group awareness refers to information which group members obtain about the other group members, group processes, and mutually employed objects with the goal of carrying out a certain task efficiently. In my research work I mostly focused on workspace awareness, a specific category of group awareness. I studied how to provide awareness about the states of the shared documents in various contexts. I was interested in what information should be provided to users to prevent conflicting changes and to understand divergence when conflicts cannot be avoided.

In collaboration with Gérald Oster, Moira Norrie and Stavroula Papadopoulou, I proposed an awareness mechanism for improving collaborative work in the context of software engineering [39, 42] and collaborative writing of textual documents [43]. In version control systems such as Git and Subversion frequently used for code development or writing of textual documents, users can work simultaneously on their shared documents and publish their changes at a later time. Unfortunately, users are not informed about concurrent changes while they work in their local workspaces. Our proposed awareness mechanism [39, 42] offers users the possibility to work in isolation but being informed in real-time by means of annotations about changes performed by other users. Users can continue working without the need of integrating concurrent changes which might lead to code that does not compile. Concurrent changes are localized by taking into account the structure of these documents (classes, methods, lines of the source code). For localizing and providing the content of concurrent changes, we used the operational transformation mechanism. The same approach of providing real-time awareness while users work in isolation was applied for the collaborative editing of textual documents that conform to a hierarchical structure. In this context we studied the trade-off between awareness and user privacy [43]. Users can filter details about their changes transmitted to other users according to their preferences. In section 5.1 I present this work on conflicts prevention by localisation of concurrent changes and taking into account user privacy preferences.

In the context of the PhD thesis of Hoai-Le Nguyen I studied conflicts management and resolution in open-source projects developed using Git version control systems. We studied concurrency and conflicts of four Git projects: Rails, IkiWiki, Samba and Linux Kernel. We analysed the collaboration process of these projects at specific periods revealing how change integration and conflict rates vary during the project development life-cycle. Our study suggests that developers should use more intensively awareness mechanisms close to release dates where changes integration rate is higher. We also studied the mechanism adopted by Git to consider concurrent changes made on two adjacent lines as conflicting. Based on the high rate of false positives of this mechanism, our study suggests that Git should reconsider signalling adjacent line conflicts inside the source code files [12]. In section 5.2 I present an overview of our study
on conflicts management in Git-based open source software.

5.1 Conflicts prevention

In this section I present my main contributions on preventing conflicting changes in collaborative work by making users aware of the localisation of concurrent changes. I also present how our solution on the localisation of concurrent changes can be adapted to respect user privacy where details about changes transmitted to other users can be filtered out according to user preferences.

5.1.1 Localisation of concurrent changes

In this subsection I describe the awareness mechanism we proposed in the context of centralised version control systems such as Subversion and CVS where users are made aware of the localisation of concurrent changes.

The main assumption of our novel awareness mechanism is that users are connected most of the time, even when they work in isolation. Since nowadays network connectivity is provided almost everywhere and it will continuously expand in the near future, our assumption seems feasible. However, we can support disconnected work, but without providing any awareness mechanism.

First I illustrate by means of an example our proposed annotation mechanism. I consider a very simple example involving two software engineers that collaborate on the source code of the same project stored on a central repository. The modifications they perform will overlap on the code of some common classes. Suppose that the first developer decides to remove the method isReal() from the class Integer illustrated in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1: Initial document state](image)

Concurrently, the second developer that uses the functionality of class Integer realises that the method isReal() should be corrected - it should return false as an integer should not be...
considered to be a real.

I show next what awareness information is provided to the two developers. The first user who deletes the method `isReal()` will receive the changes of the second user and will be provided with the awareness information presented in Figure 5.2. By means of a marker the user will be informed that the class `Integer` is concurrently modified as shown on the top left hand side window of the interface. In the right hand side window of the interface an annotation marker will indicate that a line was concurrently modified by another user. The user can consult details about the concurrent changes and he will be provided with a window where the difference between his changes and the concurrent changes performed on the document is presented. The user can see that the method locally deleted was concurrently modified by another user. In this manner, the user can decide to contact the other user in order to discuss about the resolution of this conflict.

Figure 5.2: Interface at the first site after reception of concurrent operations

I show next what happens at the site of the second user that modifies the method `isReal()`. This user will receive the changes performed by the first user and will be provided with the awareness information presented in Figure 5.3. In the right hand side window the user will be notified that the method `isReal()` is deleted by annotating the lines composing this method. The left hand side windows displaying the class hierarchy and the methods belonging to class `Integer` will highlight the fact that class `Integer` was concurrently modified and method `isReal()` was deleted.

We integrated our awareness mechanism into an operation-based version control system that we built ourselves. The repository represents a document version $V_i$ by storing the set of operations representing the difference between $V_{i-1}$ and $V_i$. The initial version $V_0$ is represented by the initial document state.

We designed the three basic methods supported by a version control system, i.e. checkout, commit and update and the annotation mechanism. In the checkout phase, a request is sent to the repository to specify the version of the document that is intended to be checked out.
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The repository sends to the client the initial version of the document and the set of operations representing the difference between the requested document version and the initial document version. The client then executes the received list of operations on the received initial document state. It also sets the base document version to the requested version.

In the commit phase, a check is first performed as to whether the user can commit the changes to the repository. If the base version of the document in the local workspace is equal to the last version in the repository, a commit can be performed. Otherwise, an update is necessary before committing the changes. In the case that a commit is allowed, the repository simply stores the operations that were performed in the local workspace.

In the update phase, the repository sends to the local workspace a list of operations representing the delta between the base version in the local workspace and the latest version in the repository. Upon receiving the list of operations from the repository, the local workspace performs the SOCT4 [215] merging algorithm to update the local version of the document. Details about the algorithms implementing checkout, commit and update phases can be found in [39, 42].

In what follows I describe the basic principles underlying our annotation mechanism.

In a version control system users can simultaneously work on different versions of the shared project. For instance, Figure 5.4 shows that User1 performs changes on version V2, User2 on version Vn−2 and Userm on version Vn.

Each time a user commits changes to the repository, the repository will inform the other users about the committed changes and user documents will be annotated with these changes. Uncommitted changes locally performed by users will be periodically sent directly to the other users and their documents accordingly annotated. Different types of markers will be used for annotation of committed and uncommitted changes.

Users can continue working without integrating committed and uncommitted changes, being informed by means of annotations about the concurrent changes performed. An annotation
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Figure 5.4: Concurrent editing

operation is a remote committed or uncommitted operation not yet integrated in the local document, but that is used to annotate the document. Since execution effect of an annotation operation does not change the document state, local operations performed in the workspace do not have to take into account its execution. However, for computing the proper localisation of annotation operations in the current document, they have to take into account concurrent executions of local operations.

In order to manage annotations, each user workspace maintains the following data structure \((LL, RCL, RUL, bv)\):

- \(LL\) is the local log of operations containing the operations executed in the local workspace.
- \(RCL\) is the remote log containing the committed and non-updated operations from the repository that are used in the annotation process of the local document.
- \(RUL[i]\) is the remote log containing the non-committed operations performed by User\(_i\) that are used in the annotation process on the local document.
- \(bv\) is the identifier of the base version of the local workspace, i.e. the latest version in the repository that was integrated in the local workspace.

Operations in \(RCL\) and in \(RUL\) have to be transformed against the operations in \(LL\) in order to annotate the local version of the document. Transformations can be performed only if operations are defined on the same state.

We defined an operation as \(O(type, position, content, bv, uid, sid, committed)\) where

- \(type\) is the type of operation
- \(position\) is the position in the document where the operation is applied
- \(content\) is the content of the operation
- \(bv\) is the base version of the local document
- \(uid\) is the identifier of the user that generated the operation
- \(sid\) is the sequence identifier of the operation, i.e. the number of operations including the operation itself that were generated by user \(uid\) starting from version \(bv\)


- **committed** is a boolean indicating if the operation is committed or not.

These operation parameters allow to establish the relations of causality and concurrency among operations, as well as causally readiness of an operation or a set of operations at their execution at a certain site.

In order to capture changes at a low granularity level such as the character, we modeled the document as a sequence of characters and we represent changes performed on the document by means of the following two types of operations:

- ***insert(p, c)*** - inserts character \(c\) at position \(p\)

- ***delete(p)*** - deletes the character at position \(p\)

The content of an *insert* operation is the character that was inserted. In the case of a *delete* operation the content is not specified, it can be determined from the specified position.

The linear structure of the document can be mapped to the structure of a source code document composed of packages, classes, methods and lines of code. Therefore, if a change was performed at a certain character of the document, we can annotate that a change was performed at the corresponding line of code, method, class or package.

A local operation has an associated base version at the moment of its generation. When the local version of the document is updated with new changes from the repository, the local operations will have associated the new base version of the document.

The algorithms underlying the annotation of concurrent committed and uncommitted operations are described in [39, 42].

### 5.1.2 Trade-off between awareness and privacy

Under the assumption that a user is continuously connected, it is possible that she receives in real-time non-committed parallel modifications in order to annotate his local copy of the document. This presumes that users agree to send in real-time their local non-committed operations. Unfortunately, this assumption might violate user privacy as users may not agree to send draft changes of their work.

There is a trade-off between privacy and the usefulness of awareness: if users agree to have less privacy, other group members are provided with rich awareness.

We provided a filtering mechanism that deals with this trade-off. We filter non-committed local operations before sending them to other users by masking some operation parameters. We call these operations **ghost operations**.

A ghost operation is the result operation obtained by filtering an original operation according to user privacy preferences. Given that an original operation is defined by its type and a list of parameters as \(operation = \langle type, (parameter)^* \rangle\), the ghost operation \(g(operation) = \langle filter(type), (filter(parameter))^* \rangle\) is obtained by filtering the type and the parameters of the original operation according to user privacy preferences.

The ghost operation might not contain a parameter belonging to the real operation, it might contain it in the original form or it might filter it. A filtered parameter is formed by the filtered name, the filtered type and the filtered value of the original parameter.

Let me consider the coding example described in the previous subsection and illustrated in Figure 5.1. First user removes the method `isReal()` by generating the operation \(op_1 = delete(User_1, Integer.java, 15–18)\).
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This operation removes the lines 15 to 18 describing the definition of the method isReal() from the file Integer.java. The second user modifies method isReal() by updating the content of the line 16 with the content return false;. Therefore, operation $op_2 = \text{update}(\text{User}_2, \text{Integer.java}, 16, \text{"return false;"})$ is generated.

Suppose that the two users decide to send ghost operations describing their activity while working in isolation. The first user decides to apply the privacy policy allowing to send the full content of his modifications as ghost operations. Therefore, he sends the following ghost operation: $g(op_1) = \text{delete}(\text{User}_1, \text{Integer.java}, 15–18)$. In order to make other users aware about his modification, the second user decides to apply the privacy policy that hides the content of his changes but shares their location. Therefore, the form of the generated ghost operation is $g(op_2) = \text{update}(\text{User}_2, \text{Integer.java}, 16)$ signifying that line 16 is under modification.

I describe first what happens at the site of the first user who deletes the method isReal(). After the reception of the ghost operation sent by the second user $g(op_2)$, awareness information concerning activity of the second user can be presented as depicted in the Figure 5.5.

![Interface at the first site after reception of ghost operations](image)

Since the ghost operation $g(op_2)$ contains information about the target file, it is possible to indicate by means of a marker that the class Integer is concurrently modified as shown on the top left hand side window of the interface. In the right hand side window an annotation marker will indicate that a line was concurrently modified by another user. The position of the modified line is computed by using the line number indicated by the ghost operation. The associated annotation in Figure 5.5 informs the user that the method isReal() locally deleted was modified by another user. In this manner, the user can decide to contact the other user in order to resolve the conflict.

The site of the second user will be notified that the method isReal() is deleted by annotating the lines composing this method as shown in Figure 5.3 and by displaying in the class hierarchy that class Integer was concurrently modified and method isReal() was deleted.

The proposed awareness mechanism that takes into account user privacy was proposed in
the context of multi-synchronous collaboration of text documents [43]. Users can specify the
detail of information made available to their collaborators and the computation of awareness is
based on metrics that measure the effect of changes for the different types of changes, on the
different syntactic document levels and document parts. For the visualisation of awareness, we
employed the concept of edit profiles.

5.2 Conflicts management and their resolution (a case study)

In this section I present an overview of a study that I conducted on conflicts management in
Git-based open source software. In contrast to centralized version control systems, Git does not
support the centralized logging feature of all user activities. The best overview of user activities
is provided by the commit history (including merges) from the primary repository. To identify
concurrences and conflicts in each project, we replayed the merges done by users and computed
the conflicts. We created a shadow repository and recursively re-integrated developer’s changes
into this repository. We analysed concurrency and conflicts on Git repositories of four projects:
Rails [82], IkiWiki [80], Samba [83] and Linux Kernel [81].

5.2.1 Integration rate and conflict rate

We computed the number of concurrent updates to a same file and the number of these updates
that resulted in unresolved conflicts. Similar to [141] we computed the integration rate and
conflict rate as provided in Table 5.1. File updates represents the total number of updates to
files throughout the development cycle. Integration rate represents the proportion of concurrent
updates to a same file over all updates to files. Conflict rate is calculated by the proportion of
updates to a same file that resulted in unresolved conflicts over concurrent updates to files. The
file updates were collected from all commits of the project. And by re-integrating all developer’s
changes, we computed the concurrent updates to a same file and the concurrent updates to a
same file that resulted in unresolved conflicts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>File updates</th>
<th>Integration rate</th>
<th>Conflict rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rails</td>
<td>117,960</td>
<td>4.04%</td>
<td>16.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IkiWiki</td>
<td>37,327</td>
<td>1.08%</td>
<td>50.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samba</td>
<td>306,182</td>
<td>0.68%</td>
<td>87.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>1,278,247</td>
<td>10.99%</td>
<td>4.86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Concurrency and conflicts on files

We can notice that Kernel and Rails projects have larger integration rate than IkiWiki and
Samba, where Kernel has by far the highest integration rate. This can be explained by the large
size of Kernel project in terms of the number of files. In contrast with the integration rate,
Rails and Kernel have smaller conflict rates than IkiWiki and Samba. This is mainly due to the
working policy of developers for each project.

The lack of a central server that holds a reference copy of the project introduces more
parallelism between user versions allowing them to diverge more in distributed version control
systems than in centralised version control systems. For instance, Kernel, Rails, IkiWiki and
Samba projects developed in Git have significantly (99% confidence level) higher integration rate
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(22, 8, 2 and 1.5 times respectively) than projects in CVS analysed in [141]. However, the higher integration rate does not result into higher conflict rate. For instance, Kernel and Rails have 5 and 1.5 times, respectively, lower conflict rate than projects in CVS whereas Samba and IkiWiki have almost 2 times higher conflict rate. Integration rates are not equally distributed over the life time of projects but are higher close to release dates as we showed in [12]. In order to prevent conflicts, close to release dates developers should use awareness mechanisms about the location of their changes.

5.2.2 Conflict types

We also measured the proportion of the different conflict types: content conflicts referring to conflicts inside a file, remove/update conflicts referring to concurrent removal and update of a file and naming conflicts referring to concurrent renaming of the same file or of two files with the same name. Table 5.2 presents the proportion of conflict types of the four projects that we studied. We found that content conflicts are far the most frequent conflicts with a proportion of 46% - 90% from all conflicts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Content conflicts</th>
<th>Remove/Update conflicts</th>
<th>Naming conflicts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rails</td>
<td>89.68%</td>
<td>2.97%</td>
<td>7.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IkiWiki</td>
<td>46.31%</td>
<td>1.48%</td>
<td>52.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samba</td>
<td>64.47%</td>
<td>34.44%</td>
<td>1.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>90.96%</td>
<td>8.63%</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Proportion of conflict types

5.2.3 Conflict resolution

Several files can be in conflict during a merge. Table 5.3 reports on the total number of merges performed during the lifetime of each project and the number of merges that led to unresolved conflicts. When a merge is not resolved automatically by Git, users need to resolve it manually. A user can decide to rollback to a previous version. Table 5.3 also provides the rollback rate, i.e the number of times users manually resolve conflicts by reverting to a previous version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>No. of merges</th>
<th>Unresolved conflict merge rate</th>
<th>Rollback rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rails</td>
<td>9,728</td>
<td>4.34%</td>
<td>1.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IkiWiki</td>
<td>1,037</td>
<td>7.52%</td>
<td>5.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samba</td>
<td>1,281</td>
<td>10.07%</td>
<td>6.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>38,961</td>
<td>9.11%</td>
<td>0.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Frequencies of conflicting merges

5.2.4 Adjacent-line conflicts

We analysed Git mechanism of considering concurrent modifications of two continuous lines as being in conflict called adjacent-line conflicts. Figure 5.6 illustrates an example of adjacent line...
Conflict with both expected and real merge result. User_1 makes changes on line 2 and User_2 makes changes on line 3. They then merge their changes and Git generates a ‘CONFLICT (content)’. Our hypothesis is that this is not a content conflict because these changes are made on two different lines. Git should merge them successfully by applying changes from both users. To test our hypothesis, we analysed all content conflicts in the four projects to detect all adjacent-line conflicts. We then analysed the adjacent-line conflict resolutions that were manually fixed by the authors to check if both changes done on the adjacent lines were applied. Table 5.4 shows the number of adjacent-line conflicts and their possible resolutions: applying both changes, applying a change from one user only (either User_1 or User_2) and applying no changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Adjacent-line conflicts</th>
<th>Applying both changes</th>
<th>Applying one change</th>
<th>Other cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rails</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IkiWiki</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samba</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Adjacent line conflicts and resolutions

The proportions of applying both user changes are 24.39% in Samba, 57.5% in Rails, 75% in IkiWiki and respectively 85.01% in Linux Kernel. We did the same analysis on how users resolve normal content conflicts and Table 5.5 presents a comparison of the results obtained for adjacent-line conflicts and normal-content conflicts.

We compared the frequency of applying both changes for adjacent-line conflicts to that of applying both changes for normal content conflicts. Table 5.6 presents for each project the standardized mean-difference effect size (SdMD) between proportions of applying both changes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>No. of conflicts</th>
<th>Applying both changes</th>
<th>No. of conflicts</th>
<th>Applying both changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rails</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>57.50%</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>5.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IkiWiki</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75.00%</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samba</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>24.39%</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>14.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>85.01%</td>
<td>1326</td>
<td>13.38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Adjacent-line and normal content conflicts

for adjacent-line and normal content conflicts [78]. Only Samba has a low SdMD and its lower bound of confidence interval (CI) is less than zero. Excepting Samba, we obtained significant confidence at level of 95% that adjacent-line conflicts are resolved more often by applying both changes than normal content conflicts. Applying both changes in the case of a conflict means that the concurrent changes were not in conflict, so the conflict was not necessary to be detected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>SdMD</th>
<th>Lower 95% CI</th>
<th>Upper 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rails</td>
<td>1.8872</td>
<td>0.4319</td>
<td>3.6909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IkiWiki</td>
<td>2.0614</td>
<td>1.4932</td>
<td>2.2812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samba</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>-0.0384</td>
<td>0.8483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>2.1837</td>
<td>1.9854</td>
<td>2.382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Standardized mean difference (SdMD) effect size between adjacent-line conflicts and normal content conflicts

We found that across the four studied repositories around 75% of the adjacent-line conflicts were false positives. Adjacent-line conflicts detection was designed to warn the developers that there are two changes on adjacent lines that might be related and that developers should check whether the changes are conflicting. For around 25% of cases adjacent-line conflict warnings indeed helped developers to discover the conflicts reducing the costs in later development phase. However, for the other 75% developers did some un-needed extra work for resolving the conflicts. Moreover, if concurrent changes occur on two adjacent lines Git signals a conflict, but not in the case of two lines separated by two or more lines. Our results suggest that Git should reconsider signalling conflicts on adjacent lines inside the source code file which requires developers to do in most of the cases some extra work for removing the conflict. A solution would be that Git sends a warning message to the users in the case of concurrent changes on adjacent lines, but does not represent this conflict inside the source code file. Note that in Subversion and Darcs version control systems, concurrent modifications on adjacent lines are not considered as conflict. Our suggestion would be useful for tool builders to help developers in avoiding wasting time on trivial merge conflicts.
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Part II

Trustworthy Collaboration
Multi-synchronous collaboration [237] is the most general collaboration mode allowing private working in cycles of divergence and convergence. Users work simultaneously in isolation in their workspace and their changes are synchronized at a later time. Shared data diverges when users work in isolation and converges later after synchronization of shared data.

Large scale multi-synchronous collaboration supporting a large number of users (communities rather than groups) to collaborate over large data (billions of documents) requires revisiting traditional security models that check user granted rights before allowing access to data. Such security models are too strict [224] and they do not scale well. I investigated replacing the traditional “hard” security models for large scale distributed collaborative systems with “soft” security models. Rather than adopting an a priori strict enforcement of security rules, access is given first to data without control but with restrictions that are verified a posteriori.

In this collaboration, it is very difficult to control what users will do with the data after it has been released to them and that they will not misbehave and violate usage policy. In the scope of Hien Thi Thu Truong’s thesis, I modeled usage policy expressed in terms of obligation, permission and prohibition by means of contracts. The main issue we addressed was how contracts can be expressed and checked within multi-synchronous collaboration model and what actions can be taken in response to users who misbehaved [15, 37, 61]. For checking to what extent users respected or not their contracts, the collaboration logs containing both data and contracts are audited [35]. According to auditing results, users adjust their trust levels assigned to their collaborators. In Chapter 2 I present this contract-based collaboration model and its experimental evaluation.

Users can also misbehave by tampering the logs for their convenience by modifying data or contracts. This attack raises the threat that honest users might get forged content of shared data. Replicas with corrupted updates might never converge with other replicas with valid updates which is critical in multi-synchronous collaboration. Log auditing also requires that logs are not tampered as otherwise log auditing results are not correct. In the scope of Hien Thi Thu Truong’s thesis, I proposed a hash chain based authenticators approach in order to ensure integrity and authenticity of logs of operations corresponding to different streams of activity during collaborative process [34]. As tamper resistance cannot be ensured in multi-synchronous collaboration without a central provider, we ensure tamper detection by making misbehaving users accountable for their misbehavior. The authenticators-based approach that we proposed is general and can be applied for logs of operations of any type. In Chapter 3 I present this authenticators-based approach and its experimental evaluation.

In this large scale multi-synchronous collaboration without a central authority a main question is how users choose their collaborators with whom they want to share their data. A rational decision would be based on the evaluation of previous collaborative behaviour of their collaborators. Participant names usually serve as a retrieval cue for recalling a participant’s expertise and personally observed, previous behavior. However, it is difficult for a typical user to remember and recall each user in a collaboration that contains thousands of members that do not know each other personally. Studies confirmed that it is not possible for an average user to analyze every on-line interaction [217] and that maintenance of partner-specific trust values requires a significant overhead [167]. Therefore, users need assistance in assessing the trustworthiness of their partners. A rational decision would be to compute the partner trustworthiness based on the evaluation of their previous collaborative behaviour. A trust value that is computed automatically based on previous collaboration behavior would be of great help to users. A main challenge in this task is how to compute this trust value according to past collaboration in order to be able to predict future user behavior.

A solution would be to compute this trust value based on the observation of the respect or
violation of contracts in the contract-based collaboration model that we proposed. Another solution for computing trust score of users would be according to the quality of their contributions during a collaborative editing task.

In the scope of Quang Vinh Dang’s thesis, I addressed the question whether providing users with a trust value of their partner would help them in their decisions of choosing their partners. We developed an experimental design for testing user acceptance of the proposed trust-based collaboration model for large communities of participants. We employed game theory, and trust game in particular, as a standard because it provides a solid foundation of research methods and findings, giving us a basis for expected performance. Firstly we proposed a computational personal trust model for repeated trust game that deals with fluctuating user behavior in the collaboration [27]. In this trust model user trust values are updated based on the satisfaction level for the exchanges during the game. In Chapter 4 I describe this trust metric and its evaluation. Secondly, in collaboration with Valerie Shalin we designed an experiment that tested variations of the trust game: with and without explicit computation of user trust values based on the computational trust model we proposed [11]. We organised a user study with 30 participants that confirmed that the availability of this trust metric improves user cooperation and that it predicts participants future behavior. In Chapter 5 I describe this experimental design for testing the influence of trust score on user behavior.

Before presenting in detail the above mentioned contributions in the domain of trustworthy collaboration, I present in Chapter 1 a short literature review related to each main aspect of these contributions.
Literature Review

My contributions in the domain of trustworthy collaboration are related to several topics in the area of privacy and data management in multi-synchronous working environment such as contract-based models, usage control models, access control models, trust management and log auditing for log-based collaboration. In this chapter I provide a short overview of the state of the art on these topics.

1.1 Contract-based models

The contractual approach is useful for a wide range of applications, such as resource management, cooperative task execution, cooperative work in distributed systems and software engineering. Traditionally a contract is an agreement between two or more persons about actions that are performed. Contracts also regulate behavior when persons cooperate or use shared resources. Contracts exist in many systems. It is either implicit in communication protocols, software licenses, downloading and sharing policies in P2P file-sharing systems or explicit in paper-based contracts of using network services. The push-pull-clone model for collaborative editing source code was adopted in distributed version control systems but users are uniformly trusted and there are no contracts specified during collaboration. Wikipedia features an informal contract-based model where contracts are checked by crowd sourcing. Anybody can edit according to rules that are checked \textit{a posteriori} by other people. In contract-based models rules have to be explicitly expressed and checked by the system.

Some existing works [270, 240, 231, 192] focus on contract frameworks for negotiating and controlling resource usage in a distributed system. Contracts express the terms under which nodes in network promise to offer and to get payment with regard of exchanging resources. However, these works do not consider contracts for end-users. Some other existing works [116, 95, 149, 137, 99, 107, 101] focus on contracts for end-users but they require an independent framework to express contracts. Some works need a central authority to enforce contracts [204, 190].

In the multi-synchronous collaboration we require that contracts are objects that are part of the replication mechanism: contracts are associated with mutable data and they are mutable themselves. The synchronisation mechanism has to deal both with data and contracts. The existing contract-based models cannot be applied to multi-synchronous collaboration systems where contracts are replicated and synchronized. We do not need a central authority to check contract compliance. We adopt the same view as the contract model in [174] on using a distributed trust model to verify \textit{a posteriori} whether contracts were respected or not and therefore...
to make parties accountable.

### 1.2 Access control

Providing an authorization mechanism suitable for distributed collaborative systems is a difficult task. Indeed, collaborative systems aim at facilitating the collaboration between users by allowing them to access all information and resources that they need. On the other side, access control seeks limiting the access and use of data and resources only to users with proper authorization.

[168] presents a survey of security mechanisms for collaborative systems. Discretionary access control (DAC) [274] and its variants such as ACL (Access Control Lists) and Capability Lists specify the rights that each subject possesses for each object. Collaborative systems such as Grove [253], RTCAL [268], BSCW [226] and Google Cloud Storage use ACLs. The main disadvantage of this access control model is that it lacks the ability to support dynamic changes of access rights.

In Role-based access control (RBAC) [248, 232], rights are associated to a role or a set of roles organized in a hierarchy and not to individual users as in DAC. SUITE [244] and PREP [256] are examples of collaborative systems using RBAC as a control access mechanism. RBAC approaches are largely used and they offer administrative advantages once the roles were implemented [93]. However, they require a substantial role engineering effort. Moreover, RBAC cannot accommodate dynamic distributed systems parameters such as time of the day and user location. Furthermore, it requires that in the context of multiple users, all users agree on the same set of designed roles, which is very challenging.

Attribute-based Access Control (ABAC) [220], [200] mechanisms were proposed to overcome disadvantages of RBAC and offer a flexible access control adaptable for distributed systems. In these mechanisms access requests are evaluated by means of rules involving attributes of entities (users or resources). An example of user attribute is the user identifier. ABAC entails a substantial attribute engineering effort. Furthermore, attributes have no meaning until they are associated with a user, object, or relation, and it is not practical to audit user permissions.

In the CSCW domain, Dewan et al. [244, 219, 224] highlight the shortcomings of standard access control. As opposed to standard access control models that are considered as pessimistic, optimistic access control [224, 212] can be seen as a new paradigm for authorization in situations that are unforeseen and the systems cannot be made aware of. The optimistic approach trusts human beings and assumes most accesses will be legitimate or trustworthy. The optimistic access control usually allows users to exceed their privileges in a way that can be securely audited and the system is able to be rolled back.

The above mentioned access control mechanisms feature two main difficulties in the context of collaborative systems. The first one relates to the design of security policies that are satisfactory for all partners involved in a collaboration. A challenging issue is how to manage partner joining and leaving to the group. The second difficulty is the necessity of sending at each user action an access request and waiting for its answer from a trusted central authority which maintains the security policies. This delay is critical for the real-time collaboration where the number of updates is high. Moreover, in the case of a federation of organisations agreeing on such an authority is almost impossible. Furthermore, in order to maintain its autonomy with respect to its authorisation management, it should be possible for a partner to revoke previous granted rights without contacting an external authority. Indeed, it is possible that once several users collaborated, they wish that some of them do not have anymore access to new modifications on
shared documents. However, it is normal that users that had access to a document version and that contributed to the document keep this document version even though they do not have anymore access to next versions of the document. Moreover, access control mechanisms deal only with access to data. They do not deal with the usage of data after users have been granted the access to the data.

1.3 Usage Control

Usage control can be considered as an evolution of access control. The term usage control was firstly introduced by Park and Sandhu with the notion UCON [194] for controlling access to and usage of data. At the beginning the term usage means usages of rights on digital objects. The UCON model [194] and the family of ABC models - authorizations (A), obligations (B) and conditions (C)- [183, 172, 151, 135, 133] derived from the UCON model consist of three core components (subjects, objects and rights) and several additional components (authorization rules, conditions and obligations). The core components are associated with several attributes that are involved in the authorization process. Conditions represent factors such as a specific time period when an access is allowed. Obligations have to be fulfilled by a subject to get access. Access is granted when a subject holds certain rights on specific objects. UCON model is more general than attribute-based access control as it deals with the fulfillment of obligations.

Unlike UCON which covers access control that the control to data is granted only if access conditions are satisfied, usage control was extended to what data will be handled after access has been granted. The term distributed usage control was first introduced in [162] to address specific issues on the protection of digital content between providers and remote consumers. Distributed usage control relaxes the requirement of having a central authority. It allows to formalize post-obligations which must be fulfilled in a specific point of time in future. This is close to digital rights management (DRM) models dealing with the protection of digital information when it is shared, copied and distributed in an open environment.

Usage control is a suitable approach for open and distributed environments (e.g peer-to-peer, grid, web services, ad-hoc networks, cloud, etc) that addresses the inadequacies of access controls [114]. It is an active area with many proposed frameworks and models in the literature [162, 139, 131, 120]. A survey of usage control models [110] describes usage control in four independent layers starting from the high level specification to the low level of enforcement mechanisms and implementation. [151, 133, 119] presents applications of usage control for collaborative systems.

Usage control policies can be enforced in a detective or preventive manner [138]. The preventive enforcement is commonly used in access control or DRM. It ensures that policies will not be violated since unauthorized actions are prevented before occurring. This approach is too pessimistic and it should be used only to prevent actions that must not happen because of the high cost of failure. Furthermore, in collaborative environments where the systems that participants use are heterogeneous, it is very difficult to put unanticipated circumstances into preventive policies and to ensure the polices can be enforced across such different systems as well.

Detective enforcement is a flexible approach to enforce policy not by preventing unauthorized use but rather by deterring it. In a system where participants can be made accountable, deterring illegitimate action is almost effective as preventing it. Individuals are encouraged to act carefully to avoid potential vulnerabilities. In term of temporal checking we can consider preventive enforcement is a priori checking while detective enforcement is a posteriori checking. To make users accountable, the log auditing mechanism can be adopted to check whether users behave
in accordance with the applicable policies or contracts. When being audited, a user is checked if she holds policies that allow her to do the actions that she has carried out, and if she fulfills the obligations according to the policies she has been given. Using logs to verify users actions are common in many works [208, 143, 145, 134, 122].

Usage control with detective enforcement is a very flexible mechanism suitable for collaborative environments. However, most usage control models do not consider replicated data as in multi-synchronous collaboration models. In these collaboration models, data is replicated and modified by different users at different moments of time. Data usage control must be part of the replication mechanism and conflicts between usage policies (contracts) have to be managed in those collaboration models.

The only existing usage control approach for ensuring security and privacy in a weakly consistent replication system where users are not uniformly trusted was presented in [109]. Access control policy claims are treated as data items. The guards added to replication protocol enforce specified policies at synchronization step. A replica must check whether the requested action is allowed by the policy and then decide whether to accept or deny updates. In this approach, each replica is a local authority that maintains current policies. However, this approach only expresses rights but not obligations that each replica should follow. Moreover, only the author of an item can define the policy associated to it and hence there is no requirement to resolve conflicts between policies. However, in the general multi-synchronous collaboration we need to deal with policy conflicts as multiple contributors can specify different contracts on the shared document. Moreover, the system described in [109] uses a state-based replication where each site applies updates to its replica without maintaining a change log rather than an operation-based replication as in the most general case of multi-synchronous replication.

1.4 Log auditing

Log auditing technique is a general principle in systems supporting observation. Keeping and managing event logs is frequently used for ensuring security and privacy. This approach has been studied in many works. In [143], a log auditing approach is used for detecting misbehavior in collaborative work environments, where a small group of users shares a large number of documents and policies. In [134, 208], authors present a logical policy-centric framework for behavior-based decision making. The framework consists of a formal model of user past behaviors which is based on event structures. However, these models [143, 134, 208] require a central authority that has the ability to observe all actions of all users. This assumption is not valid for a purely distributed multi-synchronous collaboration. The complexity of the log auditing mechanism compared to centralized solutions comes from the fact that each user has only a partial overview of the global collaboration and can audit only users with whom he collaborates. Therefore, a user can take decisions only from the information he possesses from the users with whom he collaborates.

1.5 Trust measurement and trust game

In a distributed collaboration model where access is given first to data without control but with restrictions that are verified a posteriori, trust management is an important aspect. The concept of trust in different communities varies according to how it is computed and used. My contributions rely on the concept of trust which is based on past user behaviors [197]. Trust is not immutable and it changes over time. Thus trust should be managed by using a
1.6. Log Authentication

Solutions for securing logs can be classified into two main families: non-cryptographic secure logging and cryptographic secure logging. The former approach is based on a secure logging machine such as a write-only medium (e.g. CD/DVD), a tamper-resistant hardware or a trusted hardware to prevent adversary from modifying logs [181]. However, in real-world applications deployed over large scale distributed environments, it is impractical to assume the presence of such devices. Existing solutions belonging to the later approach [251, 246, 117, 173, 121, 158, 113, 193, 218, 115] are adapted only for collaboration based on a single global stream of activity over shared data allowing a single user at a time to access objects in the shared workspace.

PeerReview framework [145] ensures accountability and eventual detection of all Byzantine
faults in a distributed system. PeerReview maintains a secure log of the messages sent and received by each node. A node is automatically detected when its behavior deviates from that of a given reference implementation. However, each node should maintain an identical log with other nodes. PeerReview does not support that each node keeps different orders of operations as it is the case in multi-synchronous collaboration where users maintain different streams of activity on the shared data.

The integrity of audit logs has traditionally been protected through the use of one-way hash functions. There is a line of work that addresses the forward-secure stream integrity for audit logs. A set of secure audit logging schemes and aggregate signatures were proposed in [140, 132, 113]. Forward security ensures the integrity of log entries in the log stream and no selective deletion or re-ordering to stream is possible. BAF [115] was proposed to secure audit logs by achieving at the same time the computationally efficient log signing and the truncation-attack-resistant logging. This work can be applied only if all users maintain the same linearization of the collaboration history. However, it cannot be applied for the general case of the multi-synchronous collaboration where users work on different streams of activity on the shared data corresponding to different linearizations of collaboration history.

There is another line of work that relies on authenticated data structures to secure logs in distributed systems [205, 178, 193, 128]. While these approaches are computationally efficient, they do not deal with history for collaboration. Timeweave [193] uses a time entanglement mechanism to preserve the history state of distributed systems in a tamper-evident manner. However, Timeweave does not handle the information flows synchronized which is required in optimistic replication where concurrent operations appear in different orders in replicas.

Apart from above approaches, there are works that address securing logs for replication systems. In [227] hash chains protect modification orders of a weakly consistent, replicated data system. SHH approach [182, 177] for optimistic replication uses hash values as in Merkle tree [271] for revision identifiers to protect causality of version history. It serves mainly for the purpose of securing version history construction when the log was pruned in limited storage environments such as mobile computing and for checking distributed replicas convergence. By ensuring decentralized ordering correctness, SHH can guarantee that all updates are not vulnerable to a decentralized ordering attack. However, SHH cannot ensure the integrity of data and distinguish whether data are forged or not. If the sender signature would be included in summary hashes, the merge executed at different sites of the same two versions would diverge even though the content of the merged result is the same. Without digital signature in summary hashes, SHH cannot protect history from attacks of unauthorized actions and it cannot provide authenticity and accountability. Similar approaches to SHH in which hashes are used as identifiers are implemented in distributed version control systems such as Git history [160] and Mercurial history [118].

A mechanism of preventing history forgery for a document/database history was proposed in [121]. The authors present a provenance-aware system prototype that captures the history of document writes at the application layer. To prevent all potential attacks on provenance chain, it requires trusted pervasive hardware infrastructure at the level where tracking is performed. However, contributions to the shared document/database are done sequentially and the approach does not deal with merging of parallel contributions to the shared document.

The document control flow framework proposed in [164] addressed cooperative updates on a document flow with delegation and security policies. However, it considers one stream of update process rather than a multi-way flow of updating with reconciliation as in multi-synchronous model. Moreover, security access control policies are defined at document’s attributes level that means each document atomic element is marked with a label containing a set of access control
policies that apply to it. The approach secures different XML elements, while we aim to secure patches of operations.

In the domain of database security, Depot [105] secures replicated database in the cloud. Depot addresses the issues of consistency, integrity and authorization in the context of database where data is stored in the form of key/value and update is the main operation performed over the database. Collaborative systems involve more operations beyond update, i.e. insert, delete content to/from the shared document. Depot ensures consistency by using version vectors and version history hashes. Each update is signed by an authorized node to enforce consistency and integrity. This would be too costly in a collaborative working environment where users produce a huge number of operations on the shared document.

The state of the art of secure audit logging research was also surveyed in [127]. Though secure audit logging was intensively investigated, no existing work ensures secure audit logs for a collaboration history with partial order where users maintain different total ordered logs of the collaboration history corresponding to their activity streams.
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Trust-based collaboration

Push-Pull-Clone (PPC) is one of the paradigms supporting multi-synchronous collaboration. In PPC model, users replicate shared data, modify it and redistribute modified versions of this data by using the primitives push, pull and clone. Users clone shared data and maintain in their local workspace this data as well as changes done on it. Users can then push their changes to many channels at any time they want, and other users who have granted rights may pull these changes from these channels. By using pull primitives replicas are synchronized.

In the context of the PhD thesis of Hien Thi Thu Truong, I designed a contract-based PPC model, where contracts are specified by data owners when they share the data and the adherence to or violation of contracts can be checked after users gained access to data [15, 37, 61, 35]. Audit of user compliance to the given contracts allows the computation of trust scores associated to users. This trust scores would help users collaborate with other users they trust.

As an example of use of our proposed contract-based PPC model we can consider implicit contracts in distributed version control systems (DVCS). DVCS systems widely used for source code development rely on the PPC paradigm. In open source projects, usage restrictions are expressed in the license of the code, while in closed source code projects, these restrictions are expressed in the contracts developers sign when accepting their job. In both cases, usage restrictions are checked \textit{a posteriori} outside the collaborative environment with social control or plagiarism detection. As a result of observations concerning usage violation, trustworthiness on the users who misbehaved is implicitly decreased and collaboration with those users risks to be ceased. We aimed at building a contract-based model that can express usage restrictions which are checked within the collaborative environment.

The main issue in designing a contract-based multi-synchronous collaboration is that contracts are objects that are part of the replication mechanism. In our contract-based model each user maintains a local workspace that contains shared data and contracts for the usage restriction of that data as well as changes on data. Changes done locally on the data together with specified contracts are shared with other users. Algorithms for merging and for conflict resolution have to deal not only with data changes but also with contracts. For checking if users respect contracts, a log auditing mechanism is used. According to auditing results, users adjust their trust levels assigned to their collaborators.

In this chapter I describe:

- A PPC model extended with contracts for multi-synchronous working environment that we call the C-PPC model. The proposed model ensures consistency of the shared document.

- A log auditing mechanism to detect user misbehavior in C-PPC model.
• A set of experiments to evaluate the performance of the C-PPC model and the log auditing mechanism by using a peer-to-peer simulator.

2.1 The C-PPC model

Our model deals with modifications that users do on the different parts of shared documents and contracts specified by users while they exchange different versions of the document with other users. All these modifications and contracts are kept in logs of operations maintaining information about who did the operation and when the operation was performed.

A document is seen as a log of operations that have been done during the collaboration. The outcome of collaboration is a document that could be obtained by replaying the write operations such as insert, delete, update from the log. Two users can write independently on the shared document. Changes are propagated in weakly consistent manner that a user can decide when, with whom and what data is sent and synchronized. Push, pull and clone communication primitives are operated on FIFO channels for allowing an ordered exchange of operations done on document replicas. A replica log contains all operations that have been generated locally or received from other users. Logs are created and updated at user sites.

For the sake of simplicity we consider that all users collaborate on a single shared document.

2.1.1 Events and logs

Events and log structures are defined as follows:

Definition 2.1.1 (Event). Let \( P \) be a set of operations \{insert, delete, update, share\} that users can generate; and let \( T \) be a set of event types \{write, communication, contract\}. An event \( e \) is defined as a triplet of \((\text{evt} \in T, \text{op} \in P, \text{attr})\), in which \text{attr} includes attributes which are in form of \( \text{attr}_\text{name}, \text{attr}_\text{value} \) to present additional information for each event.

Definition 2.1.2 (Log). A document log \( L \) is defined as an append-only ordered list of events in the form \([e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n]\).

Users store operations in their logs in an order that is consistent with the generated order. The event corresponding to a share operation of type communication is issued when a user pushes his changes and it is logged at the site of receiver when this one performs a pull. This share event can be followed in the log by an event of type contract representing usage policies for the shared data.

A special event attribute is GSN (generate sequence number) that is assigned to the event at the site where event was generated. The event attribute RSN (receive sequence number) of either a communication or a contract event is assigned at reception of this event by the receiving site.

2.1.2 Contracts

A contract expresses usage policies which one user expects others to respect when they receive and use shared data. Contracts are built on the top of basic deontic logic[277] with the normative concepts of obligation, permission and prohibition representing what one ought to, may, or must not do. We handle contracts in a distributed manner, as part of a replication system.

We use \( A \) to denote a name of an act and \( \sim A \) is used as a name of its negation. The proposition that the act named by \( A \) is permitted is expressed as \( P_A \). The proposition that the
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A contract primitive is composed of a deontic operator followed by a write or a communication operation in \( \mathbb{P} = \{ op_1, op_2, \ldots, op_n \} \). A contract primitive is an event in the log where deontic operators \( P \) (the permitted), \( O \) (the obligatory), \( F \) (the forbidden) are modality attributes. If \( op \) is an operation in \( \mathbb{P} \) then the contract primitive \( c_{op} \) based on \( op \) is denoted as: \( F_{op} \) (doing \( op \) is forbidden), \( O_{op} \) (doing \( op \) is obligatory), and \( P_{op} \) (doing \( op \) is permitted). When we use the generic notation \( c \) it means that the contract primitive \( c \) can refer to any operation.

**Definition 2.1.3** (Contract primitive). A contract primitive is composed of a deontic operator followed by a write or a communication operation in \( \mathbb{P} = \{ op_1, op_2, \ldots, op_n \} \). A contract primitive is an event in the log where deontic operators \( P \) (the permitted), \( O \) (the obligatory), \( F \) (the forbidden) are modality attributes. If \( op \) is an operation in \( \mathbb{P} \) then the contract primitive \( c_{op} \) based on \( op \) is denoted as: \( F_{op} \) (doing \( op \) is forbidden), \( O_{op} \) (doing \( op \) is obligatory), and \( P_{op} \) (doing \( op \) is permitted).

**Definition 2.1.4** (Contract). A contract \( C \) is a set of contract primitives which are built on these operations of \( \mathbb{P} \). It is denoted as \( C_{\mathbb{P}} = \{ op_1, op_2, \ldots, op_n \} \). Alternatively, we can use the notation \( C = \{ c_{op_1}, c_{op_2}, \ldots, c_{op_n} \} \) for a contract.

If we have \( n \) contract primitives, we can obtain a contract by merging these contract primitives. For instance, if we have two contract primitives \( c_1 = P_{op_1} \) (\( op_1 \) is permitted) and \( c_2 = O_{op_2} \) (\( op_2 \) is obligatory), then we can build the contract \( C_{\{op_1, op_2\}} = \{ P_{op_1}, O_{op_2} \} \). Concerning merging contract primitives to obtain a contract, we consider the following axioms:

(A1) \( C = \{ c_1 \} \& (c_1 \rightarrow c_2) \rightarrow C = \{ c_1, c_2 \} \) (deducibility)

(A2) \( C = \{ c_{op_1}^{1}, \ldots, c_{op_n}^{n} \} \& (c_{op_1}^{1} \succ c_{op_2}^{2} \succ \ldots \succ c_{op_n}^{n}) \rightarrow C = \{ c_{op_1}^{1} \} \) (priority) (\( \succ \) denotes a higher priority relationship between two contract primitives or two operations).

The deducibility axiom A1 shows that if the user \( u \) has a contract \( C \) that contains \( c_1 \) and respecting \( c_1 \) commits to respecting \( c_2 \) then even if \( c_2 \) is not explicitly given to user \( u \), \( c_2 \) is added to \( C \). This is helpful to reduce the number of contract primitives given at a certain sharing time since those contracts that can be inferred from other contract primitives do not need to be specified. For instance, if we suppose that \( O_{edit} \rightarrow P_{insert} \), then \( C = \{ O_{edit} \} \& (O_{edit} \rightarrow P_{insert}) \rightarrow C = \{ O_{edit}, P_{insert} \} \). This means that if a user receives an obligation to edit, she will have the permission to insert automatically since the setting of inference rule \( O_{edit} \rightarrow P_{insert} \) holds. Another example, if system allows \( P_{edit} \rightarrow P_{insert} \) then \( C = \{ P_{edit} \} \& (P_{edit} \rightarrow P_{insert}) \rightarrow C = \{ P_{edit}, P_{insert} \} \).

The axiom (A2) rules the merging process of different contract primitives that refer to a same operation. If we have \( n \) contract primitives referring to an operation \( op \) with priority order \( c_{op}^{1} \succ \ldots \succ c_{op}^{n} \) then these contract primitives can be merged and the resulting contract is
deducible as $C = \{c_{op}\}$. For instance, if $C = \{F_{op}, P_{op}\}$ and $F_{op} \succ P_{op}$ then it is deducible to have a contract $C = \{F_{op}\}$.

### 2.1.2.2 Contract conflict

When multiple users work on the same shared data and share their changes to one another under different contracts, it is not possible to ensure that the system will be conflict-free regarding these contracts. Therefore it is necessary to identify conflicts, to detect conflicts and to propose conflict resolution strategies.

The terms *deontic conflict* and *deontic inconsistency* have been used interchangeably in the literature. According to [276] inconsistency can be of three types: total-total, total-partial and partial-partial.

**Total-total inconsistency** means that neither of a pair of norms is applicable without conflicting with the other. If the conditional facts of each norm are symbolized by a circle, a total-total inconsistency occurs when the two circles coincide (Fig. 2.1a). In total-total inconsistency two norms are absolutely incompatible. This is thus said strong inconsistency since no norm can be performed without causing norm violations. For example, the total-total inconsistency arises when an action is simultaneously obligatory and forbidden.

**Total-partial inconsistency** means that one of the two norms is not applicable in any case without coming into conflict with the other, whereas the other norm does not conflict in all cases with the first one. Such inconsistency occurs where one circle lies inside the other (Fig. 2.1b). As an example, the total-partial inconsistency arises when an action is simultaneously permitted and forbidden.

**Partial-partial inconsistency** means that each of the two norms has cases that conflict with the other but also cases in which no conflict arises. This inconsistency exists when two circles intersect (Fig. 2.1c). We can see this inconsistency in an example where a person is obliged to attend a concert but the entering to the theatre without ticket is forbidden. The partial-partial inconsistency arises between two norms which are the obligation to attend and the prohibition to enter without ticket. If the person has a ticket, then she can fulfill one or both of the two norms without causing violation to the other. In this case, she can enter the theatre, and by attending the concert, she fulfills the obligation requiring her to attend it. In this case no conflict arises. However, if she does not have a ticket, then she cannot follow one norm without violating the other. Without having a ticket, while she respects the prohibition to enter by staying outside, she violates the obligation to attend the concert. In contrast, when she fulfills the requirement to attend the concert, she violates the prohibition not allowing her to enter without ticket.
Through the example we see that the two norms are incompatible in one case but compatible in another case.

**Definition 2.1.5** (Contract consistency). A contract which is a collection (or a set) of contract primitives (norms of obligations, permissions, and prohibitions), is consistent, if and only if, its contract primitives are simultaneously jointly realizable.

**Definition 2.1.6** (Contract conflict). Two contracts $C_1$ and $C_2$ conflict if at least one contract primitive $c_i \in C_1$ conflicts with one another $c_j \in C_2$. Contract primitives are conflicting between $O_{op}$ and $F_{op}$.

### 2.1.2.3 Conflict resolution

In this subsection I present our solution to deal with inconsistencies of contracts.

Users should be informed about their contractual situation when a synchronization is performed. This would help them choosing between different contracts the ones that give them better benefit. In what follows I describe a method for ordering contracts based on the priority order of operations associated with them.

Depending on the application type, priorities between contract primitives can be specified. One way to select a contract in the case of conflict is to assign orders to various contract primitives, and then compare contracts composed of them. The hierarchical ordering of contracts enables users to give preferences to some contracts over others. In this case, the set of contract primitives is a partially ordered set and the ordering relations are intrinsic to the contracts in the system.

Depending on the operation types, the order of contract primitives is given as follows. Operations are categorized to different groups according to their types. Given two operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ with the priority order $op_1 > op_2$, then the order of contract primitives with the same deontic operator is assigned according to the order of operations, $c_{op_1} > c_{op_2}$. If the contract primitives associated with operations belong to different groups, then we determine a combined order for each, based on the order within group and the order of the group.

We formalized the method to order single operations as well as sets of operations. Our method is inspired from the work of Cholvya and Hunter[184]. I present below the ordering of operations within single category and across multiple categories.

- Ordering categories of operations: Each category includes a set of operations referring to a specific kind of action. Given two categories $\Lambda_1 = [\alpha_1, ..., \alpha_m]$ and $\Lambda_2 = [\beta_1, ..., \beta_n]$, the ordering of $\Lambda_1$ and $\Lambda_2$ is based on the priority of them in a particular system. In addition, the order of $\Lambda_1$ and $\Lambda_2$ implies the order of every operation of $\Lambda_1$ and $\Lambda_2$. For example, $\Lambda_1 > \Lambda_2 \Rightarrow \alpha_i > \beta_j \forall \alpha_i \in \Lambda_1, \beta_j \in \Lambda_2$.

- Ordering operations within a single category: Operations in a single category of actions can be put in a hierarchical order specific to a particular system. For two operations $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$, their orders should be either $\alpha_1 > \alpha_2$ or $\alpha_1 < \alpha_2$. For example, $(add-comment > read)$ in category edit.

To compare two contracts, let $P$ be a set of $n$ operations that could be ordered as $[op_1, op_2, \ldots, op_n]$ from the highest to the lowest priority conforming to the orders of operations within each category (if any) and between categories as presented above. Let $S$ be a set of $n$-digit ternary numbers from 0 to $3^n - 1$ and a contract $C$ composed of $m$ contract primitives built...
over operations of $\mathbb{P}$, $C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_m\}$, $c_i = P_{op_j} | O_{op_j} | F_{op_j}$, $c_i \in C$, $op_j \in \mathbb{P}$, $1 \leq i \leq m$, $1 \leq j \leq n$, where contract primitives are ordered following operation order.

To order contracts, we set norms in some kind of hierarchy. Without losing generality, let us assume that deontic operators are ordered as $P \succ O \succ F$ and operations in $\mathbb{P}$ are ordered as $op_1 \succ op_2 \succ \ldots \succ op_n$. A mapping from $C$ to $\mathbb{S}$ results in $s \in \mathbb{S}$. For each $op_j \in \mathbb{P}$, $1 \leq j \leq n$, we set:

- If $\exists c_i = P_{op_j} | O_{op_j} | F_{op_j} \in C$ then:
  1. if $c_i = P_{op_j}$ then $s[j]_3 = 2$, where $1 \leq i \leq m$;
  2. if $c_i = O_{op_j}$ then $s[j]_3 = 1$, where $1 \leq i \leq m$;
  3. if $c_i = F_{op_j}$ then $s[j]_3 = 0$, where $1 \leq i \leq m$;

- If $\not\exists c_i \in C$, $1 \leq i \leq m$, then $s[j]_3 = 2$. This case presents the absence of any contract specified on operation $op_j$. We consider that the absence of obligations and prohibitions implies the permission. Therefore, $s[j]$ is set the value 2 similarly to the case that $op_j$ is permitted.

The comparison of two contracts $C_1$ and $C_2$ is based on the comparison of their corresponding digital numbers $[s_1]_3$ (mapped from $C_1$) and $[s_2]_3$ (mapped from $C_2$). We have $(C_1 > C_2) \Leftrightarrow (s_1 > s_2)$.

For instance, given a set $\mathbb{P}$ of two operations ($n=2$) in the order $op_1 \succ op_2$ we want to compare two contracts $C_1 = \{O_{op_1}, P_{op_2}\}$ and $C_2 = \{O_{op_2}\}$. The 2-digit ternary numbers $s_1 = [12]_3$ and $s_2 = [21]_3$ are mapped from $C_1, C_2$ to $\mathbb{S}$. Since $s_2 > s_1$, so that $\{O_{op_2}\} > \{O_{op_1}, P_{op_2}\}$, hence, $C_2 > C_1$.

This ordering mechanism helps users to make decision in case of inconsistencies to choose the contracts with more benefits. It is important to make users aware that what is added to the system might introduce inconsistency. Furthermore, in a peer-to-peer network with no central authority that maintains the consistency of contracts, once conflicts are detected, they should be resolved or adapted by users.

### 2.1.2.4 Repealing contracts

In addition to adding contracts to data, our approach supports removal of given contracts. We consider the overriding rule to repeal contracts issued in the past.

Overriding rule allows that an old contract is replaced by a new one. In this case the new contract overrides the old one. The contract primitive $c_2$ overrides $c_1$ if both $c_1$ and $c_2$ are given by the same sender to the same receiver and $c_2$ was sent later than $c_1$. We can express this by $c_2 \text{ overrides } c_1 \iff (c_1.\text{op} = c_2.\text{op}) \text{ and } (c_1.\text{attr.by} = c_2.\text{attr.by}) \text{ and } (c_1.\text{attr.to} = c_2.\text{attr.to}) \text{ and } (c_2 \text{ was received after } c_1)$.

I present next an example of contract overriding. Suppose that Alice realizes that the operation $op$ under the contract primitive $c_{op} = F_{op}$ she gave to Bob some time ago should not be forbidden any longer because conditions that made the prohibition of performing $op$ have changed. She wants to permit Bob to do $op$. Since previous changes associated with given contracts were logged and shared with other users, the only solution for removing the prohibition is by compensation. Alice can override the prohibition by giving a new contract to Bob. Once the new contract is accepted by Bob, the prohibition is removed for him.
2.1.3 Log management and consistency maintenance during collaboration

This section describes the basic collaboration protocols over C-PPC model: logging changes, pushing logs containing document changes and contracts, and merging pairwise logs.

2.1.3.1 Logging Changes

Each site maintains a local clock to count events (write, communication, and contract) generated locally or received from remote sites. When changes are made or received, they are added to log in the following manner:

- When a site generates a new write event \( e \), it adds \( e \) to the end of its local log in the order of occurrence and augments its clock. The clock value is assigned to attribute GSN (generate sequence number) of event \( e \) (i.e. \( e.\text{attr.GSN} = \text{clock} \)).

- When a site receives and accepts a log from another site, events from the remote log that are new to its local log are appended at the end of the local log in the same order as in the remote log.

- When a user shares a document with another user, she sends a communication event followed by some contracts, which are logged by receiving user. We denote by \( e \) one of these events (communication or contract). At time of reception, receiver assigns his local clock to attribute RSN (receive sequence number) of \( e \), (i.e. \( e.\text{attr.RSN} = \text{clock} \)).

- We assume that a user is unwilling to disclose to other collaborating users all communication and contract events that she has given to a certain user. Thus communication and contract events are not kept in the log of the sender. Moreover, even if a site sends those events to other sites, receiving sites could refuse integration of remote changes. In this way, sending sites would contain events that are not accepted by receivers.

- An event \( e \) is said committed by site \( u \) when it is added (logged) to local log of \( u \) in one of the following cases:
  1. \( e \) is a write event generated and saved (kept in log) by \( u \).
  2. \( e \) is a contract or communication event given to \( u \) by another site \( v \). Recall that sending site does not keep contract or communication events in its local log.

An important feature of C-PPC model is that changes of one site are not propagated to all other sites since user trust levels are different and sites might receive different contracts for the same document state.

2.1.3.2 Properties of C-PPC Model

The C-PPC model is based on the CCI consistency model\cite{222} which requires preserving causality, ensuring document convergence and preserving user intention.

Regarding causality preservation, the C-PPC model preserves the following two types of causal relationships (denoted as \( \prec \)): causal relation (based on happened-before defined by Lamport\cite{272}) and semantic causal relation. These causal relations between events are used in the auditing mechanism for detection of users that did not respect the given contracts.

- Causal relation: two events \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are in a causal relation, denoted as \( e_1 \prec e_2 \), if:
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1. for two events of the same type (i.e. two write events, two contract events or two communication events) $e_1$ and $e_2$ generated by the same site, if $e_1$ was committed before $e_2$ then $e_1 \xrightarrow{c} e_2$. For example, for two write events we have $(e_1.attr.by = e_2.attr.by)$ and $(e_1.attr.GSN < e_2.attr.GSN)$ and $(e_1.evt = e_2.evt = write) \implies e_1 \xrightarrow{c} e_2$ (see example in Figure 2.2(a)). For two contract events we have $(e_1.attr.to = e_2.attr.to)$ and $(e_1.attr.by = e_2.attr.by)$ and $(e_1.attr.RSN < e_2.attr.RSN)$ and $(e_1.evt = e_2.evt = contract) \implies e_1 \xrightarrow{c} e_2$.

2. for two events generated by different sites, $e_1$ generated by site $u$ and $e_2$ generated by site $v$, $e_1 \xrightarrow{c} e_2$ if $e_2$ is committed after $e_1$ has been received (or committed) at site $v$ (see example in Figure 2.2(b))

- Semantic causal relation: Two contract events $e_1$ and $e_2$ are said to be in a semantic causal relation if $e_1$ is received by a site before that site sends $e_2$ to another site (see example in Figure 2.2(c)). The contract event given by site $u$ to other sites should depend on the current contracts of $u$: $(e_1.evt = e_2.evt = contract)$ and $(e_1.attr.to = e_2.attr.by)$ and $(e_1.attr.RSN < e_2.attr.GSN) \implies (e_1 \xrightarrow{c} e_2)$.

![Figure 2.2: Causal relations between events (w denotes write events and c denotes contract or communication events).](image)

In C-PPC model, logs are propagated by using anti-entropy[267, 228], an important mechanism to achieve eventual consistency among a set of replicas. Basic anti-entropy allows two replicas to become updated by sending updates generated at one replica to other replicas. Anti-entropy guarantees causal order of events which specifies that if an event is known to a site then any event preceding that event is already known to the site.

Anti-entropy ensures the happened-before relation between events as defined by Lamport[272] without using state vectors[261] or causal barriers[230]. We say that event $e_1$ happened-before $e_2$, denoted as $e_1 \xrightarrow{hb} e_2$, if $e_2$ was generated on some site after $e_1$ was either generated or received by that site. The happened-before relation is transitive, irreflexive and antisymmetric. Two events $e_1$ and $e_2$ are said concurrent if neither $e_1 \xrightarrow{hb} e_2$ nor $e_2 \xrightarrow{hb} e_1$.

Two events that are in a causal or semantic causal relation are also in a happened-before relation.
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We define a partially ordered set (poset) \( H = (E, \leq_{hb}) \) where \( E \) is a ground set of events and \( \leq_{hb} \) is the happened-before relation between two events of \( E \), in which \( \leq_{hb} \) is irreflexive and transitive. We call \( H \) as an event-based history in our context. Given a partial order \( \leq_{hb} \) over a poset \( H \), we can extend it to a total order \( \prec \) with which \( \prec \) is a linear order and for every \( x \) and \( y \) in \( H \), if \( x \leq_{hb} y \) then \( x \prec y \). A linear extension \( L \) of \( H \) is a relation \((E, \prec)\) such that:

1. for all \( e_1, e_2 \) in \( E \), either \( e_1 \prec e_2 \) or \( e_2 \prec e_1 \); and
2. if \( e_1 \leq_{hb} e_2 \) then \( e_1 \prec e_2 \). This total order preserves the order of operations from a partial order set \( H \) to the linear extensions on the same ground set \( E \).

These linear extensions are individual logs observed by different sites. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a history and its congruent linear extensions.

In collaborative systems, where multiple sites collaborate on the same shared data object, we can consider that the global stream of activity of all sites is defined by a partially ordered set of events. Each site, however, maintains a single log as its local observation and synchronization. It can see only events in local workspace that it generated locally or received from other sites. The site keeps therefore an individual log as a linearization of history built on a subset of a ground set of operations. There are remaining events of global history built on entire ground set of events that are not visible for the site.

The core data structure used in the model is a partially order log. Events (write, communication and contract) are communicated using anti-entropy protocol which ensures causality. Document state can be achieved by re-executing operations in the log. This collaboration model requires that the log is not tampered. Our solution for the construction and verification of authenticators to secure logs are presented in next chapter. Authenticators prevent re-ordering of log events and therefore causality is preserved. If the log was tampered, the receiving site might discard it and the trust level of the site that misbehaved would be decremented.

The C-PPC model uses CRDTs for document convergence. It ensures that the copies of the shared document are identical in the presence of different contracts received by different sites when the same set of write operations was executed at those sites. However, the shared document might be in different states on two sites since the shared document is not uniformly distributed due to the use of contracts and the trust levels of users. Users can use log-auditing mechanism to detect contract conflicts and logs are synchronized if and only if all conflicts are resolvable. Conflicts can be resolved by the rejection of the owner or by the overriding of user with high role in system (the order of users can be voted between users in system).

And finally, intention preservation in C-PPC model is ensured by causality preservation and CRDT algorithm.
2.1.3.3 Pushing Logs containing Contracts

In C-PPC model contracts are given to restrict usage on the shared document when a user shares/pushes a document to another user. Added contracts respect the following properties:

- A contract is attached at the end of the log of events representing the document modifications and the accepted contracts.

- When sharing, a user specifies a new contract. However, she cannot specify a higher contract than what she currently holds. For instance, if a user $u$ currently holds a contract $C$ on the document $d$, she only can share $d$ with another user with a contract $C'$ where $C' \leq C$ (contracts are compared as presented in section 2.1.2.3).

- A user cannot specify a new contract which conflicts with her current contracts. For instance, if user $u$ has contract $C = \{O_{op}\}$, then she cannot add $F_{op}$ to $C$.

- The contracts a user specifies to different users might be different. These users do not know the contract of the other users as far as they do not collaborate with each other.

During the collaborative process the log of each site grows and the document and contracts are updated each time a user synchronizes with other users.

2.1.3.4 Pulling and Merging Pairwise Logs

The collaboration involves logs reconciliation. Consider that a user $u$ receives a remote log $L'$ from a remote user $v$ through anti-entropy propagation consisting of events from site $v$ that site $u$ did not see since their last synchronization. $u$ has to elect new events from $L'$ to append to her log $L$.

A site might receive a remote log with conflicting contracts. In case of unresolvable conflicts, the user decides either to reject the remote document version and therefore keeping the local version in its current state or to abandon completely the local document version and accept the new remote version. If conflicts can be resolved the local log $L$ is merged with the remote log $L'$ as shown in the merge algorithm 1, clock being the logical clock of the local site.

I describe next how our merge algorithm ensures causality not only between write events but also between communication events and contract events. The commit sequence number CSN is used to track the last event committed by one site. As previously mentioned, the attributes of event $e$, e.attr.GSN and e.attr.RSN record the values of the clock at its generation and reception, respectively. Every event has the GSN attribute assigned before the log is propagated, but the RSN attribute is assigned to communication and contract events at the receiving site during the synchronization. The value of the commit sequence number (CSN) of an event $e$ committed by site $u$ is computed as follows:

- If $e$ is a write event generated by $u$, CSN is assigned the value of attribute e.attr.GSN. The site who committed $e$ is extracted from $e$’s attribute e.attr.by.

- If $e$ is a communication event or a contract event given by a site $a$ to a site $v$ and committed by site $v$, CSN is assigned the value of attribute e.attr.RSN. The site who commits $e$ is extracted from attribute e.attr.to.

The fact that the merge algorithm ensures that new events are added only to the end of log enables the property that if the log of a site $u$ contains an event $e$ committed by $v$ with a commit
Algorithm 1: merge(L, L', clock)

begin
  for i = 1 to sizeof(L') do
    e ← L'[i];
    if e.evt = write then
      CSN ← e.attr.GSN;
      site ← e.attr.by;
    else
      if e.attr.RSN = null then
        e.attr.RSN ← clock;
        site ← e.attr.to;
        CSN ← e.attr.RSN;
      if CSN > SV[site] then
        append e to the end of L;
      SV[site] ← CSN;
  return L;

Figure 2.4: An example of Summary Vector

sequence number CSN, then it contains all the events committed by v prior to e. In order to avoid merging events that have been already integrated, we use a summary vector SV which has the maximum size equal to the number of users. The summary vector of site u (SV_u) keeps the highest commit sequence number CSN of each site v ≠ u known by u in its components SV_u[v] (see the example in Fig.2.4). A summary vector is a set of time-stamps CSN, each from a different site. This allows a site u to correctly determine that an event from site v should be merged into local log if its CSN is higher than the current entry value of SV corresponding to its belonging site. The summary vector used here is different from the version vector used in weakly consistent replication to maintain causal relationship between events that needs to be exchanged together with the corresponding operation and whose size is the number of sites. Instead, summary vector is maintained locally at sites and its size is the number of other sites whose events are known to the site.

It is possible to replay write events from log to get document state. We can use any existing CRDT approach\[124, 108, 103\] in which concurrent operations can be replayed in any causal order as they are designed to commute in order to ensure document consistency. The complexity of merge Algorithm 1 is $O(n)$ where n is the size of the remote log $L'$.

2.1.4 Log Auditing and Trust Assessment

Through a mechanism of log auditing we check whether user actions comply with contracts. Log auditing is an approach that adopts a posteriori enforcement of controlling compliance of users
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after the fact. The main principles of our auditing mechanism for the C-PPC model are:

1. Users can audit the log in order to make misbehaving users accountable for their actions without the need of any central authority. In this way the dependence on an online entity that provides auditing logs is overcome. However, the disadvantage of the mechanism is that users have no knowledge about global actions done by all other users in order to completely assess if a particular user behaved well or not. Our auditing mechanism is therefore based on incompleteness evidence. However, this assumption is suitable to human society where a person is assessed only based on some of her noticed behavior.

2. Logs that reflect actions done by users and that are input to the auditing mechanism must be maintained correctly. I present in chapter 3 a solution based on authenticators for detecting log tampering. Log tampering is detected at time of synchronization before the log is accepted by receivers.

3. When users discover other users that misbehaved, they update their trust levels. Users use trust models to manage their friend reputation. The trust levels obtained from auditing result are used as input data for a trust model.

We identified three types of attacks that might lead to contract violation.

- Malicious users tamper logs to eliminate or modify contracts or other events in the log. We consider that a user $u$ is malicious if she re-orders, inserts or deletes events in the log. For instance, $u$ removes some obligations that she does not want to fulfill. This kind of attack is detected by the log authentication mechanism described in chapter 3.

- Malicious users perform actions that are forbidden by the specified contracts. These action events are labelled as bad.

- Users neglect obligations that need to be fulfilled. For instance, a user receives an obligation “insert is obligatory” but she never fulfills this obligation. If at a given moment a log auditing mechanism is performed and no event that fulfills the obligation is found, we cannot claim that the user misbehaved. The user might fulfill the obligation at a later time. The given obligation is labelled as unknown meaning that the obligation has not yet been fulfilled. Once the obligation is fulfilled, the unknown label is removed.

Users are expected to respect given contracts. If a user respects all given contracts, then she will get a good trust value assessed by others. Ideally, if a user misbehaves in one of the three ways mentioned above, his misbehaviour should be detected by other users. The auditing mechanism returns a trust value that is computed from the number of events labelled with good, unknown and bad. Note that this manner of computing trust values does not distinguish an accidental attack from an intentional attack. In order to make users aware of unintentional misuses, the system prevents users in case a contract is violated by reminding them the obligations they hold.

Our auditing mechanism aims at finding contract violations and making users accountable for their irresponsible actions by adjusting their trust levels following a trust metric. The general idea of the auditing algorithm (Algorithm 2) executed locally by each user is to browse their log and check each event appearing in the log whether it conforms to the given contracts. For each violation of a particular user found, we increase the number of bad events counted for the user. Similarly for each obligation that is not yet fulfilled, we increase the number of unknown
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Algorithm 2: audit\((L, \text{lastCheckedPos})\)

1. for \(i = \text{lastCheckedPos} + 1\) to \(\text{length}(L)\) do
2. \(e \leftarrow \text{ith} \text{ event in } L;\)
3. if \((e.\text{evt} = 'contract')\) then
4. \(v \leftarrow e.\text{to};\)
5. if \((v \in \text{contracts})\) then
6. \(\text{contracts}[v] \leftarrow \text{contracts}[v] \cup \{e\};\)
7. else
8. \(\text{contracts}[v] \leftarrow \{e\};\)
9. if \(e\) overrides \(c\) in \(\text{contracts}[v]\) then
10. \(\text{contracts}[v] \leftarrow \text{contracts}[v] \setminus \{c\};\)
11. if \((e.\text{attr.modal} = 'O')\) then
12. if \((v \in \text{obligations})\) then
13. \(\text{obligations}[v] \leftarrow \text{obligations}[v] \cup \{e\};\)
14. else
15. \(\text{obligations}[v] \leftarrow \{e\};\)
16. if \((v \in \text{numberOfUnknownEvents})\) then
17. \(\text{numberOfUnknownEvents}[v] \leftarrow \text{numberOfUnknownEvents}[v] + 1;\)
18. else
19. \(\text{numberOfUnknownEvents}[v] \leftarrow 1;\)
20. else
21. \(v \leftarrow e.\text{by};\)
22. if \(e\) violates \(\text{contracts}[v]\) then
23. if \((v \in \text{numberOfBadEvents})\) then
24. \(\text{numberOfBadEvents}[v] \leftarrow \text{numberOfBadEvents}[v] + 1;\)
25. else
26. \(\text{numberOfBadEvents}[v] \leftarrow 1;\)
27. if \(e\) fulfills \(c\) in \(\text{obligations}[v]\) then
28. \(\text{obligations}[v] \leftarrow \text{obligations}[v] \setminus \{c\};\)
29. \(\text{numberOfUnknownEvents}[v] \leftarrow -1;\)
30. \(V \leftarrow V \cup \{v\};\)
31. if \((v \in \text{numberOfAuditedEvents})\) then
32. \(\text{numberOfAuditedEvents}[v] \leftarrow \text{numberOfAuditedEvents}[v] + 1;\)
33. else
34. \(\text{numberOfAuditedEvents}[v] \leftarrow 1;\)
35. foreach \(v\) in \(V\) do
36. \(\text{current\_trust}[v] \leftarrow \exp(-\lambda \ast (\text{numberOfUnknownEvents}[v] + k \ast \text{numberOfBadEvents}[v])/(1 + k) \ast \text{numberOfAuditedEvents}[v]);\)
37. if \((v \in \text{trust})\) then
38. \(\text{trust}[v] \leftarrow \alpha \ast \text{current\_trust}[v] + (1 - \alpha) \ast \text{trust}[v];\)
39. else
40. \(\text{trust}[v] \leftarrow \text{current\_trust}[v];\)

\(V\) events. The number of contract violations of user \(v\) over all the total audited events done by \(v\) is used to compute the trust level of \(v\).

Algorithm 2 \textit{audit} takes as input the local log \(L\) of user \(u\) and the position in the log \textit{lastCheckedPos} identifying the last event checked by the auditing mechanism. \(L\) is browsed to check whether log events respect or not the given contracts. This corresponds to the case where the user \(u\) audits actions of all other users \(v\) who performed events in the log. Trust values of all audited users \(v\) in \(V\) are recomputed based on auditing results.
contracts[v] and obligations[v] are used to keep a set of contracts and a set of obligations which user v holds, respectively (obligations[v] ∈ contracts[v]).

For each event e in the log L, we check its event type, contract or write event. If e is a contract given to user v then it is added to contracts[v]. Moreover, if e is an obligation, it is counted as unknown event until an event that fulfills it will be found. If e is a write or a communication event performed by user v, it is checked if it complies with or violates contracts in contracts[v]. For each user v, numberOfBadEvents[v] and numberOfUnknownEvents[v] are used to count the number of bad and unknown events that are audited, respectively (remaining events are considered good). auditedEvents[v] is used to count the total number of audited events. All users v audited by u are inserted in set V.

Before the auditing mechanism is applied, several variables are initialised as shown in the procedure initialization. The set of audited users V is initialised to the empty set. contracts and obligations are represented as a map between users and a set containing log events (contracts and obligations respectively). numberOfUnknownEvents, numberOfBadEvents, numberOfAuditedEvents, current_trust, trust are represented as a map between users and integers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure initialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 V ← new set();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 contracts ← new map();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 obligations ← new map();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 numberOfUnknownEvents ← new map();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 numberOfBadEvents ← new map();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 numberOfAuditedEvents ← new map();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 current_trust ← new map();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 trust ← new map();</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A user u can perform log auditing at any time at local site. As a result of log auditing, user u updates the trust values of users in the system. Log analysis has a time complexity $O(n)$ where n is the number of events that are audited. In case auditing creates significant overhead, users might skip auditing some parts of log with events performed by highly trusted users. However, in case these users behave badly, they are discovered only in a next auditing phase.

In order to manage trust levels, we need a decentralized trust model. The trust level of a user assessed by one another could be aggregated from log-based trust, reputation trust and recommendation trust. In [94] we proposed an example of a trust metric, where the trust value is computed directly by users based on auditing of their local log and not from an indirect source such as a recommendation.

The current trust value for a user is computed based on auditing results consisting of the number of writing events that violate contracts defined as bad, the number of contract events that are not fulfilled defined as unknown since it is unknown whether they will be fulfilled in the future and the number of remaining events that are neither bad nor unknown, defined as good.

We consider trust values range in the interval [0..1]. If all audited events are good, then the trust value equals 1. Otherwise, the unknown and bad events decrease the trust value. We denote by $x_1$, $x_2$ and $x_3$ the number of good, unknown and bad events, respectively and by $y = x_1 + x_2 + x_3$ the total number of audited events. We assume the number of bad events, $x_3$, is k times stronger than $x_2$ in decreasing trust. Applying weighted mean of $x_2$ and $x_3$ to compute
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the decrement they cause on trust values over \( y \) audited events, we have:

\[
\text{malicious\_rate} = \frac{x_2 + k \times x_3}{1 + k} = \frac{x_2 + k \times x_3}{y + k \times y}
\]  

(2.1)

We wanted to define a trust function that varies according to the number of malicious events. In a system where violations are assumed happening rarely trust should be decreased quickly if violations are found, while in a system where violations are assumed easily happening trust should not be decreased strongly. In the C-PPC model we assume that users perform actions mostly according to their given contracts, so violations will occur rarely. We considered that when bad events occur, trust value should decrease quickly. This assumption is realistic as in social life where one bad action might strongly decrease the reputation of a trusted person. Derived from this hypothesis, we designed the following trust function that decreases exponentially with the amount of bad events or unknown events found, \( \lambda \) being the decreasing coefficient, \( u \) being the auditor user and \( v \) the auditee user:

\[
\text{current\_trust}(u, v) = \exp(-\lambda \times \frac{x_2 + k \times x_3}{y + k \times y})
\]  

(2.2)

Figure 2.5 depicts an example of trust values computed from the following parameters. The total number of events \( y = 100 \). The bad events are three times more dangerous than unknown event, \( k = 3 \). The decreasing rate for trust in case of malicious events is \( \lambda = 5 \). The graph plots function \( \exp(-5 \times \frac{x_2 + 3y}{400}) \). We can see that trust has the highest value 1 when no malicious events (bad and unknown) are found. Otherwise, trust decreases exponentially, however, it decreases more slowly on the dimension of unknown than the dimension of bad.

![Figure 2.5: Current trust computed from the variations of number of bad and unknown events that are found after auditing, 0 \( \leq \) \( x_2 \leq 100 \), 0 \( \leq \) \( x_3 \leq 100 \).](image)

Trust value of user \( v \) assessed by user \( u \) is updated at each step \( n \) when an auditing is performed by \( u \). Given the last trust value of user \( v \) assessed by user \( u \), \( \text{trust}_{n-1}(u, v) \), the new trust value for user \( v \) is computed by \( u \) as an aggregation between the current trust \( \text{current\_trust}(u, v) \) and the last trust value \( \text{trust}_{n-1}(u, v) \) as in the equation 2.3 with \( n \geq 2 \). \( \alpha \) stands for the importance of the current trust against the old trust value computed from the last auditing phase, where 0 \( < \) \( \alpha < 1 \). \( \text{trust}_1(u, v) = \text{current\_trust}(u, v) \) is the trust between \( u \) and \( v \) computed after the first auditing phase.
2.2 Experimental evaluation of the C-PPC model and auditing mechanism

In this section, I present the evaluation of our proposed model by performing some experiments using a peer-to-peer simulator and give some discussions around the proposed model.

Due to the unavailability of real data traces of collaboration including contracts, we evaluated the feasibility of C-PPC model through simulation using PeerSim [126]. We analysed the ability of detecting misbehaving users and we estimated the overhead generated by using contracts.

We simulated a network of 200 users as either honest or misbehaving. The ratio of honest/misbehaving users in different experiments varies depending on the purpose of evaluation.

We generated randomly the collaboration data flow including operations, contracts and users with whom to share. The network topology with which users share logs to their neighbors is built randomly by the simulator. One interaction is defined as a process of sharing a log with a specified contract, from one user to another one. Since the total number of interactions generated should be pseudo uniformly distributed over all users, we let one user perform sharing with no more than three other users at each step. Similarly, the number of operations and contracts generated by one user each time is at most ten operations and three contracts (if we consider only three types of actions in our system: insertion, deletion and sharing).

Each node in the network represents one user. Between two interactions, nodes generate local operations randomly but must follow their current contracts. Nodes keep their assigned contracts temporarily in order to be able to generate correct operations. While honest nodes generate allowed operations, misbehaving nodes generate operations that violate their contracts.

Since contracts are generated randomly with the only condition that they should be no bigger than the node’s current contract according to the order described in subsection 2.1.2.3, conflict certainly arises during the simulation between contracts of different nodes. However, logs are always maintained under consistent contracts. We omit negotiation protocols for contracts. Once a node detects conflicts before a synchronisation, the remote log is rejected and the node waits for next cycle or for other nodes which send logs without conflicts.

2.2.1 Experiment 1 - Misbehavior detection

To evaluate the ability of misbehavior detection, we check first the ability to detect a selected misbehaving user according to the total number of interactions performed by all users. The estimation is performed on a collaborative network of 200 users with 60 misbehaving users (30% of users are misbehaving users). The auditing process is performed after each synchronization with another user. We select randomly one misbehaving user to be audited and we analyze the percentage of users that can detect him. Figure 2.6 shows the results recorded after each cycle. We can see that at the beginning the misbehaving user is detected by a few users and then the number of users that detect his misbehavior increases along with the number of interactions.

Second, we compute the percentage of misbehaving users that can be detected. We select randomly one honest user to observe the percentage of misbehaving users that she can detect. Figure 2.7 shows the result according to the number of synchronizations done by the selected user with others. We can see that up to 20% of misbehaving users are detected after the first four synchronizations (auditing is done four times), and after the fifth synchronization more
than 80% of misbehaving users are detected. The drastic change between the fourth and the fifth synchronization is due to a synchronization of the log of selected user with a remote log that contains misbehavior of most remaining misbehaving users. This can occur in distributed networks of random topology where clusters of collaborating users exist. Once an interaction occurs between two users belonging to such clusters, misbehaving users of the two clusters are discovered. Only about 10% of misbehaving users may require more interactions to be detected. We can see that the ability to detect misbehaving users depends also on the topology of collaborative network.

In order to have a global view about the evolution of the percentage of detected misbehaving users, we compute the average value of detected misbehaving users over all users of the collaborative network. Figure 2.8 shows, on average, the percentage of misbehaving users that are detected by one user. We perform the experiment in case of a low, medium and high population of misbehaving users in the network (respectively 5%, 30%, 80% of misbehaving users). The results show that the system functions well both in the case of a high or low population of
misbehaving users.

Figure 2.8: Average percentage of detected misbehaving users with respect to the total number of interactions in the collaborative network.

2.2.2 Experiment 2 - Overhead estimation

We evaluated the time overhead generated by using contracts for the synchronization and auditing mechanism. Following the same data flow, we compared two models: with and without contracts. In the model without contracts, synchronization requires merging logs of write events only. In the model with contracts synchronization requires merging logs of write and contract events. Additionally, an auditing mechanism for user misbehavior detection has to be applied.

We computed for each model the total time \( T \) of all the synchronizations performed by a given user to build the same state of the document, \( T = \sum t_i \), where \( t_i \) is the time required for the \( i^{th} \) synchronization. Figure 2.9 shows the result according to the number of write operations in the local log. We can see that the time overhead generated by using contracts is reasonable since the difference of time overhead computed for the two models increases slowly with the number of events.
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Authentication of Logs in Multi-synchronous Collaboration

In the context of the PhD thesis of Hien Thi Thu Truong I studied how to secure collaboration logs in the Push-Pull-Clone (PPC) model [60, 34]. In this collaboration model users can misbehave by tampering history for their convenience. For instance, they can remove some content of the history or change the order of some operations from the history. This raises the threat that honest users might get forged content of shared data. Replicas with corrupted updates might never converge with other valid replicas and this is critical in replication systems. This is also critical for version control systems. It is vitally important to be able to retrieve and run different versions of a software. If the history can be modified, revisions do not correspond to the expected behavior of the software. Moreover, developers cannot be made responsible for the revisions for which they contributed. Furthermore, by modifying the history, a contributor may introduce security holes in the system under the name of another contributor. Therefore, there is a need to ensure integrity of the log, and in case the log was tampered, the misbehaving user should be detected.

In this chapter I describe first very shortly the collaboration model underlying PPC. Then I describe the threat model and the security properties to be ensured by our authentication mechanism. I describe next the authenticators structure and construction followed by the verification of authenticators-based logs. I also analyse the space and time complexity for authenticator construction and log verification as well as present an experimental evaluation of the proposed authentication mechanism.

3.1 Description of the Collaboration model

In chapter 2 I described the C-PPC model where the PPC model was enhanced with contracts when data content was committed and merge had to deal with both data content and contracts. Log auditing was applied to check to what extent users respected or not the contracts they accepted. Log auditing requires that logs are not tampered. Our solution for log authentication can be applied for the C-PPC model where logs contain events of types write, communication and contracts. However, we present the log authentication mechanism for the more general case of PPC model where logs contain operations of a general type.

Each site keeps a log of operations that have been performed during a collaborative process, \( L = [op_1, op_2, ..., op_n] \), each operation being parameterized depending on an application domain. Operations are stored in the log in an order that is consistent with the order they were generated.
The order of addition of operations in the log is compatible with the “happened-before” relation between operations [272]. We say that \( \text{op}_a \) happened-before \( \text{op}_b \), denoted as \( \text{op}_a \xrightarrow{hb} \text{op}_b \), if \( \text{op}_b \) was generated on some site after \( \text{op}_a \) was either generated or received by that site. The “happened-before” relation is transitive, irreflexive and antisymmetric. Two operations \( \text{op}_a \) and \( \text{op}_b \) are said concurrent if neither \( \text{op}_a \xrightarrow{hb} \text{op}_b \) nor \( \text{op}_b \xrightarrow{hb} \text{op}_a \).

Logs of operations are propagated in a weakly consistent manner from one site to another one. Users decide by means of primitives push and pull when, with whom and what data to be sent and synchronized. When a pull is performed by User\_1 from the channel where User\_2 pushed his changes, in order to minimize traffic overhead, an anti-entropy mechanism is used [267]. Only the part of the log of User\_2, that is new to User\_1 since the last time that two users synchronized, is sent to User\_1. The remote log from User\_2 is synchronized with the local log of User\_1.

The synchronization mechanism requires to detect the concurrency and happened-before order between operations of different sites. Also the conflicts between concurrent operations must be resolved. Replicas are consistent if their states are identical when they have applied the same set of operations. For our approach, we use CRDTs [124, 108] which design operations to be commutative from the start. When reconciliation is performed, operations from the remote log, that have not been previously integrated into the local log, are simply appended to the end of the local log. The log propagation mechanism uses anti-entropy which preserves happened-before order between operations. Therefore, the reconciliation mechanism ensures happened-before order between operations as well as it allows concurrent operations to appear in logs in different orders.

As described in section 2.1.3.2, the global stream of activity of all sites is defined by a partially ordered set of operations, where operations respect the happened-before relation. Each site, however, can see only operations in his workspace that it generated locally or received from other sites. The site keeps therefore an individual log as a linearization of history built on a subset of a ground set of operations, where operations preserve the partial order. There are remaining operations of global history built on entire ground set of operations that are not visible for the site. Sites can maintain logs that are different linearizations of the same set of operations.

### 3.2 Security properties to be ensured

This section specifies the threat model addressed by our authentication mechanism and the security properties ensured by this mechanism.

There are two types of malicious users: insiders and outsiders. We consider that an inside adversary has full rights to access a replicated object. Such an adversary might want to alter the history including actions performed on data by authorized contributors.

We assume users trust each other with their social-based relationship when they start to collaborate. However, trust it not immutable and trusted users once they gained access to the log can always misbehave. Such an active attacker can read, (over)write, delete and change order of log entries. In doing so, an attacker alters existing records or adds forged information to history.

Our work assumes only adversaries who act inside of the system. We cannot prevent outsider attacks where an adversary copies data to create a new document and claims at a later time as being an owner. This might be possible in our system if an adversary removes completely the log of operations, which corresponds to a document removal. We could deal with outsider attacks with the support of a trusted platform, however, we exclude this assumption in our collaborative
The following properties are addressed to authenticate operation-based history in collaborative systems.

**Integrity.** Adversaries are infeasible to forge a log, such as modify its entries or put new forged operations into log, without being detected. Integrity is the most important property required for securing logs in operation-based replication. Ensuring the integrity of a non-replicated document can be done easily by using cryptographic signatures or checksums. However, ensuring the integrity of a replicated document represented by a log of operations is more difficult as operations cross multi-contributors and some of them might be adversaries.

**Concurrency-collision-freeness.** In a history $H$, some operations might be concurrent, while some others might be in a happened-before relation. If $L_i$ and $L_j$ are different linearizations of the same history $H$ then any authentication mechanism applied to $L_i$ and $L_j$ should yield the same result. The “yielding the same result” is expressed by the concurrency-collision-freeness property: the authentication mechanism holds a function $f$ that $f(L_i) = f(L_j) \forall L_i, L_j \in H$. The “concurrency-collision-freeness” property should be guaranteed in authenticating logs.

In Figure 3.1, Site$_A$ performed operations $op_0, op_1$ and $op_2$ in this order. Site$_B$ and Site$_C$ pulled these changes from Site$_A$ and they performed some operations in parallel: Site$_B$ performed $op_3$ and $op_4$, while Site$_C$ performed $op_5$. Afterwards Site$_B$ merges its changes with Site$_C$, operation $op_5$ is added at the end of its log, and therefore the log of operations at its site becomes $L_B = [op_0, op_1, op_2, op_3, op_4, op_5]$. Site$_C$ merges its changes with Site$_B$, operations $op_3$ and $op_4$ are added at the end of its log, and therefore the log of operations at its site becomes $L_C = [op_0, op_1, op_2, op_5, op_3, op_4]$.

This is an example of a history $H$ built on the ground set of operations $P = \{op_0, op_1, op_2,$
op_3, op_4, op_5} which is linearized into two logs by two sites \( L_1 = [op_0, op_1, op_2, op_3, op_4, op_5] \) and \( L_2 = [op_0, op_1, op_2, op_5, op_3, op_4] \) with relation \( \text{hb} \) recorded in logs. Both logs preserve orders of all operations of the history \( H \). In order to fulfill concurrency-collision-free property, any authentication mechanism applied to \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) should yield the same result. If the authentication results are different, then it means that one of the logs was tampered.

**Forward-aggregated authenticity.** While logs grow, log verifiers can skip verification of log entries which have been already authenticated. The authentication mechanism should allow accumulation of log verification for a time interval. Not only the integrity of individual log entries but also the integrity of the whole log stream should be preserved. This forward-aggregated authenticity property is similar to forward security and append-only property investigated in many existing works of secure log audit [210, 140, 115].

**Public verifiability.** This property allows any user in a collaborative system to verify the integrity of logs. Adversaries are made accountable for unauthorized actions. This property can be done by using digital signatures such as RSA or DSA signature scheme. Public verifiability is especially desirable in distributed collaborative systems where logs need to be audited by any collaborator without relying on any trusted central authority.

### 3.3 Authenticators structure and construction

In this section, I present our approach to construct authenticators to deter users from log tampering while preserving the above mentioned properties.

When a sending site sends its log to a receiving site, it creates an authenticator for its log that is attached to the log. The receiving site creates a new authenticator when it receives the log. We make a practical reasonable assumption [156, 164] that each site involved in this push-pull communication possesses a cryptographic public/private key pair that is assigned to a unique site identifier and that all users can retrieve the public key of each other. The private key of the key pair is used to sign entries of log that prevent malicious sites modifying operations on behalf of other sites. We also use a cryptographic hash function that is collision-resistant (it should be difficult to find two different messages \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) such that \( \text{hash}(m_1) = \text{hash}(m_2) \)) and preimage-resistant (with a given hash value \( h \), it should be difficult to find any message \( m \) such that \( \text{hash}(m) = h \)). The collision-resistance property can be used to establish the uniqueness of logs at a certain moment when an authenticator is created.

An authenticator is a log tamper-evidence which captures a sub-sequence of operation(s) of a log that were generated in one updating session. An updating session at one user’s site is the session between two subsequent push/pull primitives to/from other sites. For example, consider that during a working session, user \( U \) generates a log \( [op_1, op_2] \) where \( op_1 \overset{\text{hb}}{\rightarrow} op_2 \). When user \( U \) pushes his changes, he creates an authenticator for the sequence of operations in the log such that it should not be tampered by any other user. For instance, a receiver of this log should not be able to re-order \( op_1 \) and \( op_2 \) to change the happened-before order of \( op_1 \) and \( op_2 \).

**Definition 3.3.1.** An authenticator, denoted as \( \Upsilon_{\text{site}} \), is defined as a tuple \( \langle ID, SIG, IDE, PRE, SYN \rangle \) where:

- \( ID \) is the authenticator identifier which is a tuple \( \langle \text{siteID}, \text{opIDs} \rangle \) where \( \text{siteID} \) is the identifier of the site which creates the authenticator and \( \text{opIDs} \) is the set of operation identifiers that the authenticator is linked to;
- \( SIG \) is the signature value (the private key of the site is used for the signature);
- \( IDE \) is a list of operation identifiers used to compute \( SIG \);
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PRE and SYN are the identifiers of preceding authenticator and sender authenticator with which the synchronisation was performed respectively.

Definition 3.3.2. The SIG of an authenticator \( \Upsilon_{\text{site}} \) at a certain update is computed as a signature of a cumulative hash by a sender \( S \) or a receiver \( R \), where the sender computes SIG of the most recent authenticator \( \Upsilon^n_S \).SIG = \( \sigma_S(\text{hash}(\Upsilon^{n-1}_S \text{SIG} || E)) \) with condition that \( E \neq \emptyset \); and the receiver computes \( \Upsilon^n_R \).SIG = \( \sigma_R(\text{hash}(\Upsilon^{n-1}_R \text{SIG} || E || \Upsilon^n_S \text{SIG})) \) with the condition that new update(s) from \( S \) were appended to log of \( R \), where:

- \( \Upsilon^n_S \) is the most recent authenticator committed by sender \( S \);
- \( \Upsilon^n_R \) is the most recent authenticator committed by receiver \( R \);
- \( \Upsilon^{n-1}_S \) is the preceding authenticator of \( \Upsilon^n_S \);
- \( \Upsilon^{n-1}_R \) is the preceding authenticator of \( \Upsilon^n_R \);
- \( E = [\text{op}_{i_1}, \text{op}_{i_2}, ..., \text{op}_{i_r}] \) is the list of subsequent changes generated after preceding authenticator;

\( \sigma_{\text{site}}(\cdot) \) denotes the signature of the site and \( || \) denotes the concatenation of arguments used in hashing, where hashing can be done using any traditional hash function such as SHA-256.

When a user shares a document by sending the whole log, she creates an authenticator for log operations computed based on the preceding authenticator and new updated operations. The authenticator is signed by her private key and linked to the last operation of the log. At the receiving site, the receiver performs reconciliation and creates a new authenticator at the reception.

The authenticators of a log of operations are constructed whenever a site sends or receives a new change to/from another site. An authenticator is created in the following cases:

- A site sends new changes to other sites. In this case, if a site sends a document without new changes, no new authenticator is needed.
- A site receives new changes from other sites. In this case, the receiving site will check the remote log, detect and resolve conflicts (if there are some conflicts among operations). After these actions, if there are new changes that are added to the receiver’s log, a new authenticator is created for this reception.

The structure of an authenticator computed by a receiver is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The events in the log \([\text{entry}_{y_1}, ..., \text{entry}_{y_q}]\) are authenticated by the last authenticator computed by the receiver site \( \Upsilon^{n-1}_R \). \( \Upsilon^{n-1}_R \) is attached to the event \( \text{entry}_y \). The events \([\text{entry}_{y+1}, ..., \text{entry}_{y_r}]\) are the locally executed events since the last computed authenticator. The events \([\text{entry}_{y+1}, ..., \text{entry}_{y_r}]\) are the events received from the sender that were added to the log. The events received from the sender were authenticated by \( \Upsilon^y_S \) which was attached to the most recent event received from the sender \( \text{entry}_r \). The ID of the authenticator will be the pair \( < R, \Upsilon^y_S \text{ID} \cup \text{opIDs} \cup \text{entry}_y \text{ID} > \). \( R \) is the receiver’s site identifier. The list of operation identifiers to which the receiver authenticator will be linked to is a union between the list of operation identifiers to which the sender authenticator is linked to and the identifier of the most recent local event. The signature SIG of the authenticator \( \Upsilon^y_R \) is computed by signing with \( R \)’s key the hash of the concatenation of the preceding receiver’s authenticator \( \Upsilon^{n-1}_R \), the local events \([\text{entry}_{y+1}, ..., \text{entry}_{y_r}]\) and sender’s authenticator \( \Upsilon^m_S \). The list of operation identifiers \( \text{IDE} \) used to compute the signature is the list of identifiers of the local events \([\text{entry}_{y+1}, ..., \text{entry}_{y_r}]\). The preceding authenticator PRE is \( \Upsilon^{n-1}_R \) and the sender authenticator with which the synchronisation was performed SYN is \( \Upsilon^m_S \).

The algorithms supporting the creation of authenticators as well as the proof that the proposed algorithms satisfy the desired properties are presented in [34].
3.4 Example of authenticators construction

For the example in Figure 3.1, we illustrated in Figure 3.3 the construction of authenticators:

Firstly, when Site_A pushes his log to Site_B and Site_C, it creates an authenticator $\Upsilon^n_A$ where:

$\Upsilon^n_A.ID = (Site_A, op_2)$ (linked to $op_2$),

$\Upsilon^n_A.SIG = \sigma_{Site_A}(hash(\emptyset || op_0 || op_1 || op_2))$ (no previous authenticator)

$\Upsilon^n_A.IDE = \{op_0, op_1, op_2\}$

$\Upsilon^n_A.PRE = \emptyset$ (no previous authenticator)

$\Upsilon^n_A.SYN = \emptyset$ (no received remote authenticator)

When Site_B pulls changes from Site_A and receives the log from Site_A, it creates an authenticator $\Upsilon^n_B$ where:

$\Upsilon^n_B.ID = (Site_B, op_2)$ (linked to $op_2$)

$\Upsilon^n_B.SIG = \sigma_{Site_B}(hash(\emptyset || \emptyset || \Upsilon^n_A.SIG))$ (no previous authenticator, no local operations)

$\Upsilon^n_B.IDE = \emptyset$ (no new local operations)

$\Upsilon^n_B.PRE = \Upsilon^n_A$ (no previous authenticator),

$\Upsilon^n_B.SYN = \emptyset$ (no received remote authenticator)

Similarly, when Site_C pulls changes from Site_A and receives the log from Site_A, it creates an authenticator $\Upsilon^n_C$ that has a similar structure to $\Upsilon^n_B$.

Site_B executes the new changes $op_3$ and $op_4$ and then pushes its changes, and therefore authenticator $\Upsilon^n_B$ is created. The structure of this authenticator is given below:

$\Upsilon^n_B.ID = (Site_B, op_3)$ (linked to $op_4$)

$\Upsilon^n_B.SIG = \sigma_{Site_B}(hash(\Upsilon^n_B.SIG || op_3 || op_4))$,

$\Upsilon^n_B.IDE = \{op_3, op_4\}$,

$\Upsilon^n_B.PRE = \Upsilon^n_B$,

$\Upsilon^n_B.SYN = \emptyset$ (no received remote authenticator)
Similarly, SiteC executes the new change \( op_5 \) (concurrently with \( op_3 \) and \( op_4 \)) and then pushes its changes. The authenticator \( \Upsilon^2_C \), that is created has a similar structure to \( \Upsilon^2_B \).

When SiteB pulls the changes from SiteC, the log at SiteB \([op_0, op_1, op_2, op_3, op_4]\) is merged with the log at SiteC \([op_0, op_1, op_2, op_5]\). The changes concurrently done by SiteC, i.e. \( op_5 \), are appended to the log at SiteB. As while pull was executed new changes were added to the log, a new authenticator \( \Upsilon^3_B \) is created. The structure of this authenticator is given below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Upsilon^3_B.ID &= (Site_B, op_5) \quad \text{(linked to \( op_5 \))} \\
\Upsilon^3_B.SIG &= \sigma_{Site_B}(\text{hash}(\Upsilon^2_B.SIG \| \emptyset || \Upsilon^2_C.SIG)) \quad \text{(no local changes)} \\
\Upsilon^3_B.IDE &= \emptyset \\
\Upsilon^3_B.PRE &= \Upsilon^2_B \\
\Upsilon^3_B.SYN &= \Upsilon^2_C
\end{align*}
\]

Similarly, when SiteC pulls the changes from SiteB, the authenticator \( \Upsilon^3_C \) is created that has the structure similar with \( \Upsilon^3_B \).

### 3.5 Authenticators-based log verification

When a site receives a log of operations accompanied by authenticators, it verifies the log based on these authenticators corresponding to entries in the log. The main idea of verification is to check the authenticity of operations preserved by valid authenticators, including checking:

- if authenticators are valid, i.e. their signatures are correct. An authenticator is checked by verifying its digital signature based on the public key.
- if the log entries are corresponding to these valid authenticators. When an authenticator passes signature checking, the content and the order of operations are taken into account.
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If all of these checkings pass, the log is authenticated. In contrast, a log with either operations not authenticated or authenticated by invalid authenticators is unauthorized. With any detection of the corrupted data or falsified order of changes, authenticators will be not valid and the verification algorithm returns negative result. Authenticators help users being aware of attacks and once the log is unauthorized, the site which sent tampered log is made accountable for the misbehavior. The algorithm supporting the authenticators-based log verification is presented in [34].

3.6 Space and time complexity for authenticator construction and log verification

Creation of an authenticator is $O(1)$ in time, and $O(|\Delta|)$ in storage, where $\Delta$ is the set of operations whose identifiers are kept in $\Upsilon_{Site.IDE}$. Since an authenticator is created each time a site sends or receives changes, the number of authenticators on a replicated object created by site $S$ is the total number of interactions the site had with other sites. Let $\Gamma$ be the total number of interactions of one site. Then each site needs $O(\Gamma \cdot |\Delta|_{max})$ space for all authenticators, where $|\Delta|_{max}$ is the maximum $\Delta$ of all authenticators. In synchronization, one log is updated to become the union of two logs of sites $S$ and $R$, and the new log shall need $O(\Gamma_S \cdot |\Delta_S|_{max} + \Gamma_R \cdot |\Delta_R|_{max})$ space for all authenticators. We can see that the storage complexity depends on the number of interactions and the number of operations generated by two sites.

Authenticators-based log verification has $O(1)$ complexity in space and $O(N)$ in time, where $N$ is the total number of authenticators in the log. Since authenticators of a log are linked as a hash-chain in which an authenticator is linked to its preceding one, and due to the forward-aggregated authenticity property, it is enough to authenticate the log by checking only the most recent authenticator of a log. This verification process requires checking of all preceding authenticators.

3.7 Experimental evaluation

We evaluated experimentally our proposed solution for log authentication. As the time complexity for the creation of authenticators is not significant, we evaluated the time complexity of the algorithm for log verification based on authenticators. Verification is done when a site clones or pulls remote logs and it needs to check if remote logs are shared correctly without any tampering.

We carried out experiments on real logs of two projects Hgview [85] and one branch of OpenJDK [86] that used Mercurial as a distributed tool for source code management. The project Hgview includes almost 700 committed patches stored in repository gathering contributions from 20 developers with 115 interactions between them. One branch of OpenJDK stored about 350 committed patches in repository which were created by 31 developers with 253 interactions between them. A committed patch is a sequence of operations that a user commits. It is also called a log entry. We implemented our experiments in Python.

In the histories of projects developed with Mercurial or any other distributed version control system, we are unable to know when a user pulls changes. We can only have information about push operations. We therefore considered the worst case scenario where a pull is performed at each new entry in the repository by an arbitrary user $Y$ that had never interacted before with
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any other user X that contributed to the project. If previous interactions were taking place between users Y and X, an optimization could be applied.

In the experiment, we have first traversed the repository to extract entries and user names who contributed to the project. Then we generated for each user one RSA key pair which is later used to sign authenticators. Authenticators are created based on linearized logs of repositories. Finally, verification time is measured for the worst case scenario where a newcomer clones the repository and checks all authenticators created by previous contributors. The results are computed by the average values of five run times. Figure 3.4 presents the experimental results for the worst case behavior. In both experiments with the input data from Hgview project and OpenJDK project, the checking time grows linearly with the increasing number of authenticators. It is observed that it takes less than 50 milliseconds (ms) to verify a log if its size is less than 100 entries. However, to check the whole repository, the verifying time depends mostly on the number of interactions between users (this means also the number of authenticators). In Figure 3.4, we notice that the runtime to verify log of the Hgview project is less than that of OpenJDK project even though its log size is bigger.

![Figure 3.4: Time overhead to check authenticators created for Hgview and OpenJDK repositories.](image)

Adding authenticators to secure logs does not create a significant time overhead for collaborative systems even for the worst case. Sites can reduce the time to verify logs by skipping authenticators which are already checked when previous pulls were performed.
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Measuring trust score among users in trust game

In the context of the PhD thesis of Quang-Vinh Dang, I proposed a computational trust metric, which serves as a model for user behavior, to reflect and predict user’s behavior in repeated trust games [28]. Based on users past behavior in the repeated trust game, we can model and predict their next behavior. We showed that our model is robust to several types of attacks. We validated our model by using an empirical approach against data sets collected from several trust game experiments. We proved that our trust metric is consistent with users’ opinion about partners trustworthiness.

In this chapter I present our computational trust metric for measuring trust among users in the trust game. I first present the requirement for the trust metric. I then first present how to compute trust score among two users based on a single interaction among these users and then the aggregated trust score, which is the cumulative trust score over multiple interactions among users. I also describe how the trust metric deals with fluctuating behavior of users during the game. Finally, I present an evaluation of our trust metric.

4.1 Requirements

The trust score function needs to satisfy the following requirements:

1. The trust value is higher if the sending amount is higher.

2. The trust value can distinguish between different types of users: honest and malicious ones.

3. The trust value considers user behavior over time.

4. The trust value encourages a stable behavior rather than a fluctuating one.

5. The trust value is robust against attacks.

4.2 Current trust

Separate trust scores are calculated for each player for each round, i.e. for each interaction between two players. The round number is denoted as $t$.
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In each round, two users interact by sending a non-negative amount. For senders, the maximum amount they can send is set to 10, and for receivers, the maximum amount they can send is the amount they received from the sender (i.e., three times of what the sender sent). For both roles, we normalize the sending amount of both roles to the sending proportion of a user at round \( t \), with \( t \geq 1 \):

\[
\text{send\_proportion}_t = \frac{\text{sending\_amount}_t}{\text{maximum\_sending\_amount}_t}
\]  

(4.1)

It is obvious that \( \forall t, 0 \leq \text{send\_proportion}_t \leq 1 \).

We defined the trust metric for a single interaction between users as \( \text{current\_trust} \). \( \text{current\_trust}_t \) is a function of \( \text{send\_proportion}_t \), meaning that the trustworthiness of a user in a single interaction depends on how much she sends to her partner in round \( t \). \( \text{current\_trust}_t \) should have a value between 0 and 1 inclusive. This function should satisfy the following properties (for convenience, I use the notation \( f(x), f : [0, 1] \rightarrow [0, 1] \) for the function of \( \text{current\_trust}_t \), with \( x \) being \( \text{send\_proportion}_t \)):

- \( f(x) \) is continuous in \([0, 1]\).
- \( f(0) = 0 \), meaning that \( \text{current\_trust} \) is 0 if the user sends nothing.
- \( f(1) = 1 \), meaning that \( \text{current\_trust} \) is 1 if the user sends the maximum possible amount.
- \( f'(x) > 0 \) with \( x \in [0, 1] \), meaning that \( \text{current\_trust} \) is strictly increasing when \( \text{send\_proportion} \) increases from 0 to 1. \( f'(x) \) denotes the derivative of function \( f(x) \).
- \( f''(x) \leq 0 \) with \( x \in [0, 1] \) meaning that the function is concave, i.e. the closer to 1 the value of \( \text{current\_trust} \) is, the harder is to increment it.
- \( f'(x^-) = f'(x^+) \), \( \forall x \in [0, 1] \), meaning that the function is smooth, i.e. there is no reason that at some point the current trust increases roughly less than previously.

We proposed the following function that satisfies the above mentioned conditions:

\[
\text{current\_trust}_t = \log(\text{send\_proportion}_t \times (e - 1) + 1)
\]  

(4.2)

where \( \text{current\_trust}_t \) is the \( \text{current\_trust} \) function at round \( t \) and \( \text{send\_proportion}_t \) is the value of \( \text{send\_proportion} \) at round \( t \).

4.3 Aggregated trust

We needed to calculate the aggregate trust score, which is the cumulative trust score over multiple rounds. The requirement for our aggregate function was that it has to encourage a stable behaviour rather than a fluctuating one. Our aggregate function was inspired by the trust model SecuredTrust [97] for computing trust and reputation of interacting agents in a multi-agent system. SecuredTrust computes trust of agents based on the satisfaction level of the transactions between agents in the presence of highly oscillating malicious behavior.

Similar to SecuredTrust, we defined the aggregate trust score function as an exponential averaging update function over the previous interactions between the two users that gives more weighting to the current computed trust than the simple average does.
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\[
\text{aggregate\_trust}_t = \alpha_t \times \text{current\_trust}_t + (1 - \alpha_t) \times \text{aggregate\_trust}_{t-1}
\]  

(4.3)

The weight \(\alpha_t\) changes based on the accumulated deviation \(\beta_t\).

\[
\alpha_t = \text{threshold} + \frac{c \times \delta_t}{1 + \beta_t}
\]  

(4.4)

\[
\delta_t = |\text{current\_trust}_t - \text{current\_trust}_{t-1}|
\]  

(4.5)

\[
\beta_t = c \times \delta_t + (1 - c) \times \beta_{t-1}
\]  

(4.6)

The \(\delta_t\) is the change of current trust value by two sequential interactions \(t\) and \(t-1\) between two users, where \(\text{current\_trust}_0 = 0\). We calculated \(\delta_t\) to see how much a person changes her behavior since her last interaction.

\(\beta_0 = 0\). \(c\) is a constant that controls to what extent we react to the recent change of the current trust. A higher value of \(c\) gives more significance to the recent change of the current trust \((\delta_t)\) than to the accumulated deviation \(\beta_{t-1}\). We set \(c = 0.9\).

It is easy to prove that \(\alpha_t\) is bigger if \(\delta_t\) is bigger, and vice versa. It means that, if the trust computed from the current interaction is much different from accumulated trust of all previous interactions, the current interaction will play a more important role in the final trust value.

The \textit{threshold} is used to prevent \(\alpha_t\) from saturating to a fixed value. \textit{threshold} was set to 0.25.

4.4 Expected trust

\[
\text{expect\_trust}_t = \text{trend\_factor}_t \times \text{current\_trust}_t + (1 - \text{trend\_factor}_t) \times \text{aggregate\_trust}_t
\]

Expected trust in a user represents expected behaviour of that user and is computed based on \(\text{current\_trust}_t\), \(\text{aggregate\_trust}_t\), and a \(\text{trend\_factor}_t\) that is tuned according to the difference between the \(\text{current\_trust}_t\) and \(\text{aggregate\_trust}_t\).

\[
\text{trend\_factor}_t =
\begin{cases}
\text{trend\_factor}_{t-1} + \phi \\
\text{if current\_trust}_t - \text{aggregate\_trust}_t > \epsilon \\
\text{trend\_factor}_{t-1} - \phi \\
\text{if aggregate\_trust}_t - \text{current\_trust}_t > \epsilon \\
\text{trend\_factor}_{t-1} \text{ otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.7)

The \(\text{trend\_factor}_t\) at round \(t\) represents the recent trend of user behavior. We encourage user benevolent behavior in recent interactions by increasing \(\text{trend\_factor}_t\) by \(\phi\) when \(\text{current\_trust}_t\) exceeds \(\text{aggregate\_trust}_t\) by the threshold \(\epsilon\). \(\phi\) was empirically tuned to 0.1 as in SecuredTrust. As a result, the contribution of \(\text{current\_trust}_t\) to the \(\text{expect\_trust}_t\) increases, while the contribution of \(\text{aggregate\_trust}_t\) to the \(\text{expect\_trust}_t\) decreases. We have to pay attention to the
chosen value of $\epsilon$. A small value of $\epsilon$ encourages users benevolent behavior by helping them to quickly recover from past interactions that resulted in a low $\text{aggregate\_trust}_t$. However, a very small value of $\epsilon$ can be abused by malicious users to easily recover from their malicious past actions. $\epsilon$ was empirically tuned to 0.3 as in SecuredTrust.

If $\text{current\_trust}_t$ decreases compared to $\text{aggregate\_trust}_t$ by at least the threshold $\epsilon$, $\text{trend\_factor}_t$ is decreased by $\phi$, which results into a lower contribution of $\text{current\_trust}_t$ and a higher contribution of $\text{aggregate\_trust}_t$ respectively to the $\text{expect\_trust}_t$.

If the absolute difference between $\text{current\_trust}_t$ and $\text{aggregate\_trust}_t$ is less than $\epsilon$, $\text{trend\_factor}_t$ remains unmodified.

### 4.5 Dealing with fluctuating behaviour

Some malicious users may strategically oscillate between collaboration periods when they aim gaining the trust of the other users and sudden betrayal. We added a $\text{change\_rate}_t$ variable into our model to punish this kind of behaviour.

$$\text{adj\_atf}_t = \begin{cases} \frac{\text{atf}_t}{2} & \text{if } \text{atf}_t > \text{MAX\_ATF} \\ \text{atf}_t & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

$$\text{atf}_t = \begin{cases} \text{adj\_atf}_{t-1} + \frac{(\text{current\_trust}_t - \text{aggregate\_trust}_t)}{2} & \text{if } \text{current\_trust}_t - \text{aggregate\_trust}_t > \phi \\ \text{adj\_atf}_{t-1} + (\text{aggregate\_trust}_t - \text{current\_trust}_t) & \text{if } \text{aggregate\_trust}_t - \text{current\_trust}_t > \phi \\ \text{adj\_atf}_{t-1} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

$$\text{change\_rate}_t = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } \text{atf}_t > \text{MAX\_ATF} \\ \cos\left(\frac{\pi}{2} \times \frac{\text{atf}_t}{\text{MAX\_ATF}}\right) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

In order to measure how much deviation we are willing to tolerate for trust fluctuation, we defined the accumulated trust fluctuation ($\text{atf}$) similar to SecuredTrust. The accumulated trust fluctuation is a non-decreasing function until it reaches the threshold value $\text{MAX\_ATF}$. The increase depends on the change over time of user’s behavior.

Both kinds of fluctuate behaviors are punished: the latest sending amount is suddenly higher or lower than usual behavior. However, it is obviously that the latter case (when $\text{current\_trust}_t$ decreases compared to $\text{aggregate\_trust}_t$ by at least the threshold $\phi$) is more critical than the former one (when $\text{current\_trust}_t$ increases compared to $\text{aggregate\_trust}_t$ by at least the threshold $\phi$). Therefore, the punishment in the latter case should be stronger, i.e. $\text{atf}_t$ is increased with the decrease of $\text{current\_trust}_t$ with respect to $\text{aggregate\_trust}_t$, while in the former case $\text{atf}_t$ is increased with half of the increase of $\text{current\_trust}_t$ with respect to $\text{aggregate\_trust}_t$. If the behavior is stable or it changes within the allowed range (defined by the constant $\phi$), $\text{atf}_t$ will not change.

When $\text{atf}_t$ reaches the threshold value $\text{MAX\_ATF}$, it means that accumulated change in user behavior over time reaches the level of betrayal and therefore $\text{change\_rate}_t$ drops to 0. Otherwise, $\text{change\_rate}_t$ decreases if $\text{atf}_t$ increases. In order to encourage benevolent behaviour even after a betrayal, in the next round after the betrayal the value of $\text{atf}_t$ is divided by 2.
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The cosine function is used in the computation of change_rate_t as the cos function has a low degradation rate in the initial stage, and a high degradation rate in the case of repeated fluctuating behavior. It means that, if a user starts adopting a fluctuating behavior the punishment is low, but it increases fast while fluctuating behavior persists.

Finally, the trust value after round \( t \) is calculated by:

\[
\text{trust}_t = \text{expect}_t \times \text{change}_t \tag{4.11}
\]

4.6 Evaluation of the trust metric

In this section I describe an evaluation of our trust metric by means of simulations and of real data obtained by different experimental studies of the repeated trust game.

4.6.1 Simulations

Our trust metric punishes fluctuating user behaviors and detects user behavior patterns, i.e. it distinguishes between different types of user profiles: low, medium and high. This subsection shows by means of simulations that our trust metric satisfies these criteria.

We defined three types of user profiles according to the values of send_proportion: low, medium and high. Similar to [91], we defined that a user with a low profile sends in average 20% of the maximum possible amount, while for a medium profile user the send_proportion is 50% and for a high profile user it is 80%. We also defined a fluctuate profile user corresponding to a user that first tries to behave well and then deviates.

By means of simulations for the mentioned user profiles, we compared the behavior of our trust metric with the average trust metric where the trust score is calculated by an average of previous sending amounts [188, 123, 175, 96, 157, 211, 104]. The behavior of our trust metric in the first 10 rounds is displayed in Fig. 4.1 and the behavior of the simple average trust metric is displayed in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.1: Our trust metric on different user types in the first 10 interactions.](image)

We can easily see that, our trust metric can cope and punish the fluctuating behavior very well, as it reduces the trust score of fluctuating user to the same as of a low profile user. On the other side, the simple average metric cannot distinguish between fluctuating and high profile users.
However, users do not have a constant sending behavior as we assumed above. But rather they vary their behavior around some average values and after a large number of rounds, their trust scores follow a distribution. In particular, we defined the behavior of low profile, medium profile and high profile as normal distributions with means of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively, with standard deviation of 0.15 (this standard deviation value has been approximated from [104]). In what follows I show that our trust metric can distinguish between these different user types. In order to distinguish between different profiles, these distributions must satisfy the following properties:

- The trust values assigned to fluctuating users should be similar with the trust values assigned to low profile users, and should not overlap with the trust values assigned to medium profile users.

- The difference between two mean values should be at least the sum of two standard deviations. If we denote by $\text{mean}_{\text{low}}$, $\text{mean}_{\text{medium}}$ and $\text{mean}_{\text{high}}$ the mean values of trust scores of bad profile, medium profile and high profile respectively, and by $\text{std}_{\text{low}}$, $\text{std}_{\text{medium}}$ and $\text{std}_{\text{high}}$ the corresponding standard deviations, then:

  \[
  \text{mean}_{\text{low}} + \text{std}_{\text{low}} \leq \text{mean}_{\text{medium}} - \text{std}_{\text{medium}} \tag{4.12}
  \]

  \[
  \text{mean}_{\text{medium}} + \text{std}_{\text{medium}} \leq \text{mean}_{\text{high}} - \text{std}_{\text{high}} \tag{4.13}
  \]

- The ratio of any two variances of these distributions should not be larger than 3, as suggested by Keppel [249].

  Our current_trust function defined by Equation 4.2 satisfies these requirements.

  It is not easy to find a current_trust function that satisfies these above requirements. For instance, if we replace our current_trust formula by a new formula such as current_trust = send_proportion, this trust metric will not be able to distinguish between medium profile and fluctuating users. As shown in Fig. 4.3, after ten rounds, the new trust metric will assign overlapping trust scores to medium profile and fluctuating users, but our metric still can distinguish between these two user profiles as displayed in Figure 4.4.
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The trust scores assigned to fluctuating users overlap with trust scores assigned to medium profile users.

Figure 4.4: Distribution of our trust metric after ten rounds. The trust scores assigned to fluctuating users do not overlap with trust scores assigned to medium profile users.

4.6.2 Evaluation with real data

In this subsection I present an evaluation of our trust metric according to real data obtained by different experimental studies of the repeated trust game.

4.6.2.1 Power of trust metric to evaluate partner’s past behaviour

We first evaluated our trust metric according to user ratings obtained during the repeated trust game experiment [195] where users could rate in each round their partners sending behavior. The three levels proposed were: negative, neutral or positive. Based on the data published in this study, we created three virtual users called positive user, neutral user and negative user respectively corresponding to the levels of possible ratings. These virtual users follow the average behavior of real users who have the corresponding rating.

We evaluated our trust metric applied for the behavior of these virtual users. Since we are using a continuous rating score and [195] used a discrete rating score, the two rating scores do not match completely. However, we should expect that our trust metric does not conflict with the results in [195], i.e. for any two behaviors A and B, if A was rated higher than B (for instance, positive versus neutral or positive versus negative), our trust metric should assign a higher trust score to A than B. As shown in Figure 4.5, our trust metric assigns in all cases higher trust values to positive user than neutral user, and higher trust values to neutral user than negative user. Hence, our trust metric matches users opinion about trustworthiness of partner behavior in repeated trust games.
4.6.2.2 Power of trust metric to evaluate partner future behaviour

In this subsection I show that our trust metric can predict the future behavior of users.

We analyzed the performance of our trust metric on three data sets comprising the behavior of a total of 174 participants in repeated trust games. The first data set was collected by a repeated trust game experiment implemented by using zTree [142] that we conducted in our laboratory (see more details in chapter 5). Our experiment involved 30 participants grouped into five sessions, each with six people. In each round, the six participants were paired randomly, and for each pair the roles of sender or receiver were assigned randomly. We ensured that during the session each user interacted exactly five times with each other user. The two other data sets were obtained by the experiments described in [96] involving 36 participants and in [98] involving 108 participants.

The datasets show that changes in user behavior in repeated trust games are very usual. Figure 4.6 illustrates the average and standard deviation of sending amount proportions of each user in the three datasets previously mentioned. The standard deviations of user sending proportions are large compared with their average sending proportions, meaning that users often change their sending behavior during the experiments. This confirms that fluctuating behavior is a fact in all three data sets and that it is important to design a trust metric that copes with this behavior.

Based on the behavior log we applied our trust metric on users behavior at a certain round, then used the output trust score as the independent variable to predict users behavior in the next round. For all rounds starting with round five, we found a high correlation between the output trust scores and user behavior in the next round. I present next the results of our analysis for rounds five and ten.

In our analysis the independent variables are the trust values for each user after fourth and ninth interaction and the dependent variables are the sending proportions of users in the fifth and tenth round. For the data in [96], we tested the relationship between our trust metric and the user behavior at round five and ten. However, because of the design of the experiment in [98], we could only test the relationship between our trust metric and user behavior at round five. Figure 4.7 displays the prediction of user sending behavior at round ten by using the data set from our experiment. Figure 4.8 displays the prediction of user sending behavior at round five by using the Bravo dataset.
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Figure 4.6: Average and standard deviation of sending proportions in datasets.

Figure 4.7: Relationship between trust metric and user behavior at round ten in our dataset.

The summary of all linear regressions previously mentioned is displayed in Table 4.1, where the independent variable (x-axis in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8) is the trust value our metric assigned to each user before a particular round, and the dependent variable is the behavior of this user in this round (y-axis in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8). We can notice that the slopes of all regressions are significant, meaning that our trust metric predicts well users behavior. Similar results were obtained for the same analysis in other rounds (i.e. a significant slope value and a positive r-value).

As there is no prior work in predicting users behavior in repeated trust game, we compared our model with two other baseline models: average model and null model. Average model predicts that, the next sending amount of a user is equal to the average of her previous sending amounts. On the other hand, the null model predicts that, the next sending amount of a user is equal to her previous sending amount. In order to compare the performance of these
three models, we calculated the predicting values of each of these models. We computed the adjusted $R^2$ value for each model from round five to round ten and then calculated the average of adjusted $R^2$. The higher average $R^2$ a model achieves, the better this model is in predicting users behavior.

The comparison of performance of different models is displayed in Table 4.2. For our data and data of Dubois, we calculated an average adjusted $R^2$ values in predicting users behavior from round five to ten. As Bravo’s dataset contains only five rounds, we computed the average adjusted $R^2$ values in predicting users behavior at round five. We can see that, our model outperforms the other two baseline models in predicting users behavior in repeated trust games.

Table 4.2: Comparison of $R^2$ values of different predicting models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average model</th>
<th>Null model</th>
<th>Our model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our data</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubois’s data</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bravo’s data</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We note that, a low $R^2$ value is usual in predicting human behavior, but in many cases, it does not mean that the prediction is useless [196]. For instance, Ashraf et al. [155] used a list of ten factors to predict users’ behavior in one-shot trust game, and achieved the average $R^2$ of 0.25.
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In the context of USCoast Inria associated team, in collaboration with Valerie Shalin (Department of Psychology, Wright State University) and in the context of the PhD thesis of Quang-Vinh Dang, I developed an experimental design for testing user acceptance of the proposed trust-based collaboration model for large communities of participants described in chapter 2. We employed game theory, and trust game in particular, as a standard because it provides a solid foundation of research methods and findings, giving us a basis for expected performance. Nevertheless, the adaptation of these economics-inspired tasks is non-trivial, requiring new cover stories that reflect realistic choices and payoffs and extended models of user trust.

The question we targeted precisely was whether providing users with a trust value of their partner would help them better decide the amount of money exchanged during the trust game. For this, we adapted the trust game to a repetitive setting and we designed a trust metric that I described in chapter 4 that takes into account user behaviour in the repetitive trust game. Trust values are updated based on the satisfaction level for the exchanges during the game.

We designed an experiment that tested variations of the trust game: with and without explicit computation of user trust values according to behavior during previous collaborations [11]. This experiment was implemented using zTree that is commonly used in economy for implementing and testing such games. We followed standard practice for informed consent, user instruction, and data collection and analysis. We particularly investigated whether the availability of either trust scores or ID improves user cooperation.

In this chapter I describe the precise research questions that we addressed, the experiment that we designed and the results that we obtained.

5.1 Research questions

We studied how the availability of partner trust score and identity (ID) impacts participant behavior and the appropriateness of the used trust metric for computing trust scores in the repeated trust game. We grouped our research questions as follows:

**RQ1 Does showing partner trust score or ID change user cooperative behavior?** If so, is there a significant difference in cooperative user behavior with only trust scores relative to ID only? Is there a significant difference in user cooperative behavior resulting from the availability of both trust score and ID compared to the availability of only one of these two features? Does cooperative behavior change over time?
RQ2 Does the trust calculation predict participant’s future behavior? Do participants follow
the guidance of the trust calculation?

As senders and receivers have two different roles and may behave differently, we analyzed
these research questions separately from both the senders and receivers points of view.

5.2 Experimental design

5.2.1 Participants and task

We recruited 30 participants organised into five independent groups of six participants.

In each game a participant played at least 25 rounds with the other five partners in the
group in a random order, namely five rounds with each of these partners where she served as
sender and receiver equally often. At the beginning of the first game each participant received
10 money units. In each round, the sender moved first. She knew how much money she had, and
had to decide the amount she wanted to send to the receiver. After that, the receiver received
a message indicating how much she had at the beginning of this round, how much she received
from the sender, and how much she will have after having received. Then, the receiver decided
how much she wanted to return.

We paid the participants an amount based on how much they virtually earned during the
experiment. To assure continuing incentive throughout the session, each person who participated
received a coupon of 10 euros, but the person who earned most, i.e. who had the highest payoff
among other people in the group, received an additional coupon of 10 euros.

5.2.2 Independent Variables

We crossed the availability of ID and partner trust scores to create four different games as
shown in Table 5.1. IDs, such as “Mr. Black” or “Mrs. Green”, were assigned to participants,
fixed during a game and varied between games. Trust scores were calculated as described in
the previous chapter. Trust scores were always calculated for each participant in a pair, but
only displayed according to experimental condition and only partner scores were available. The
theoretical trust score value ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 inclusive, presented when available with two
significant digits. Participants started with the neutral value of 0.5 [89].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID presented</th>
<th>False</th>
<th>True</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust presented</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Game: The trust game when participants are given no information about partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity Game: The trust game when participants are given only partner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score Game: The trust game when participants are given only trust scores of partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Game: The trust game when participants are given both trust the scores and ID of their partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Game descriptions

We calculated user reputation score as distinct from trust score by averaging all previous
sending proportion amounts of that user in both roles sender or receiver.
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5.2. Design

The experimental conditions were organized as a split-plot factorial with group as a between subjects factor and Show-ID and Show-Trust as within subjects, such that each group of six participants participated in the set of four randomly ordered games. In each round, participants were paired randomly within their group and assigned randomly the sender or receiver role. We ensured that within each game, a participant was paired with a particular other participant at least five times.

5.2.4 Dependent Measures

The four dependent measures used in our study are: **sending proportion by senders**, **sending proportion by receivers**, **average sending proportion by senders** and **average sending proportion by receivers**.

**Sending proportion by senders** is the net amount the sender sends to the receiver over 10, which is the maximum amount the sender could send.

**Sending proportion by receivers** is the net amount the receiver sends back over the amount she received after being tripled.

Other studies [180, 96] also used sending proportion measures in order to normalize the sending behavior of receivers for comparison. For example, sender A sent 6 to receiver B, and B sent back 9 to A. In this round, the net sending amount of A and B are 6 and 9 respectively, the sending proportion of A is $\frac{6}{10} = 0.6$ and the sending proportion of B is $\frac{9}{18} = 0.5$.

Consistent with [180, 96] for all analyses of receiver behavior, we eliminated the zero transaction between the sender and the receivers, (i.e. the sender sends 0 and the receiver is obliged to send 0), for two reasons. First, receiver behavior is completely determined by the sender, so that the receiver’s behavior is not informative. Moreover, in this case, the sending proportion for the receiver (0 divided by 0) is not calculable. However, the zero-sending amount is retained in the analysis of sender behavior.

For the sender, there are exactly 375 sending proportion data points in each game (25/2 senders x6 players in a group x5 groups). For receiver, the number of sending proportion data points varies between 250 and 340 due to the elimination of the zero transaction.

**Average sending proportion by senders** is the average of sending proportions by each sender over all trials in the game. Taking an average distributes the effect of the zero transaction and also eliminates trial as a repeated factor in analysis.

**Average sending proportion by receivers** is the average sending proportion the receiver sends back to the sender over all trials in the game, without the zero transaction case.

There are 30 average sending proportion data points corresponding to 30 participants, for both sender and receiver. For the receiver, the zero-transaction data is removed before calculating the means.

5.2.5 Procedure

All groups participated independently using z-Tree [142] hosted on our laboratory computers. At the beginning of each session, all participants read the instructions presenting the purpose of the experiment, a short description of the four games, the payment procedure and some example screenshots illustrating the interaction of users with the z-Tree tool. Instructions informed participants that they would play the games in an arbitrary order. For each of the games participants were told what partner information would be displayed during each interaction: for the Simple Game no information, for the Identity Game the partner identity in the form of an
ID, for the Score Game a partner trust score computed according to her behaviour in previous interactions (without any details about the metric) and for the Combined Game, the partner identity and trust score. Participants did not know the number of rounds they would play in each game. After confirming that they had read and understood the instructions, participants reviewed and signed an informed consent form prior to commencing the experiment. Participants sat in different rooms to avoid any communication during the experiment. Each participant used a computer running our z-Tree application. All senders in the group finished their decision making process before proceeding to the next trial. They waited for every receiver to respond before starting a new round. This eliminated response time cues as an indication of player identity. No other means of communication or identification were available. Participants were informed of their cumulative earnings at each round. It was possible to play with a negative balance but this never occurred.

The repeated measures design resulted in 100 rounds across the four games. A session usually lasted two hours. At the end of the experiment participants filled out a questionnaire regarding general information such as university major and game preference.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Showing trust score and ID equivalently improves the sending proportion

Showing either trust score or ID improves sending proportion for senders but showing both partner information sources does not change the sent proportion relative to one source as shown in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1: Interaction between trust score and ID availability for sender.](image)

The same holds for receiver return proportions, i.e. showing either trust score or ID improves receiver return proportions, but showing both partner information sources does not change the sent amount relative to one source as shown in Figure 5.2.
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This observation was verified by paired comparisons between games. [104] claimed that in large-scale the send proportion of senders as well as receiver return proportion in trust game follows the normal distribution. We computed paired t-test based confidence intervals (yoking by sender ID and receiver ID respectively) in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 to examine differences between the Simple Game and any other tested game. We demonstrated that either trust score or ID increases with no additive effect the average sending proportions of senders and receivers respectively (results are significant with $p < 0.001$). The negative signs indicate that the sending amount of participants in Simple Game is less than the sending amount of these participants in other games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game in Comparison with Simple Game</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
<th>p-value Df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity Game</td>
<td>(-0.32, -0.14)</td>
<td>9e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score Game</td>
<td>(-0.35, -0.13)</td>
<td>9e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Game</td>
<td>(-0.35, -0.14)</td>
<td>7e-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Paired t-based confidence intervals for senders average sending proportion in the Simple Game compared to other games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game in Comparison with Simple Game</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
<th>p-value Df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity Game</td>
<td>(-0.23, -0.10)</td>
<td>2e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score Game</td>
<td>(-0.25, -0.08)</td>
<td>3e-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine Game</td>
<td>(-0.26, -0.11)</td>
<td>4e-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Paired t-test confidence intervals for receivers’ average sending proportion in Simple Game compared to other games.

The differences between the other three games (Identity, Score and Combined Games) are
5.3.2 **Showing trust score and ID controls cooperative behavior**

We addressed the claim that providing identification or trust score controls cooperative behavior. We considered the cases of non cooperation where senders/receivers send 0 and the dependence of sending behavior on trust score values.

5.3.2.1 **Non cooperation by means of sending 0**

The percentage of times that a sender sends 0 in Simple Game, Identity Game, Score Game and Combined Game are 33.3%, 9.3%, 13.6% and 12.7% respectively. Senders are more likely to send 0 in the Simple Game. In order to show this, we performed a logistic regression on the frequency of 0 transactions (i.e. we modeled a binary dependent variable related to the existence of 0 transaction or not) for all rounds with sending participant, Show-Trust and Show-ID as predictors. The results are statistically significant with \( p < 0.001 \) indicating also an interaction between Show-Trust and Show-ID, \( z = 5.607 \).

The percentage of times that a receiver sends 0 in Simple Game, Identity Game, Score Game and Combine Game are 36.8%, 8.5%, 8.3% and 4.5% respectively. Receivers are also more likely to return 0 in the Simple Game. The logistic regression on the frequency of 0 transactions for all trials with sending participant, Show-Trust and Show-ID as predictors indicates an interaction between Show-Trust and Show-ID \( z = 3.68, p < 0.01 \).

5.3.2.2 **Dependence of sending behavior on trust score**

We examined correlations between average sending behavior and trust scores for both senders and receivers. We also examined for both senders and receivers correlations between sending behavior and trust scores separately for rounds 4 and 5 when trust scores have sufficient data to stabilize.

Table 5.4 presents regression analyses for senders between average sending behavior as the criterion with sender trust values and participant trust values as predictors. Sender behavior is positively correlated with his own trust value for all games. The trust function predicts sender behavior well. Moreover, when partner trust is available, it controls sending behavior. Notably, this is the only analysis suggesting any difference between the availability of partner identity and the trust score, as partner trust score does not predict sending behavior in games without a trust score. Hence, partner trust score availability controls cooperation.

Table 5.5 presents regression analyses for receivers between average sending behavior as the criterion with sender trust values, participant trust values and amount received from the sender as predictors. Receiver behavior is positively correlated with his own trust value for all games. This confirms our ability to predict receiver cooperation (i.e., receiver trustworthiness) from past trust values. However, receiver behavior is only related to partner trust in the Combined Game. Moreover, model fits are not as good for receivers as they are for senders. We have explored models that include interactions between amount received and trust values. These often improve the relatively smaller adjusted \( R^2 \) we obtain for receiver behavior. Such models suggest the need for different trust functions for sender and receiver, to accommodate the asymmetry in their relationship.
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Table 5.4: Trust regression analysis for average sending behavior of senders. The table reports on t(27) values. ‘*’ $p < 0.05$, ‘**’ $p < 0.01$, ‘***’ $p < 0.001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>without Trust</th>
<th>with Trust</th>
<th>with Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>without ID (Simple)</td>
<td>with ID (Identity)</td>
<td>without ID (Score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own trust</td>
<td>12.80***</td>
<td>9.31***</td>
<td>7.36***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner trust</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>5.69***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(2,27)</td>
<td>86.03</td>
<td>43.57</td>
<td>106.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Trust regression analysis for average sending behavior of receivers. The table reports on t(26) values. ‘*’ $p < 0.05$, ‘**’ $p < 0.01$, ‘***’ $p < 0.001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>without Trust</th>
<th>with Trust</th>
<th>with Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no ID (Simple)</td>
<td>with ID (Identity)</td>
<td>no ID (Score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own trust</td>
<td>6.003***</td>
<td>8.936***</td>
<td>4.617***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner trust</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner sending amount</td>
<td>-2.214*</td>
<td>-1.849</td>
<td>-1.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(3,26)</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>29.36</td>
<td>7.854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6 provides the results of a regression of the senders sending proportion on a model with her trust value and the trust value of her partner for both rounds. In all cases, the sender trust value predicts sending behavior. Moreover, the partner trust value also predicts sending behavior in the presence of ID or trust score information, confirming sender attention to these sources. Adjusted $R^2$ values range from 0.26 to 0.70, with lower values resulting from the game with no information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>without Trust</th>
<th>with Trust</th>
<th>with Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no ID (Simple)</td>
<td>with ID (Identity)</td>
<td>no ID (Score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 4</td>
<td>df = 72</td>
<td>df = 72</td>
<td>df = 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own trust value</td>
<td>6.46***</td>
<td>5.80***</td>
<td>3.89***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner’s trust value</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>3.24**</td>
<td>6.98***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. $R^2$</td>
<td>0.36***</td>
<td>0.40***</td>
<td>0.66***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 5</td>
<td>df = 72</td>
<td>df = 72</td>
<td>df = 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own trust value</td>
<td>4.87***</td>
<td>7.13***</td>
<td>3.19**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner’s trust value</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>4.54***</td>
<td>7.38***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. $R^2$</td>
<td>0.26***</td>
<td>0.55***</td>
<td>0.67***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Trust regression analysis on senders sending proportion with t-values for individual slope tests. ‘*’ $p < 0.05$, ‘**’ $p < 0.01$, ‘***’ $p < 0.001$.

Table 5.7 provides comparable information for receiver behavior, answering the question of how well we can predict whether a participant is trustworthy. These regression models included own trust value, partner trust value and the amount just received (i.e., three times the amount...
sent). While receivers were never aware of their own trust values, our trust function is a good predictor of receiver behavior when trust score is not provided. This does support our claim that the trust function is a good predictor of trustworthiness. However, the mere presence of trust scores in the trust score conditions dampens its predictive capability. Partner trust value is rarely predictive. Receivers did not rely on this systematically. Adjusted $R^2$ values range from 0.08 to 0.45 with higher values in the conditions where trust score is not provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>without Trust</th>
<th>with Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no ID (Simple)</td>
<td>with ID (Identity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 4</td>
<td>df = 42</td>
<td>df = 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own trust value</td>
<td>3.41***</td>
<td>7.21***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner’s trust value</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount received</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. $R^2$</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>0.45***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 5</td>
<td>df = 39</td>
<td>df = 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own trust value</td>
<td>4.21***</td>
<td>3.56***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner’s trust value</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>2.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount received</td>
<td>-2.19*</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. $R^2$</td>
<td>0.30***</td>
<td>0.29***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Trust regression analysis on receivers sending proportion with t-values for individual slope tests. ‘*’ $p < 0.05$, ‘**’ $p < 0.01$, ‘***’ $p < 0.001$.

5.4 Discussion

We analyzed our research questions distinguishing between sender and receiver points of view.

**RQ1** Does showing partner trust score or ID change user cooperative behavior?

Overall increases in the proportion returned and reductions in the frequency of 0 unit returns for both senders and receivers show evidence of the influence of trust score or ID on cooperation. We also demonstrated that the availability of a trust score has a similar impact on boosting cooperation as the availability of identities. We also showed that the availability of both features has no additional benefit to cooperation as the availability of only one of these features.

**RQ2** Does the trust calculation predict participants future behavior?

With respect to senders, we provide excellent predictive models for average behavior. These average models always depend positively on own trust values, and on partner trust values when trust values are available. Sender behavior is also well modeled at the round level, always depending upon own trust values and on partner trust values for all games except the Simple Game. Senders are attending to the specific values shown for partners. We note that the effect is not to encourage blind cooperation, but rather cooperation in response to the available information. Low partner trust scores elicit low sending amounts.

With respect to receivers, models of average return proportions behavior do depend on own-trust. This supports a claim for some ability to predict trustworthiness. Models at the round level are best when the trust score is not available. This unexpected result is possibly due to strategic differences in receiver behavior. While receiver models did include an additional factor (partner sending amount), our general impression is that the models of receiver behavior are more complex than models of sender behavior and not yet accommodated by the trust function used. Moreover, unlike the sender, deceitful receiver behavior is not punished until the
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subsequent round. These considerations suggest that the trust function should differ for sender and receiver.

We have not identified the source of leverage on the success of the trust function for senders. We noted three different influences: the specification of partners, the management of change over time and the treatment of variability, particularly punishment in response to non-cooperative behavior. Limitations in the receiver model highlight this claim, where the role of amount received may interact with the partner trust values in ways that we have not yet captured.

The trust function used considers only the sending proportion as a parameter, but not for instance the amount sent by the partner. This trust model fits well for a sender that initiates the interaction by sending an initial amount. But the trustworthiness value associated with a receiver should depend not only on the return proportion but also on the amount received. We might consider associating a higher trustworthiness with a receiver that received 6 and returned 1 than to someone that received 30, but returned the same proportion. The receiver that received 30 obtained the maximum possible amount but did not reciprocate the granted trust. These suggestions further reinforce the need to consider the measurement of trust from a psychometric perspective, capturing the relationship between physical quantities and behavioral response.

We have demonstrated that the presence of partner information benefits cooperative behavior. As our experiment suggested, the trust score has a similar effect on cooperative behavior relative to ID. Therefore, trust scores may complement current systems that employ ID to identify users, helping users define the trustworthiness of their connections. While it is possible for participants to change their ID in online systems, they cannot change the trust level other participants assigned to them. If a trust score is available, participants do not need to remember individuals by name, nor do they need to assess previous experience with imprecise mental calculations. Instead, they can make decisions based on their partner current trust score. Such a system greatly facilitates engagement with large scale collaborative networks. Our proposed solution for computing partner trust scores scales well with the number of partners.
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Part III

Perspectives
Secure and trustworthy collaborative data management

In the last years my research work concerned trustworthy large scale peer-to-peer collaborative data management characterised by the absence of a central authority where users maintain their data and decide with which other users they want to share their data. In this context of large scale peer-to-peer collaboration, my future research project will focus on novel synchronisation approaches for complex data requiring a composition replication mechanisms, on security aspects of collaborative data management and on evaluation of collaborators according to their past contributions.

1 Composition of replication mechanisms

The behaviour of various optimistic algorithms is poorly understood under intensive use in different architectural settings, with different scenarios and different kind of data structures. Each family of algorithms has advantages and disadvantages. Operational transformation has the advantage of being a generic and guided approach including a generic concurrency control algorithm for all data types and operation transformation functions specific to an application domain. Operational transformation works well on groupware settings with few number of users, but does not adapt well to large scale settings with a large number of users making frequent modifications. Furthermore, several existing solutions impose constraints either on the system architecture such as client/server-based architectures \[234\] or on the processing order of generated modifications \[215\] both of which limit extension to large scale settings. Solutions that do not impose these constraints use data structures that are a function of the number of users such as state vectors \[260, 222\] or/and of the number of operations such as history buffers \[260, 222, 146\]. Hence, the time complexity of existing algorithms is proportional to the total number of users and to the total number of operations which threatens scalability to large settings. Alternatively, CRDTs \[154, 125, 124\] provide an optimistic replication solution with weaker requirements, whose underlying data structures are independent of the total number of users and operations. However, CRDTs are not generic as they implement different solutions for concurrency handling for different data types and they suffer from meta-data overhead.

There are two families of CRDT approaches, namely state-based and operation-based \[100\]. State-based CRDTs directly ship their modified state to other replicas which merge received states with their own state. As the merge function is associative, commutative, and idempotent, state convergence is achieved independently of the order of merging states and of repeated merge execution. The possible states of a state-based CRDT must form a join-semilattice. Each modification inflates the state and thus each state supersedes previously merged state. We can represent the set of states as a partially ordered set where each pair of two states has a
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corresponding join (least upper bound) produced by the merge function. State-based CRDTs are suitable for unreliable communication as convergence is achieved in the presence of message duplications and message losses. As each state supersedes previously merged states, state-based CRDTs natively offer causal consistency.

In operation-based CRDTs, replicas propagate updates to every other replica that applies them to their local replica state. The execution of an operation is done in two phases prepare and effect. prepare is performed only on the local replica and looks at the operation and current state to produce a message that aims to represent the operation, which is then shipped to all replicas. Once received, the representation of the operation is applied remotely using effect. The effect operation must be reliably executed in all replicas, where it updates the replica state. It has been shown that if effect operations are delivered in causal order, replicas will converge to the same state if concurrent effect operations commute [100]. If effect operations may be delivered without respecting causal order, then all effect operations must commute. If effect operation may be delivered more than once, then all effect operations must be idempotent.

Most operation-based CRDT designs require exactly-once and causal delivery.

Operation-based and state-based synchronisation have both advantages and disadvantages. Operation-based synchronisation is more efficient since you only ship small updates, but requires exactly once causally-ordered broadcast. On the other side, state-based synchronisation requires only reliable broadcast, but features communication overhead by shipping the whole state. Rather than applying one approach or the other, a system should be able to implement both approaches and depending on the size of the updates and the size of the data state could decide which approach to apply at a certain moment. If only several updates were performed on a shared state, propagating the complete state to remote replicas is inefficient and an operation-based approach is more suitable. If a large number of updates are performed on a same small state, propagating all operations is inefficient and a state-based operation that propagates the final state would be more suitable. Similarly, in a real-time collaborative editing application where operation-based synchronisation is necessary in order to ship updates in real-time, synchronisation with a peer that has been offline for a long period of time could be done by means of a state-based synchronisation where complete states are shipped. This combination of state-based and operation-based has not been studied.

I would also like to study composition of state-based CRDTs with operation-based CRDTs and with operation transformation. In [88] general techniques were provided for composing state-based CRDTs using lattice merge functions. However, composition of various operation-based CRDTs and of operation-based CRDTs with operational transformation has not been previously studied. Operation-based CRDTs require that effect operations commute which is a difficult task from the design point of view. Adding new operations to a well-defined operation-based CRDT requires that the new operations commute with the existing operations. Two solutions can be studied. The first possible solution consists in creating a new CRDT which could be composed with the initial CRDT. If these new operations are commutative among them, a new CRDT can be designed. However, it has to be studied what are the necessary conditions in order that the composition of the two new CRDTs is a CRDT. The second possible solution that can be studied is to apply operational transformation between the new operations and the operations belonging to the initial CRDT. Indeed, operational transformation allows transforming an operation against other conflicting operations by making them commute after the transformation. However, conditions of combining operation-based CRDTs with operational transformation have to be studied.

Several state-based and operation-based CRDTs were formalised in the literature. However, these CRDTs were not studied from the point of view of time and space complexity. I plan to
analyze the complexity of these algorithms according to a theoretical point of view, but also from a practical point of view with the help of real collaboration traces on implementations of these CRDTs.

I am also interested in the design of specific CRDTs that require global invariants to be maintained for correctness. This is the case of relational databases that have to maintain different integrity constraints such as uniqueness, reference integrity and numeric constraints. Recently, together with Weihai Yu (University of Tromso), we designed Conflict-free Replicated Relations (CRRs) based on a specific CRDT for relational databases [19]. This work would allow us to study maintenance of integrity constraints over CRRs.

In collaborative editors a selective undo allows a user to undo an earlier operation, regardless of when, where and by which user the operation was generated. There is currently no generally applicable undo support as stated in the manifesto on CRDTs [87]. In collaboration with Weihai Yu and Luc André, we proposed in [29] a layered commutative replicated data type (CRDT) that supports selective undo of string-wise operations. In [20], in collaboration with Weihai Yu and Victorien Elvinger, we designed a generic support of selective undo for delta-based CRDTs, an optimised class of state-based CRDTs. Our solution uses lattice theory and proposes an abstraction that captures the semantics of concurrent undo and redo operations through equivalence classes. However, a generic undo solution has to be proposed for operation-based CRDTs.

## 2 Secure collaborative data management

I want to propose a security mechanism adapted for distributed collaborative systems without a central authority. The security mechanism has to deal with user access rights to the shared documents as well as with end-to-end encryption of data with key management suitable for user dynamic groups. The mechanism has to be easy to use and will be tested with users.

Existing access control mechanisms feature two main difficulties in the context of collaborative systems. The first one relates to the design of security policies that are convenient for all partners involved in a collaboration. A challenging issue is how to manage partner joining and leaving to the group. The second difficulty is the necessity of sending at each user action an access request and waiting for its answer from a trusted central authority which maintains the security policies. This delay is critical for the real-time collaboration where the number of updates is high. Moreover, in the case of a federation of organisations agreeing on such an authority is almost impossible. Furthermore, in order to maintain its autonomy with respect to its authorisation management, it should be possible for a partner to revoke previous granted rights without contacting an external authority. Indeed, it is possible that once several users collaborated, they wish that some of them do not have anymore access to new modifications on shared documents. However, it is normal that users that had access to a document version and that contributed to the document keep this document version even though they do not have anymore access to next versions of the document.

Besides access control, end-to-end encryption is very important for ensuring security of mutable data in the collaboration. Large collaborative service providers such as Dropbox, iCloud and GoogleDrive adopted encryption solutions in order to store only encrypted version of shared documents. However, for facilitating the usage of their services, encryption keys are stored by the service providers which gives them the possibility of accessing the non encrypted data and being subject of different attacks. My goal is to adopt suitable end-to-end encryption for collaboration over mutable data where messages sent between participants are end-to-end encrypted.
and servers do not need accessing a non-encrypted data.

Another aspect related to the security of collaborative data is group key management. Suppose that a group of users collaborate on a document and exchange data encrypted with a symmetric key. If the group decides to eliminate a user from the group, this user should not have anymore access to the document. A new key has to be generated and shared among the remaining group members which requires several rounds of communication among users. This process has performance issues and leads to interruptions of participants work. In a large scale collaboration where several users join and leave very often the group, the generation and sharing of group keys is critical. My goal is to propose an efficient group key management suitable for large dynamic groups.

In order to avoid the use of a central server that stores all data, access rights as well as data are replicated. I propose to develop CRDT algorithms for the synchronisation of access rights that will be composed with CRDT algorithms for data synchronisation.

In a classical access control mechanism, when a user requests access to a resource on a remote machine, the remote machine checks whether the user has been granted an access to the resource and if it is the case the user can access it. In a decentralised collaboration data are already replicated and if no additional measures are considered, a user can have access to data independently of the access rights. A data encryption mechanism has to be conceived in order to deal with access to replicated data. In this case the user could check the list of authorised users and share with them the data encryption keys.

The main challenge is to compose CRDTs for data with CRDTs for access control and preserve causality between these two types of data. Indeed it is important to determine whether a user has the right to execute an operation on a document, i.e. whether an access right was granted or revoked before he executed an operation. Issues appear when users execute operations on the document while their rights of executing these operations are concurrently revoked: decisions have to be taken whether these operations can be kept or they have to be cancelled.

This security mechanism could be implemented into our MUTE peer-to-peer collaborative editor and tested by means of user studies.

3 Users trust evaluation based on the quality of their past contributions

In a large scale peer-to-peer collaboration a critical question is how to choose your collaborators that you can trust in order to share them your data. I propose to automatically compute a trust value for a user based on his previous collaborative editing behavior. A main challenge in this task is how to compute this trust value according to past collaboration in order to be able to predict future user behavior.

In previous work I focused on predicting the quality of the content of a document collaboratively written in Wikipedia [28, 26, 14, 23]. In future work I would like to focus on predicting the quality of a user contribution based on the quality of his past contributions. For this I propose using the trust metric proposed in [27] for trust game that predicts participants future behavior based on their past behavior while dealing with fluctuations of their behavior. This trust metric can be applied for user contributions in Wikipedia by considering that user interactions in the trust game are user contributions throughout an article revisions. A critical challenge is how to define the quality of a user contribution. For this I would like to investigate different quality metrics based on the edit length (i.e. the length of contribution in terms of characters) but also
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on the edit longevity (i.e. how long an edit of a user persists).

In previous work I investigated whether providing users with a trust value of their partner would help them better decide the amount of money exchanged during the trust game [11]. However, the experiment was done at a small scale, with groups of six users. I plan additional adaptations to the experiment design including simulated participants to permit repeated samples of large scale collaboration. The simulated users behavior can be inferred from real users data, or predefined with some patterns. I would like also to experimentally investigate whether providing users with the trust value of their partner based on their direct interaction is more useful to users than computing the reputation of a specific user [213].

This metric as well as our proposed validation methodology received a lot of interest from the Fair&Smart company for their personal data management platform that respects General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for computing trust between the different users of this platform and will be transferred in the context of a DeepTech project financed by BPI and coordinated by Fair&Smart (2020-2023). In the context of this project I will lead the activity of computing trust scores among users and enterprises based their behavior during their past interactions. This trust score will predict future behavior of a user or enterprise. For instance, it is possible to compute a trust score based on the respect or violations of consents established before the collaboration. Consents will be logged in the platform and an auditing mechanism would be able to check whether they were respected or not. In order to test the feasibility of this trust mechanism between users before its implementation on the Fair&Smart platform I propose an experimental design based on game theory. I propose to investigate a contract-based game such as [150] which would model by means of contracts the interactions between users and enterprises. An implementation of this kind of game would allow us to organise experimental studies with users in order to ensure that the proposed trust score metric is well reflecting user perception.
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Abstract

Most commonly used collaborative systems are provided by large service providers. While these collaborative services offer very interesting functionalities, they feature certain limitations. Most of the platforms hosting these collaboration services rely on a central authority and place personal information in the hands of a single large corporation which is a perceived privacy threat. Users must provide and store their data to vendors of these services and have to trust that they will preserve privacy of their data, but they have little control over the usage of their data after sharing it with other users. Moreover, these systems do not scale well in terms of the number of users and their modifications. Furthermore, user communities cannot deploy these kind of service applications since they generally rely on costly infrastructures rather than allowing sharing infrastructure and administration costs. My research work aims to move away from centralized authority-based collaboration towards a large scale trust-based peer-to-peer collaboration where control over data is given to users who can decide with whom to share their data. The main advantages of peer-to-peer collaborative systems are high scalability, resilience to faults and attacks and a low deployment barrier for new services. My contributions are structured around two axes of research: collaborative data management and trustworthy collaboration.

In order to provide efficient data availability, data is typically replicated and users are allowed to concurrently modify replicated data. One of the challenges is to develop optimistic replication algorithms that maintain consistency of the shared data in the face of concurrent modifications. These algorithms have to be reliable, i.e. after the reception of all modifications the data copies have to converge. These algorithms also have to be scalable, i.e. have a complexity that does not depend on the number of users. These algorithms have also to be explainable, i.e. their decision must be comprehensible by users and therefore user intentions must be preserved. In the first part of this manuscript I present my contributions to the design of various optimistic data replication and their evaluation in terms of their complexities but also by means of experimental design with users. I also present my contributions on group awareness specifically on what information should be provided to users to prevent conflicting changes and to understand divergence when conflicts cannot be avoided.

In this large scale peer-to-peer collaboration where users cannot remember the interactions with all collaborators a main question is how to choose the trusted collaborators in order to share them the data. A main challenge is how to assess users trust according to their past behaviour during collaboration in order to be able to predict their future behavior. In the second part of this manuscript I present a contract-based collaboration model where contracts are specified by the data owners when they share the data and user trust is assessed according to the observation of adherence to or violation of contracts. I also present a hash chain based authenticators approach for ensuring integrity and authenticity of logs of collaboration. For testing the proposed trust-based collaboration model, I designed a user experiment employing trust game and relying on a computational trust metric according to user exchanges in this game.

I finally present my future research directions around secure and trustworthy collaborative data management.

Keywords: distributed collaborative systems, operational transformation, CRDT, group awareness, trust, contract-based collaboration, authenticated logs, trust game, user studies